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Forward
By Gordon Lord

Welcome to the eigth edition of On the Up.

As we move towards the 2012 Season, we can once again

reflect on a successful year for Coaching and Coaches in

Cricket.

Andy Flower’s achievements of winning both the Sports Coach

UK Coach of the Year Award and the BBC Coach of the Year

Award 2011 were well deserved and represented not only his

outstanding personal contribution but also the brilliant “behind

the scenes” work that so many other coaches have done to

put the England Cricket Team into the tremendous position

they currently occupy.

Amongst the many other

achievements of the

graduates of the ECB Level

4 programme in 2011,

particular congratulations

must go to Peter Moores,

Mike Watkinson and their

coaching staff for their

contribution towards

Lancashire winning the

County Championship for

the first time in 77 years.

The ECB Level 4 was

awarded full UKCC

endorsement in May and the first cohort of graduates to

complete the Post Graduate Diploma were assessed in

December. Cricket remains the only sport in the UK to have

achieved this status. 

2011 saw the sad loss of three high profile coaches whose

contribution to the development of players (and coaches) was

immense. Terry Jenner and Neal Abberley’s careers and impact

have been well documented elsewhere but the contribution of

Graham Dilley, whose coaching career was less well known, 

has not.

This issue includes the transcript of an interview that Graham

did for On the Up at the end of 2010 and many of you who knew

and respected Dill as a man and as a coach will recognise his

wisdom and passion for the Game and the people who play it. 

They will all be missed and our thoughts are with their families

and friends.

With thanks to all of you, to all those who have contributed to

this issue of On the Up, in particular to Heather Nash and 

Tom Keeley for their tireless work.

See you over the Summer.

Gordon Lord

Head of Elite Coach Development
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IMORNEFE BOWES is
Head Coach of Beach
Volleyball at the British
Volleyball Federation (B.V.F).
He has been in this post for
2 years, previously joining
the organisation 2 years
earlier as Womens coach. Before working
full-time with the B.V.F he was an associate
lecturer at the University of Bath where he
also was Head Coach of their regional high-
performance volleyball programme. Currently
enrolled on a PhD at the University of Wales
Cardiff, although this has been suspended
during the build up to the 2012 Games.

PETE JOHNSTON is
currently Assistant Coach to
Phil Simmonds at Cricket
Ireland. In the last 5 years,
he has been to 4 World
Cups. He has coached
hockey and cricket at high
levels and acquired the position of Irish
Women’s Cricket Coach, taking the team to
the 2005 World Cup in South Africa. This was
a great experience and an opportunity that
also helped to get me onto the ECB Level 4
Coaching course.
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educated at Loughborough
University and Nottingham
University. Currently an 
ECB Coach Development
Manager based at the
Community Coach
Education Office at Edgbaston. He is also
Assistant Coach of the England Physical
Disabilities Team.

CHRIS GRANT, founder of
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Commission on the Future of
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development, and is Vice-Chair of the
Foundation delivering International Inspiration,
keeping London 2012’s promise to inspire and
enrich the lives of 12 million children worldwide.
After 25 years working with bankers, community
groups, champion athletes & their coaches,
business leaders, politicians and many others,
Chris remains a keen student of the art; science
and alchemy of learning, and getting things
done. He has an MSc in Human Resource
Development, and is writing a practical guide to
group dynamics & working with groups. In April,
Chris leads a workshop on this topic in London,
details from ann.lyon@14aconversations.com.

TIM KYNDT is a business
psychologist working with a
range of organisations
delivering high-performance
leadership mentoring and
coaching. Tim has worked
with UK Sport, Paralympics
GB, English Institute of Sport, sportscotland
Institute of Sport and a number of National
Governing Bodies to design, develop and
deliver mentoring and coach development
programmes, such as UK Sport’s Mentor
Development & Elite Coaching Apprenticeship
Programmes. Tim is a research supervisor and
guest lecturer on the organisation psychology
Masters programme at King’s College, London
and co-author of ‘Achieving Excellence in
High-Performance Sport’, a book to be
published by Bloomsbury in October 2012.

FARREN DRURY MBE

Having represented the
Army at boxing and rugby,
Farren is a passionate
sports enthusiast,
runner and cyclist. He’s 
an active member of the
Lord’s Taverners’ charity. He has practiced
Transcendental Meditation since he was 15,
and this, along with a study of neuroscience,
‘energetics’ and happiness, ensure he brings
a consistent ‘glow’ to everything – whether
with clients or at home with two lively
youngsters and a mad dog!

ALAN OLIVE. Coaching
consultant with UK Sport’s
Coaching Team. Previous
roles include Coach
Development Manager with
GB Sailing. His current job
includes designing,
managing and delivering tailored coach
development programmes for High
Performance coaches in Canoeing, Hockey,
Sailing and Bob Skeleton.

JAMES ADAMS. 
Recently appointed
Hampshire club captain for
2012, Jimmy has been on
Hampshire’s playing staff
since 1999. He studied at
Loughborough University
(01-04) and is a level 3 coach. He was part 
of Hampshire’s cup winning teams in 2009 
and 2010 and was selected for the England
Lions in the winter of 2010/11.

DR STEWART
COTTERILL is a Senior
Lecturer and Course Leader
within the Department of
Sport and Exercise at the
University of
Gloucestershire and
recently, spent two and a half weeks as a
Performance Psychologist working for ECB in
India (Pune and Mumbai) as part of the ECB
performance programme training camp.

PETER SUCH is a former
England and Essex off
spinner who played 11
Tests. He is the ECB Spin
Bowling Lead based at 
the National Cricket
Performance Centre at
Loughborough.

MARK YOUNG 
is the National Lead
Physiotherapist for the
England & Wales Cricket
Board. He has previously
worked with UK Athletics,
Nike Athletics (USA) and 
the Australian Institute of Sport.

LOUISE DEELEY 
is a BPS Chartered
Psychologist, BASES
Accredited Sport and
Exercise Scientist and an
experienced performance
coach. She delivers NLP
and Sport Psychology development
programmes throughout Europe, as well as
specialist trainings on Emotional Intelligence
and Leadership Development for Governing
Bodies and Corporate Business. For help
with your performance management call 
020 8398 2127 or email Louuise at
info@inside-performance.com.

Contributors 
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JOHN NEAL. 20 years
working at the top level in
sport, business and the
forces. He has worked
with clients including, RFU,
WRU, Wasps, Bristol
Rugby, RFUW, ICC, MCC,
Middlesex CCC, West Indies Cricket,
Ashridge Business School, Loughborough
University, Navy, Army and RAF, Police plus
blue chip companies such as Tetra Pak,
NHS, Orange, GSK, Yell.com and the BBC.
John works as a performance coach
throughout the world with teams, individuals
and organisations instilling a passion for the
process of winning.

BILL ENDICOTT has had
occasion to observe top
performers in several 
fields. He was for many
years the Head Coach of 
the US Olympic Canoe and
Kayak team, where he
coached athletes to 57 medals (27 gold) in
World Cup, World Championship & Olympics.
He also had a career in politics, working many
years for the US House of Representatives and
then for the Clinton White House. He has two
degrees from Harvard and was a Captain and
General’s aide in the US Marine Corps.

DR NICK PEIRCE is
Chief Medical Officer for the
ECB & a Hospital
Consultant in Sport &
Exercise Medicine at the
Queens Medical Centre,
Nottingham. He’s worked
across elite sport for 15 years, including
leading the English Institute of Sport East
Midlands at Loughborough for 8 years, while
attending 2 Olympics with the performance
sports Rowing and Canoeing. During this
time he established the EIS Clinical
Psychology program and has cared for many
athletes with mental health issues. He has
been involved with team sports throughout
including Premiership football and Rugby as
well the GB Davis Cup team for 6 years. 
He sits on the ICC Medical Committee.

LARS GÖRAN (YOGI)
BREISNER MBE FBHS

formerly a highly successful
International rider himself,
Yogi is now one of the
country’s most respected
trainers of riders and horses. 

From 1978-91 he worked at the famous
Waterstock House Training Centre and became
a Fellow of the British Horse Society in 1992.         

As World Class Performance Manager &
Chef d’Equipe, guided the GB 3-day event
team to silver at the Sydney Olympics and
since has managed teams to 24 more medals.
In 2000 Yogi became National Coach of British
Eventing developing coaching initiatives across
all levels. He also oversees the British: Pony,
Junior and Young Rider 3-day event teams.

Since 1994, he’s been jumping instructor at
the British Racing School in Newmarket.

BARBARA DANIELS
played 54 ODIs and 9 Tests
for England between 1993
and 2000. Initially a teacher,
worked for the Women’s
Cricket Association and
then ECB. Barbara is now 
a Consultant in Coach Education in cricket
and other sports. She is an Associate at
Apollinaire Consultancy and at Ashridge
Business School.

DAVID YOUNG worked
for the ECB as Regional
Performance Manager for 
5 years. He is now the
performance psychologist
for England Squash and
Racketball as well as for 
the ECB on the England Development
Programme.

BRETT MORRISSEY 
is a cognitive-behaviour
therapist working in the
NHS and private practice,
treating emotional disorders
such as Depression,
Anxiety, Obsessive-
Compulsive Disorder and Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder. He also works with sports
teams and individuals in the areas of Sport
Psychology and mental health, including for
Delhi Daredevils, Coventry RFC, Professional
Footballers, Individual Olympic Athletes and
Swimmers, and Professional Golfers.

DR MARK BAWDEN 
is a Chartered Sports
Psychologist and
Performance Coach with
over 15 years’ experience 
of working in elite sport,
education and business.
Mark is currently Psychologist to the England
Cricket Team.

DR KEIR WORTH is the
Head of Coaching &
Performance at England
Squash & Racketball. He’s
been with the organisation
almost 6 years, originally
joining as a High
Performance Coach, he was appointed Head
of Performance 2 years ago. Previously,
Keir was a Senior Lecturer at the University of
Gloucestershire, before leaving academia and
achieving significant success as Head Coach
of the University of Birmingham and working
part-time for England Squash & Racketball as
Regional Coach for the West Midlands & as a
tutor on their coach education programmes.

DR MATT PARKER
worked in cardiology before
gaining a PhD in exercise
physiology. As Physiologist
at the English Institute of
Sport, Matt developed a
physiology service to
various sports in the north west. Moving to
become Performance Scientist with GB
Cycling in 2006 where he coached the Men’s
endurance squad to 2 gold and 2 bronze
medals at Beijing, breaking World and
Olympic records. He helped Bradley Wiggins
to the highest finish by a British rider (4th) in
the 2009 Tour de France. Currently Matt is
Director of Marginal Gains for British Cycling
and the Sky professional cycling team.

DR CRAIG RANSON is
a lecturer in Sports and
Exercise Medicine at the
UWIC Cardiff School of
Sport and a consultant
Sports Physiotherapist to a
variety of UK and
International sporting organisations including
the Wales Rugby Team. His previous posts
include National Lead Physiotherapist for the
England and Wales Cricket Board and UK
Athletics Chief Physiotherapist. Craig is co-
author of the textbook ‘Atlas of Living and
Surface Anatomy for Sports Medicine’ and a
member of the International Cricket Council
Medical Committee.

We are pleased to introduce you to a world class team of coaches, scientists,

coach educators and consultants who have contributed to On the Up
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I’m not going to try to deliver anything
ground-breaking or force upon you my
beliefs when it comes to different coaching
methods or techniques. But hopefully I 
can give an insight into the people who
have had the greatest effect on me – most
of whom, fortunately, have come along at
the more testing times. Admittedly it’s a
fairly subjective look into how I feel
coaches have helped me, those who 
have offered something more than
technical solutions (of which there have
been plenty too) and by sharing this I hope
you may be able to find something that
can offer players more than just the ability
to play a technically proficient pull shot.. .

Before I move on, by no means am I
looking to downgrade the merits of the
technical side of the game – all the
coaches I know have offered good
technical advice. A sound technique gets
players out of trouble more effectively
when they go through a poor spell and/or
confidence is low. We work on technical
skills to give ourselves confidence in our
technique and trust in our methods and
from that hopefully develop a core belief 
in what we do that allows us to be more
robust during the tougher times.. . Our
technique is what we hope will bail us out
of trouble when we get things wrong, that’s
why we spend so much time drilling it. 

I suppose though it is in enabling this 
trust/belief/confidence in our technique
that the best coaches I’ve come across
have excelled. Instead of me ‘hoping’ my
technique will get me out of a pickle,
they’ve helped me believe and trust that 
it actually will. Anyway, I said I wouldn’t 
force my own thoughts on to you.. . but
before I do, perhaps I should ask why 
have the coaches I remember most, the
best coaches I’ve come across, been 
able to do this? 

Through the player’s eyes
- James Adams
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and feeling out of my comfort zone
(which, if you haven’t guessed, I do like!).
One of the first people who really offered
that bit more than stopping me falling
over to off stump, was the same man
who enquired if I’d be interested in
penning something for this magazine,
Gordon Lord. It was at Lilleshall, an
England age group (14’s or 15’s I think)
training programme and I didn’t really
want to be there for a number of reasons.
The first net was an absolute horror and I
was shot to pieces – Lordy came over
and suddenly made things alright, I’ve no
idea what he said or whether there was
any technical stuff at all, but the next few
days went fine and I actually started to
look forward to those programmes.

Graham Dilley, who sadly passed away in
October, had a similar impact. Again it
was an England development thing, a
warm-up game against Pakistan U19s; I
was 17ish and feeling very out of my
depth. I’d never come across Dill before
and he was having a fag and a pint at the
bar when I first met him. However it was
24 hours later that he made his first big
impression on me – a torrid first day (the
quickest bowling I’d ever faced and the
first time I’d come across someone who it
seemed would rather hit me on the head
than get me out - he did both) had left
me waiting for the next two days to
disappear so I could retreat back home.
Dill sat me down and removed all my
worries, I felt he knew what I was going
through, he put me at ease and somehow
I managed to get a decent score in the

I shall endeavour to answer or shed
some light on the above by looking at 
my experiences with the people who
have had the greatest impact on me.
Even as I write this, other questions are
being raised too - why are these
coaches better in my eyes than others?
Why have I found some coaches more
beneficial than other players have and
vice versa (I’ve been fortunate to have
access to some supposedly fantastic
coaches but haven’t found them
fantastic for me)? Why have I found a
coach more helpful at one time of my
career than another? Finally, why would
the coach who has made arguably the
biggest difference in recent years, have
had a limited effect on me 10 years ago?

Thinking about all the people I could
mention, one thing became clear, I
trusted all of them – I had/have great
faith in what they were doing and I felt
that they had faith in me. A mutual trust,
an empathy, I had a feeling they really
wanted to help make a difference. It
wasn’t simply a case of making me feel
good about myself (though that plays a
part!), there have been numerous
coaches who helped me enormously 
and whom I respect but I wouldn’t go 
for a pint or sit down for a coffee with,
who have made things pretty tough and
uncomfortable – admittedly, it’s often
only in hindsight that I realise they have
the player’s interests at heart.

Early on it’s fairly straight-forward to say
the most influential person was my Dad,
it’s pretty hard to look past someone
who, amongst many things, helped get it
all started by giving me the tools to enjoy
the game. Dad provided the ‘ignition’ –
my first bat, watching games, providing
the facilities to play and possibly most
importantly, given recent literature, a
brother who was a far better player than
me despite being a year younger and
‘helped’ with many of the hours of
practice we apparently need. 

Two coaches who I remember most from
my growing up were actually both
coaches who at the time I found tough to
get on with - no doubt I made life tricky
for them too. Fortunately I did eventually
realise that they wanted to help me
improve and, despite not particularly
enjoying their methods, I wasn’t in a
position to up sticks and find help

elsewhere! Admittedly at this stage it 
was a case of being told what to do and
learning it but one moment does stand
out; I was 12 or 13 and the stereotypical
school boy player – good through the off
side, pot luck on my legs. . .One of these
coaches spent hours, with a very
impatient and disgruntled self, trying to
get me to play through the leg side with
some semblance of control and
consistency. This was the first time I
remember a coach explaining why it
would benefit me and the fact he was
prepared to invest his time in me to work
on this made the biggest difference at
stage when the concept of practice and
work was fairly alien – I was still playing
and ‘practicing’ for fun and to try and get
one over my brother in the back yard. . .

As previously mentioned, I had access to
some very good coaches and when I
started at Hampshire I had access to 
one of the best batting coaches around.
Whether I thought I’d made it and was
suddenly less receptive to advice (I hope
not. . .), or whether I didn’t really
understand what was required of me to
make the most of my situation (possibly –
it was a fair way from schoolboy cricket),
I really didn’t glean anything at all from
this time and couldn’t get to grips with
his methods. How could this be? This
guy works with some of the best batters
around, he’s a lovely bloke and I can’t
remember any particular event that may
have caused me to put the barriers up….
In hindsight, I was in a new and fairly
alien environment, I was suddenly a small
fish in a big pond – it was now more a
case of having to ask for the coach’s
time rather than being the focus of their
attention. It was different; I didn’t like it
and didn’t respond well to it. If only I
knew then what I know now – I missed
out on working with someone that could
have helped me enormously because I
was being a pretty spoilt new kid on the
block! Could this have been different?
Would it have been different if we’d more
access (he was a busy man) to each
other? Or were we simply different types
of people at that stage? I’d like to think
I’d make more of it now….

One thing that it does make me think of
though, is those first impressions – in my
eyes many of the best coaches are those
who immediately put me at ease
especially when in an alien environment

If only I knew then what I know now!
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second dig. Coincidence? Possibly, but
one thing is for sure – I definitely
wouldn’t have troubled the scorers if Dill
hadn’t called me over that evening.

I was fortunate to spend 3 more years
with Dill at Loughborough University and
he played a major role in turning things
around after 2 poor years on the
Hampshire staff. The first thing he did
was refuse to let me go anywhere near a
cricket bat for 4 months – I thought he
was bonkers, but he was right. I’d 
played cricket non-stop for over 2 years
and was ‘cricketed out’ and when he
eventually let me hit a ball I was
desperate to play the game that I’d lost
the love for. I could go on for a long time
about Dill, he helped enormously, he
wasn’t everyone’s cup of tea - plenty of
my peers found him hard to get to know
and work with – but for me, at that time
especially, he was the reason I got a
second crack at cricket. What Dill 
offered in abundance wasn’t technical
brilliance but an incredible empathy, an
understanding of what I was thinking and
why. He was possibly the best coach
who never threw a ball which must make
him one of the most effective!

Cricket hit another crossroads shortly
after Shane Warne left Hampshire –
Warne had given me a clear role and had
backed me to do it; the best player in
the world backing you to do a job does

wonders for your own confidence and
belief! Unfortunately the role I was given
pigeon-holed me as a 4-day cricketer
and when my form dipped after his
departure, I was again staring down the
barrel. Giles White was to take over later
that season, Chalks, as he’s known to all,
is another I’ve always felt believed in me
and is one of the best listeners I’ve met.
That winter he pushed me to go and see
a guy in Perth called Noddy Holder.
Simply the fact that Chalks thought
Noddy could make the difference started
things off on the right track – he was
trying to find a way to help me and once
again there was that feeling that
someone was investing their time in me
(it was about time I started paying all
these people back!).

Seeing Noddy was a revelation – his
approach to batting was a breath of fresh
air. He got me thinking about my ‘self’ as
well as my cricket and about individual
differences when it comes to player
management and coaching methods. I
knew very quickly that Noddy would be
able to help at least in some way – from
the first meeting and net I felt comfortable
talking about myself and cricket, my own
perceived weaknesses and strengths and
he offered something new, something that
I was searching for. I also remember one
of the first things Noddy said – he
thanked me, as well as Chalks, for
coming to see him. From his point of
view, he felt ‘honoured and humbled’ that
we’d made the trip off our own backs to
put our faith in his methods. I suppose he
felt we were investing our time in him –
exactly what made me feel so good when
others had done that to me. I was in as
alien a situation as I’d ever been, I’d
stuck my neck out (well, someone had for
me) and Noddy had made me feel
immediately at ease – I could get on with
my cricket without worrying what Noddy
might think, he’d addressed that within
the first day of working with him.

Noddy’s approach was perfect for me at
that time – I was looking to broaden my
game from the dour 4-day player and his
method is about hitting the ball and
getting into a simple but strong position
to allow you to do so. When he asked me
about my game, I replied my defence was
good, Noddy looked at me and asked me
to say that again, he didn’t think he’d
heard me correctly (in slightly more blunt
Australian. . .) . . .! I repeated myself, again
the same response, I must have looked
perplexed because he helped me out –
‘we don’t defend the ball, we either hit it
or we stop it…’. And so it began: a re-
education! The way he spoke about
batting was all positive and the way we
practiced was all positive. There was
plenty of technical stuff too – I was trying
to change a game that had been
ingrained for 20 years but I got just as
much from the ‘Noddy-isms’ between
rounds on the machine and from chatting
over a coffee afterwards. It was new and
exciting and the person coaching me
really seemed to believe in what I was
doing. I could go on and on but amongst
many things he helped me realise it was
about making mistakes, mistakes were a
positive thing and taking a step back was

Giles White always believed in me

Pigeon-holed as a 4-day cricketer
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still progress as it gave us something to
work on next time. He kept it simple, we
had a few things to focus on, I knew
what they were and I was enjoying the
freedom to actually hit balls. I had re-
discovered why I was a playing this
game. I’ve seen Noddy every winter
since and each time I return home, he
always mentions that the biggest hurdle
for me to conquer is to trust my method
– that when I learn to do this then things
will really start to click. I struggle to be
honest but then again that’s why I go
back to see him, to hopefully progress 
a little further down the line towards
trusting my method. I suppose that’s
what I see as one of a coach’s major
roles - to help the individual gain the
confidence and belief in a method to the
extent that they really do trust it. . .

Coincidentally around this time I’d
started to coach more. I bumped into
Lordy again at a course and he’d
recommended I think about reading ‘the
inner game of tennis’. I read it while I was
out in Perth that winter and thought it
was great and I marked the pages I felt
relevant. The following winter I returned
to Perth, taking the book with me
(cricketers are nothing if not superstitious
. . .) and found that while the passages
from last time were still meaningful, I was
highlighting and finding new passages
that provided new ’answers’. One of the
younger Hampshire players came out 
too – I had recommended Noddy as
someone I felt could help him out. I also
recommended the book to him – after a
week or so, he politely returned it saying

he didn’t really understand it! He had
slightly more success with Noddy but
not to the extent I was hoping – he
found some of Noddy’s interventions
helpful and seemed to enjoy working
with him but it wasn’t what he was
looking for.

This got me thinking – how would I have
responded 10 years earlier? I’d have had
the same struggles with the book –
preferring to try and make a tangible
difference to my straight drive or pull
shot rather than worrying about
understanding a book that I wasn’t sure
could really make as much difference as
hitting one past the bowler. I’d also have
had similar struggles working Noddy out
– after all, much of what he says goes
against what is ingrained in us from an
early age. Perhaps when I first saw
Noddy I was lucky because I was with
Chalks and able to cherry pick stuff
rather than get overwhelmed by it all.
Regardless it made me think about how
we pick up different things at different
times – are we more open to different
people and ideas at different stages of
our career/life? How is our willingness to
listen and learn affected by our situation,
the person/coach at that time, by
individual differences? I can say I’m
more willing to listen to people and find
answers when I’m looking for them and
when I’m keen to help myself. The better
coaches have facilitated this by having
empathy, a rapport, creating common
ground and establishing trust, not only 
in their methods but in them as people.
Would I have paid the same attention to

Noddy or read the book if a coach that 
I didn’t have confidence in had
recommended them?

I suppose I should try and conclude
things – I’d like to quickly say that I don’t
believe it’s necessarily all about creating
a close bond, though no doubt it helps.
One of the best coaches I’ve had was
outside cricket (hockey) – there was no
close rapport, he sent me off for fun over
the years he coached me and seemed to
get satisfaction from doing so but there
was common ground –we both had a
desire and determination to win and
improve. It wasn’t until I left school that 
I realised we actually could get on. . .

Every coach has their niche, an area
where they specialise – I’m not talking
about batting, bowling or keeping more
about the type of individual they work
with best, the ones they get the best
response out of. With some it’s a case of
more carrot less stick and some the
other way – I also believe this changes
as we change as individuals and learn
more about ourselves. Which probably
answers the question as to why I’ve
found some coaches more effective at
different times – it also may explain why
I was unable to make the best use of
some very good coaches, I didn’t get on
with them as well as others did. It’s not
ground-breaking really. . .

A coach’s role seems to change
enormously – is that the skill that
separates the good coaches form the
best ones? Adaptability? One of the
best, who I’ve not mentioned so far, is
Tony Middleton – quiet and unassuming,
yet able to successfully work and help a
huge spectrum of players. While many
coaches are highly skilled, are the
standouts those that can reach more
people?

A final thought regarding the old adage
about leading a horse to water - while I
think it makes sense that a coach will be
able to assist a player more who is
willing to help himself – rather than leave
the horse at the water and potentially
give up or leave it there if it refuses to
drink, is the coach’s role to establish a
trust so the horse believes the water is
good to drink and also understands 
why drinking the water will ultimately
prove beneficial?

Don’t defend the ball, either hit it or stop it



the question arises how can we work
on how the team feels and better
understand what drives the team? The
answer, at least in part, is to consider
the importance of developing an
effective psychological climate within
the team and ensuring that the
performance environment is conducive
to effect performance. 

Psychological (or team) climate is
often referred to in a variety of ways
including the ‘atmosphere’ and ‘feel’ of
the team. Sometimes you get a strong
sense of how together, supportive,
aggressive or divided a team is just by
experiencing that team in action. The
behaviours that we observe that give
us an insight into the functioning of the
team are underpinned by the team’s
psychological climate. Team
psychological climate in essence
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Building a positive and supportive
team environment is crucial to the
successful development and
performance of most teams, and in
particular those that are successful
over a longer period of time. Indeed,
successful coaches often have their
own way of fostering a positive and
supportive environment that allows
both the players, as individuals, and
the team as a whole to fulfil their
potential. Recent research in
psychology has demonstrated an
effect called ‘emotional contagion’
where emotions and mood states can
be transferred between individuals in
the group resulting in a team
emotional state. This team emotional
state can have a significant impact
upon performance. Getting the ‘feel’ of
the team right is an important aspect
of building a winning team. However,

relates to how team members perceive
and make sense of the team’s
direction, policies, and practices. The
psychological climate of the team is a
combination of the perceptions of all
the team members. When these
perceptions are similar across the
team the psychological climate can be
a powerful driver for the team (either in
a positive or a negative direction). 

Research across a number of different
performance environments, including
sport and business, over the past 20
years has consistently demonstrated a
link between the team (or
organisations) psychological climate
and other important team factors such
as satisfaction, commitment,
performance, and stress levels. Further
evidence has demonstrated that the
team’s psychological climate can also
impact significantly on the
performance, satisfaction, commitment
and error rate of individual players
within the team. As such,
understanding how to build and
maintain a good positive team
environment appears to be a crucial
ingredient in achieving team success.
Some coaches achieve this positive
environment through luck rather than
judgment, but if you don't know what
you did then it is very difficult to repeat
in the future. The important question
then is what can you do to try and
maximise the psychological climate in
your team?

Recognising that the team’s
psychological climate is made up of
the perceptions of the individual
players in the team, it is important to

Creating a positive and effective
performance environment

The environment in which the team operates is crucial to its performance
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This research is important, because
if we understand what factors
determine the views of the player
we can develop strategies to
influence these factors, and as a
result influence how each player
views the team. 

Referring back to the four sets of
factors highlighted by James and
James, each of these can be used
to underpin strategies to enhance
the team’s psychological climate.
For example, role stress and lack of
harmony is influenced by a lack of
understanding by the player
regarding their role in the team, or
the existence of conflicting
messages for the player about their
role in the team. As a result, the
coach taking time to clarify the
specific role of the player, to the
player would be advantageous. In
adopting this approach you would
also need to check that the player
understands what is being asked of
them, but also to make sure the
rest of the team are clear what that
individual player’s role in the team
is. Further examples of potential
strategies to enhance the each
player’s views of the team are
outlined overleaf.

understand the factors that form these
views in each player. In 1989 Lois and
Lawrence James published results of
an extensive study exploring
psychological climates in a range of
teams. One of the main outcomes of
this research was the identification of
four sets of factors that impacts upon
how the individuals in the study viewed
the team: role stress and lack of
harmony; leadership support and
facilitation; role challenge and
autonomy; and team cooperation,
warmth, and friendliness. Further
details of each of these factors is
provided below.

Role stress and lack of harmony Leadership support and facilitation

This is influenced by the player not clearly
understanding their role in the team. Further
influenced by conflicting messages
regarding the role the player should fulfil, or
being asked to undertake too many roles.
Can be further effected by conflict between
players and a perceived lack of concern
shown by the management to the player.

Determined by the degree of role autonomy,
role importance, role challenge and role
variety.

Influenced by the warmth and friendliness of
the team, and the degree of cooperation that
exists in the team.

This is underpinned by the influences of the
leader(s), the levels of trust and support
displayed by the leader(s), and the degree to
which the leader(s) is single-mindedly driven
by the performance goals of the team.

Role challenge and autonomy Team cooperation, warmth and
friendliness
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By focusing on these four aspects of
the team’s climate and ensuring that
the views of the players in the team are
of a positive supportive team, the
coach can maximise the effectiveness
of the team and get the most out of the
players both collectively and individually.
All of which will result in a greater
degree of togetherness, with a good
atmosphere and feel to the team. This
is important because the stronger the
psychological climate the more resilient
the team will be to the challenges it
faces throughout the season, which will
further enhance the team’s performance.

The performance environment

Recent research in sport has sought to
understand the performance
environment in greater detail. At a basic
level the performance environment can
be viewed as the range of factors that
impact upon the team, and individual
players, in competitive situations. The
performance environment in sport has
been characterised by eight specific
factors. These include coaching, social,
tactical, psychological, physical,
organisational, philosophical and
environmental factors. Matthew Pain
and Chris Harwood (2007) provided
further detail regarding each of these
factors:

Coaching – Aspects of squad 
rotation, teaching and learning 
styles, feedback and reflection, 
coach-player relationships, specifics 
of coaching.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Social factors – relates to team
cohesion and the nature of player free
/ down time.

Physical factors – Relates to
regeneration / recuperation strategies,
the physical nature of the opposition,
player preparedness, and physical
fatigue.

Psychological factors – Motivation,
games / competition expectations,
pre-game routines, anxiety and
relaxation, use of goals, response to
adversity, and confidence.

Tactical factors – The degree of
tactical preparation, and the degree 
of tactical flexibility for the team.

Planning and organisation –
Composition of planning processes,
consistent (and effective) organisation,
managing differing priorities (club and
country), and staff management.

Development and performance
philosophy – Composed of
developing the individual, promoting
diverse player experiences, and
motivational climates for the team.

Physical environment – Specifically
related to distractions, the playing
environment, the training environment,
accommodation, and travel.

Factor Approaches

Role stress and lack
of harmony

Enhance role clarity, reduce role conflict, limit role overload, manage
conflict within the team effectively, and gain feedback from team
members regarding management processes and effectiveness.

Role challenge and
autonomy

Enhance job autonomy (increase feelings of ownership and control
in each player), clarify role importance, maintain role challenge and
maintain role variety.

Leadership support
and facilitation

Enhance the support and trust provided by the leaders in the team
(particularly coaches and managers, but also including captains),
and clarify the focus of the team and it’s goals.

Work group
cooperation, warmth
and friendliness

Foster warmth and friendliness within the team. Enhance the
responsibility placed on the team as a whole for it’s effectiveness
and cooperation. 
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The degree to which these eight
factors are (or are not) present in the
performance environment will impact
upon team functioning and
performance. Some of these are just
common sense. For example, if the
team is not getting sufficient recovery,
and is fatigued then performance will
suffer. Some of the others are no less
important, but sometimes receive less
attention such as the motivational
climate of the team, or the impact that
travelling has on the usual preparation
routine for the team (including sleep,
breakfast, length of journey to the
ground in the morning etc).
In this performance environment there
is evidence for a number of factors
having a positive impact on both team
and individual performance. These
include player understanding of what
is required, strong team cohesion, a
positive team leader (either captain,
head coach, or both), an effective
recovery strategy, strong team-coach
working relationships, good quality
clear feedback, and a detailed
knowledge of the opposition. Factors
that have been shown to have a
negative impact on team and
individual performance in this
performance environment include

over-coaching, player boredom, limited
player free time, player anxiety, poor
nutrition, disruption to usual pre-game
routines, poor training facilities, poor
coaching, poor team cohesion, and
physical fatigue (poor recovery, in
particular a lack of quality sleep). 

As a result, it stands to reason that to
create the most effective performance

environment for your team you should
be looking to maximise the factors
highlighted as having a positive impact
upon team performance and minimise
or remove the factors in the
performance environment that can
have a negative effect on both
individual players and the team.
In summary, the environment in which
the team operates is crucial to the
effective operation and performance of
the team. Understanding the factors in
the performance environment that
impact upon the effective operation
and performance of the team is
important. Linked to this is the
importance of developing a positive
psychological climate in the team. If
you can maximise the performance
environment and enhance the
collective views of the players
regarding the positive and supportive
nature of the team you are taking
significant steps to enhance the team
so it can consistently reach it’s
potential out on the pitch.

RELATED BOOK:

Team psychology in sports: theory and
application. By Stewart Cotterill. To be
published in 2012 by Routledge.
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Four years ago, by chance, I was
invited to work on a new project with
the University of Delaware, the US
Olympic Committee and Olympic
Solidarity (the charitable arm of the
International Olympic Committee). This
project is the ICECP (International
Coaching Enrichment Certification
Programme).

The principle was that elite coaches
from smaller Olympic nations would be
invited to participate in a specially
designed Coach Education Programme.
This would involve studying at the
University of Delaware, going on
placement with elite coaches in
America across numerous sports and
then to the USOC High Performance
centre in Colorado Springs for more
study and beginning projects that
would be delivered in their own country. 

The coaches needed mentors to support
them through the development of their
projects and each year, we meet the
coaches at Colorado Springs and then 
in Lausanne at the IOC headquarters
(below) in April where the coaches
present their projects and outcomes.

Now in its fourth year, I have mentored
13 coaches from around the world and
from different sports. Without exception,
the people I meet are inspirational.


The driving force behind this
programme is Dr Matt Robinson,
Director of Global Studies at the
University of Delaware. Last year he
invited me to come and see the
University of Delaware and to meet
with some of the coaches who
operate there and compare and
contrast with what we do.

In the course of those meetings and
initial discussions we recognised
that the University could offer a
stimulating environment for CPD for
some of our cricket coaches,
especially if we went at a time when
the ICECP coaches were also on
campus. Fortunately Gordon Lord
agreed and hence the reason that
Paul Shaw and I set forth to the
University of Delaware in October
last year.

Taking the long way home

Paul Shaw observing the
University of Delaware men’s
basketball team in training

Barbara Daniels



Some sports were in their competition
phase, some in preparation and some
out of season. 

We had discussions with: .American Football - 
Operations Director, Jerry Oravitz, 
Quarter Back Coach, Jim Hofher, .Women’s Soccer - 
Head Coach, Scott Grzenda, 
Assistant Coach - Ginna Lewing .Men’s Soccer - 
Head Coach, Ian Hennessy .Women’s Lacrosse - 
Head Coach, Kateri Linville, .Field Hockey - 
Head Coach, Rolf van de Kerkhof
Assistant Coaches, Laree Beans 
and Chelsea Cipriani.Softball - 
Head Coach, Jaime Wohlbach 
Assistant Coaches, Tenaya Tucker 
and Michele Hawkins.

We also did a short session with the
ICECP coaches on how we had gone
about observing coaches and what our
method and approach was to reflect and
make sense of what we had seen and
compare to what we do back at home.
This was just before they were going out
on their placements with coaches
throughout the States.
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The University of Delaware is not a top
ranking American sporting University,
such as Penn State, but they attract high
quality athletes at the next level down,
both male and female and across
multiple sports.

As a result of the Title 9 Equality
legislation in the US, there have to be as
many female athletes on scholarships as
males. This means that as American
Football attracts large numbers, there 
are now equivalent large numbers of
female athletes and consequently an
environment where female athletes,
coaches, managers and administrators
are recognised and valued.

Paul and I set out with a fairly broad
outline of areas we thought would be
interesting to pursue and open minds
about how the week would unfold and
what our reflective processes might be.

We agreed that in the context of the
women’s game initially, we would focus
on:.the style and nature of practices.talent ID of players and coaches.coaches’ philosophies and how they 

are applied .annual, periodised planning for teams 
and individuals .decision-making software that may 
help with talent ID .the coaching of high level female 
athletes in team sports .the development of strong female 
coaches and other female leaders in 
the system, maximising education 
and sport (in relation to women’s 
Academy and younger players in the 
senior team).

The sports we looked at were American
Football (men only sport), Lacrosse (men
and women), football (men and women),
basketball (men and women), softball
(women only), field hockey (women only),
baseball (at a minor league franchise
away from the university).

We observed practice sessions in
American Football (including sitting in on
defence meeting and quarter back
meeting), Lacrosse, Women’s Football
and Basketball.

KEY OBSERVATIONS

1. American Football

This is the biggest of the sports at the
University and has the most players in
the squad and the most coaching and
support staff. It is essentially its own
business and brings in millions of
dollars in TV and sponsorship revenue.
K.C. Keller as the Head Coach is the
highest paid coach at the university. It is
a professional set up with the
associated pressures of winning.

Taking the long way home

Denise Williams (Athletics - Grenada), Tien Ying Liaw
(Judo - Taiwan), Barbara Daniels, Estony Hattingh 
(Judo - Botswana), Inguna Minusa (Beach Volleyball -
Latvia). Anny Nargis (Swimming - Bangladesh)

Coaches Barbara mentored
on the 2011 programme
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We watched the whole set up at the
beginning of a week of preparation
before their next game. In the meetings
that Paul and I attended, video footage
had been prepared on next week’s
opposition. The coaches had analysed
the plays of the opposition and were
sharing the conclusions and tactics for
how to play against this opposition with
different groups of players.

This approach was then taken directly
outside into a 3 hour training session
that was broken down into 24 stages
and timed in 5 minute blocks. 

There were close to 100 people on two
training pitches and the session was
organised with military precision. All
their training sessions are recorded by
graduate assistants, who break down
the footage in order to share it with the
coaches and have it influence the next
day’s training. The speed and detail of
this turn around was impressive.

From American Football we noted the
following in particular:

Player ranking system: Clear
communication from the coach to
players about where each player is in
the ranking system (1-4). Clear
directives about what to improve in
order to go up the rankings. All 4
(quarter backs) knew their ranking and
all worked on the same plays all the
time, so they could step in if needed. 

Suggestion: Potential to look at mixing 
of training of academy and senior 
players around skill sets at times. 
Make the step up and into team
environment easier.

Coaches offer direct feedback very
close to the event. Developmental,
motivational, correction - in line with
the team plan / game play / overall
team picture. Head Coach had the
overview but specific positional
coaches took the key themes and
plays and observed and fed back to
their few people.

Coaching Process - small group,
generally isolated work at beginning of
sessions. Quarter backs - walk through
- jog through - real time/ real pace.
Develops stage by stage to full game
scenario. Efficient use of time -
American football on time clock
countdown for all practice phases.
Intense, short periods. Positional
coaches when move into full game still
focus on their players. Head Coach
floats.

Suggestion: Connect to developing 
short, intense phases of practice.
Different feedback approach compared
to other parts of training. Consideration
of filming training or parts of training 
and looking at specific outcomes that
could influence the development of
training and practice the next day or
the next training camp.

Role clarity of coaches. Absolute role
clarity of players from quarter back
meeting.

Talent ID - players and coaches. Jerry
and Jim both spoke about their focus 
on recruiting good characters first -
players and staff. Develop skill sets on
top of that.  Recruiting staff from
within. Understand culture and
environment. Developing a process to
go from ‘Good to Great.’ 

Player / Person - Formation - Play.
Appropriate skills and strengths within
the group - then deploy them in line
with skills and strengths - and then
design the style of play that will work

for this group. Rather than fix a style of
play and then try and fit people to that.

Tactical approach - series of set
pieces. 

Questions: Is there a place for some of
this in cricket? Kevin Shine has done
some work on this. We would still want
more thinking players, however, it is
worth exploring how many potential set
piece scenarios would be useful for
players. We discussed whether some
set piece work may help those who
have less experience of the tactical side
of the game.

Performance Analysis - sitting in stands
- different view - feeding information
immediately to coach. Can impact on
tactical decisions. Can we add anything
during performance? 

Possibility of analysing captains’
approaches and decision-making.Our
own captains and opposition’s. Could
we predict how a particular captain is
likely to think and react as a result of
analysis of their decisions over time?

2. Ian Hennessy – Head Coach of
Men’s Soccer. He also presented on
the ICECP programme around Talent ID
and developing pathways for young
players. He is a passionate believer in
better coaches needing to work with
young players.

Ian Hennesy’s session ‘The Developing
Athlete’: .Be aware of relative age effect 

especially in young groups. 
(Dominance of older players in year 
group)..8-12 golden ages for learning
Peak performance of athletes in most 
team sports is 25- 30. .Building environments key 
throughout the process. .Tracking of height, weight, wrist 
circumference. Influencing what we 
do in growth spurts and influence 
programme design..Inductions of players AND parents. 
Education and buy in of parents. 
Maximising a resource that help 
make or break a player.



There is the potential for the decision
making programme to be slightly
adapted and used as part of the
Women’s Talent Profiles review process
that will take place in April and October
on an annual basis. 

5. 20 Hours and Periodised
Planning

As we spoke to coaches and players,
the biggest area that hit us and became
the focus of much of our subsequent
discussion, was the amount of training
that the players did in the course of a
week and still managed to study and fit
in other aspects of life.

There are strict rules laid out for
coaches and sports about how much
access they can have to their athletes.
The maximum is 20 hours a week and
varies according to the phase of the
year, academic requirements etc. Many
of the coaches said they struggled to fill
the 20 hours but they would routinely hit
13-15. This would include physical
training, skills, watching video etc.

In order to fit all this in many of the
players were quite tightly time-tabled.
So, for instance there may be
compulsory ‘study hall’ after training to
ensure that athletes kept up with their
academic requirements. Our view was
that there wasn’t much room for
independence and developing athletes’
abilities to think and plan for
themselves. 

What was very impressive though was
how fit these young people were.
Across all of the sports, men and
women, most of them were athletic,
disciplined and exceptionally fit. We felt
that while the women’s game has
definitely made great strides in this
area, our athletes would not be as fit as
the ones we saw in Delaware. This was
a general observation, not a scientific
comparison. 

Questions: 20 hours a week training.
How can we? Should we? How many
are we doing? What would that look
like for our players across the
performance factors? 
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Questions: How do we track fast and
slow developers and the length of their
impact on a team? 

Are they born at start of year? Do we
track this? What are we doing to enable
athletes to stay involved until they are at
their peak? 

What’s the best environment? How
would they differ? Managing transitions
from one environment to another.

Coach development planning / coach
peak performance? 10,000 hours? Is it
necessary to coach across lots of
different environments and then
specialize? Or gain much more and
earlier specific practice in a specialist
area?

Talent ID of coaches. Specialist v Head
coach. Pathways. Development
opportunities. Best coaches with
younger players? Deliberate practice for
coaches? 10 000 hours of coaching
practice made up of what? How
focussed? How ensure high quality
practice for coaches rather than the
same hour being repeated 10,000
times?

3. Lacrosse / Soccer / Basketball

Feedback offered in practices seemed to
be largely technical and tactical. Very
little evidence of sports psychology
support. Some coaches were more able
to integrate this into their normal
practice. Psychology support offered
through the academic welfare angle.

Question: Lacrosse - possible skill
development angle for cricket? Would
some exposure to this in training help
our players? In the practices we
watched, we both felt that the manner of
holding the stick and practising catching
and throwing could definitely link to
sweeping and reverse sweeping as well
as to fielding. This would also be true of
field hockey skills.

4. Decision-Making Computer
Models. Professor Matt Robinson is the
instigator of the ICECP programme and
has a background in soccer and
basketball coaching. 

He is currently doing research for soccer
in America and subsequently for FIFA,
looking at how countries develop
effectively or otherwise. In the course of
this he has used a decision-making
computer model that enables multiple
factors to be considered and weighed
against each other.
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It would require proper, individual
periodisation for each player. What
reporting mechanisms would need to
be in place? How would we know it's
working? 

How do we make the excellent work
on the women’s performance plan
come alive at an individual player
level?

Need to explore calendar options
within existing Apps or other
computerised approaches to make it
as easy as possible for players to be
responsible for their own diaries
and to see how to fit their training and
playing within their life and not for it to
take over.

6. Internships

Another factor that hit us in our week
was the widespread use of interns and
graduate assistants within many
programmes. The notion of internships
is well established within the USA and
not just within sport.

The university has a hotel on site and
runs a course in hotel management.
Many students intern and get different
levels of work experience through the
hotel.

A number of Matt Robinson’s students
intern within the ICECP programme
too.

While we might not be able to offer the
same kind of structure it did set us
thinking about what might be possible.

Suggestions: Players – would it be
possible to provide opportunities for
players to develop skill sets in 
other fields and industries? 

Career development could be within
different departments at ECB, not only
coaching, and potentially with other
partners. At Loughborough, 
for instance, could anything be set up
with Burleigh Court to provide
experience of the hotel, 
conferencing and event management
side?

Coaches - Identifying other coaches,
particularly women with potential. Link
them to internal CPD and internship
approach. Could they be attached to
a squad for a number of days in order
to develop particular experience?

Could we link Coach Education
requirements, i.e. portfolio tasks for L3
and 4 to research or observations that
would help us and the coach?
Students, identified coaches' CPD.
Not just from a coaching perspective.
Event management, sports
management, facilities.

Particularly in the women’s game
where there isn’t always money for
support staff, this could be a way of
meeting the needs and requirements
of squads and of developing a talent
pool of coaches and other staff, who
have experience of the environment
and philosophy of the performance
programme.

7. Reflection Process

Paul and I are both used to reflecting
and to many hours of discussion! We
felt that we had to monitor our (my!)
tendency to talk a lot and not
necessarily come to conclusions.
Having decided on the key initial areas
of focus, we agreed, as we were both
familiar with the Kolb model and its
adaptation Reflect, Connect, Apply,
that that would be the spine of our
reflective discussions.

These discussions happened while we
were watching practices, after we had
had meetings with coaches and other
staff, while we were walking to and
from venues, while we were explaining
to the ICECP coaches what we were
doing and why, while we were on the
plane home and have continued on
phone and email since.

We deliberately didn’t want to look at
cricket directly but to see what
thoughts were prompted by looking at
how others operate, talking with
committed and talented people and
then connecting back to our own
worlds.

On numerous occasions we
commented that we just wouldn’t have
had the same types of conversations if
we had stayed at home. I don’t think
we are saying anything new or radical
here but the injection of energy and
creative thinking from looking back at
our world from a very different one has
definitely been worthwhile. 

What was very evident is that the
approach to Coach Education within
the UK and ECB in particular is very
different to that in the States. Partly as
a function of the size of the country
and its federal nature, it is difficult to
operate national approaches. While
there is excellent practice in many
places, including Delaware, there isn’t
an over-riding recognition of the need
to provide training and CPD.

We recognise that we are lucky and
that the drive for self-development is
supported. Our trip also reminded us
that we can create our own CPD and
links and connections beyond our
existing cricketing world.

So, thank you to the coaches and 
staff at Delaware for their openness
and willingness to share and to the 32
ICECP coaches from 32 countries,
which has provided us with a 
whole other network.
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In NLP (Neuro Linguistic programming)
and Sport Psychology, planning for the
‘What If’s’, is something that should
be done upfront, far enough away
from ‘competition so that when we are
competing we can concentrate on
what we need to do to get the
outcome we want, rather than wasting
energy focusing on the ‘what if’s’ of
things going wrong… so the same
should apply to planning our stay at
the top.

IDENTIFYING WHAT CAN GO
WRONG BEFORE IT DOES

When things don’t go as we want, it’s
easy to look back and say “we should
have known that would happen”, and
maybe the problems might have been
avoided if only we’d asked “what
could potentially go wrong”?

Similar to planning an outcome or we
haven’t yet achieved, planning to hold
onto (and potentially improve)
something already in our grasp
requires systematically assessing
where we are now and what got us
there, potential risk points that might
de-rail us, and then plan accordingly
to overcome those potential pitfalls. 

So as well as the obvious aspects of
successful performance analysis in
the technical, tactical and
physiological domains, I’d like to
focus the remainder of this article
considering risk points relating more
to intra-personal factors, and how
addressing these up front can
potentially head off any disasters
further down the line. 

In earlier editions of On the Up
I’ve written about the importance 
of emotionally intelligent coaching
through NLP, and how working 
with both intra personal (related to
ourselves) and inter personal
(relating to others) factors in
coaching is increasingly being
recognized as one of the major
requirements for successful
coaching and leadership. 
(please go to http://www.inside-
performance.com /members.html 
for the full articles)

As such, addressing ‘what could
potentially go wrong’ in the intra
/inter personal domain is as
important, maybe more so, than
performance analysis of more
‘traditional’ domains.

The peaks & troughs of performance:
is it possible to maintain your peak without having
the trough?

Success in Sport can be like a
pendulum, swinging back and forth
through the highs and lows. For some,
the trajectory is slower and appears
more shallow, for others the swings are
faster and the drop off seemingly more
steep! 

What affects continuity of results will
depend on the timing of the swing and
the energy being fed into it, so the
question is, what control do we have
over the pendulum and can we plan
our peaks to maximize our success?

Both personally and professionally
we’ve all set goals to get fit, reduce our
golf handicap or be the best team in
the world. For professional sport, the
need to plan when players and teams
will hit performance peaks is clear, and
a lot of emphasis is placed on getting
to World Number One, winning The
Premiership or being an Olympic
Champion – but what happens when
you get there?

Staying at the top takes as much
planning and preparation as getting
there, albeit somewhat different, so
taking time out to consider just what
the possible barriers to maintaining our
status are, and what strategies we
need to employ to make sure the
pendulum swings in our favour is
essential if we’re not just going to
plunge back down the rankings quicker
than it took to get there!

When we consider athletes and teams
that have been successful over a
considerable period of time, for
example, Sir Steve Redgrave, Roger
Federer and Manchester United, using
hindsight to look at what strategies and
personal attributes were employed to
stay at the top allows us to identify
what the contributing factors were, but
could we use foresight in a similar way
to plan what’s needed for the
upcoming future?
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MOTIVATION, GOALS AND
VALUES – how reaching the top
can change all three

It’s an interesting thing, motivation – on
the surface it appears a relatively easy
thing to recognise, yet underneath, it’s
a complex and changing aspect of the
human being. One approach previously
discussed (see article i2) is the concept
of ‘towards’ or ‘away from’ motivation
which, dependant on the preference
each player has, can be fundamental in
why and how an individual approaches
a goal, and why and how the levels of
motivation may change once the goal
is reached.

TOWARDS MOTIVATION

A player that is predominantly towards
motivated may have their eye on
achieving the goal, the prize, the world
number one slot, and their motivation
won’t waiver until they’ve reached it. It
gets them out of bed in the morning, it
drives them to work harder and faster
at training, and it pushes them to dig
deep at crucial points – all because
they are striving to reach that goal and
claim the prize. But what happens to
this motivation once their goal has
been achieved? If the goal is done,
then what’s next? …and is there
anything next?

AWAY FROM MOTIVATION

What about the player who is
predominantly away from motivated?
This is the player who ‘doesn’t want to
fail’, ‘doesn’t want to be dropped’ or to
be seen as a ‘loser’ so this motivation
gets them out of bed in the morning, it
drives them to work harder and faster
at training, and it pushes them to dig
deep at crucial points – all because
they are striving to avoid failing, being
dropped or being negatively labeled.
By constantly moving away from
situations they don’t like or want, they
end up getting closer to achieving their
outcomes. Their motivation won’t
waiver either – until they’ve achieved
the goal and they can relax … for now!

Add into the mix the fact that some
players might run both types in
differing amounts, you can start to see
the value in learning how to recognize
what’s what so you can work with it
more effectively. And this isn’t solely
the domain of the player either – where
does your motivation lie and how does
this affect you?

WHAT IS THE GOAL?

So how does this tie into goals?
Clearly, the attainment of an outcome
goal (the overall ‘prize’) will be linked to

a number of factors, but when we are
considering this aspect of motivation,
the drivers are going to dictate how the
individual will respond to their coaches,
team mates and support staff – and
this is linked to the ways in which their
thinking and behaviours are guided and
shaped via what (and how) is said to
them, the performance goals set and
the values the individual holds about
what is important to them, or not.

This is a crucial aspect for us to
understand, as without this ability to
recognize different motivations
(demonstrated through the language
players use, their non-verbal
communication and in certain cases,
when a player fails to achieve their
potential despite the clear technical
capabilities they possess), the changes
in approach often required to get the
best out of the individual, for the 
overall benefit of team performance,
isn’t there.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VALUES

As well as our motivation and goals,
we also have to consider Values –
what is important to the individual and
why is it important? We don’t all value
the same things, and as a
consequence, team values may not
motivate the individual, or be
interpreted in the same way. 

I’ll always remember being surprised
(and somewhat annoyed!) at an NLP
Elite Coach training I ran a number of
years ago, when a leading GB coach
expressed to the group that he ‘didn’t
care two hoots about the England
badge on his chest when he was a
player, and that as long as he played,
it wouldn’t bother him which country
he played for’! Clearly I learnt a lot
about my assumption that what was a
very high value for me, wasn’t for him,
and that using this to motivate and
inspire wouldn’t work in the same way
with others as it would for me! This led
us into a discussion about the
assumptions we make and to question
whether we are really paying attention
to how individuals expressed their
values and what’s important to them
personally, as it was clear that this was
a major factor in the how’s, why’s and
what’s that triggered and maintained
motivation, and ultimately how these
individual values could be worked with,
incorporated and used to drive and
maintain team performance as a
whole.

SO, HOW DO WE GO ABOUT IT?

Just as you would look to identify
potential problems in other areas of
performance analysis, the same can
happen with intra personal factors. A
widely used tool for such a process is
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
(FMEA), which grew out of systems
engineering and has been modified
and adapted for use with teams and
individuals..

Of course, this isn’t the only way to
go about considering where the
pendulum might swing, and the
important factor is to ensure that we
are paying attention to all of the
factors that might knock us off the
top!

Being an emotionally intelligent
coach, player and professional holds
the key to recognizing and working
with the things that motivate,
enthuse and guide us all as
individuals, and as such we can
honour the values that drive our
behaviours. By doing this we are
paying attention to the very things
that will keep us at the top, and
beware anyone that fails to
recognize this – you only have to
look around the world of sport to
see the effects that making
assumptions about other people’s
values and motivations can bring!…
and finally…. based on what you’ve
read, a question. Was the motivation
behind this article predominately
driven with a towards or away 
from motivation in mind?

Gather a small group of relevant
people, i.e. a mix of those involved
and also individuals who are not
directly involved (but are
knowledgeable in such areas) and 
can help challenge and point out
blind spots 

State your desired outcome, i.e. what
you’re looking to achieve (e.g. this will
be the area you’re assessing such as
team cohesion, motivation levels,
effective communication structures
etc). You will need to be clear and
precise about what specifically you are
examining to avoid ambiguity, so you
are all assessing the same thing.

Brainstorm all the potential problems
that might arise, noting the cause of
the problem and the effect/potential
consequences that might arise. (you
can use cause and effect diagrams for
this).

Rate the effects of the problems
according to:.Severity .Occurrence.Detection 

Based on your ratings, identify the
greatest threats to your continued
success, select the worst offenders
and consider ways in which you can
tackle these problems. ‘Outsiders’ will
help to provide different perspectives
and alternative solutions, allowing for
greater flexibility and a range of ways
to tackle the issues. These should be
well rounded, practical and easy (with
the right know-how) to implement.

Once you’ve got your strategy in
place, repeat the FMEA to make
sure there are no other potential
failure points that have been missed.

.

.

.

.

.

Roger Federer - successful over a
considerable period of time
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In October last year, the cricket
world was shocked to learn of the
death of Graham Dilley. The former
Kent, Worcestershire and England
cricketer had, since his retirement
from playing, pursued a successful
coaching career which had seen him
making outstanding contributions 
to the development of players and
coaches at most levels of the game.

In December 2010 he discussed with

Gordon Lord his journey, his

philosophies and his thoughts on

coaching people and players. 

GL: When did you first become

interested in coaching?

GRD: I’d never really thought about
coaching. In fact, I think I’d said I never
wanted to do it! In 1988, Worcestershire
were going on a pre-season tour to
Ireland, and I didn’t fancy the flight, so I
asked if  I could stay behind, and Phil
Neale suggested I look after the younger
players who weren’t going. I absolutely
loved it. I had a really good time. People
listened, and we could really talk about
things.

GL: That’s interesting. There must be a

lot of top-end players who have not

considered coaching, who don’t get your

kind of opportunity?

GRD: I think it has changed now from
what it used to be. One of the reasons 
I did not want to get involved was that 
I did not agree with how the coaching
was done. I did not believe coaching 
was done in the right way. It was all
“elbow up, front foot forward” and 
didn’t seem to take any account of the
individuality of the person. 

Graham
Dilley 
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GL: When you decided to get involved

and pursue your own qualifications,

what did you find?

GRD: There were times when I didn’t
enjoy Level 4, because to go back to a
classroom environment after a number
of years was tough. I found it really
difficult to do. I used to talk to you quite
often after most modules, and I guess
that over a couple of years there were
hundreds of bits of information that I
found really useful. There was also,
however, quite a lot I didn’t find useful.
Part of it was my fault. I got to the point
where things were just frying in my head
and I couldn’t take any more in. But
there was so much going on that
stimulated my thinking. It was one of the
more significant things I have done. I
have been very lucky; I have worked
with some unbelievably good people.
There is so much that has gone on that
has influenced who I am, where I am,
how I think.

GL: What else influenced your

development as a coach? 

GRD: I think it’s been the environment,
the people, the players. I think they
shape us more than we can imagine, as
coaches and as people. I think so much
depends on the individuals you have
around you. If you are with the right
people, they help you beyond belief,
because you learn to stand back, you

learn to trust, and you learn from them,
and I think that is one of the more
important things I have gained from the
people I have worked with.

My first proper job in coaching was
with Surrey. I went from not really being
involved in coaching to working with
Alec Stewart, Graham Thorpe, Alex
Tudor, Martin Bicknell. You have to grow
up quickly and you have to work out
where you are and who you are to retain
credibility in that sort of environment.

GL: Is your level of technical

understanding or your ability to deal with

people more important? 

GRD: I am more and more convinced
that apart from a few basics, technique
doesn’t play such a great role in
developing players.

GL: So what does play a great role?

GRD: Helping people to think in a way
that is right for them, finding the key to
coping with the challenges they face. I
might be totally wrong, but I can’t think,
during my career as a player or as a
coach, of one technical issue that
somebody has spoken to me about that
has made the crucial difference.

Yes, there are basics of technique
that are quite important. Yet we seem to
spend so much time as coaches
thinking, talking technique. If I am right,
the most important thing is coping with

what goes on in your head, coping with
who you are, with what you are doing
and with how you are going to go about
doing it.

GL: What are you most proud of as a

coach?

GRD: I was lucky enough to work with
the England men’s side. In New Zealand,
I was working with the Test side and the
One-Day side. We got to Dunedin. I got
off the bus at the hotel, and Ben
Hollioake and his girlfriend walked out. 
I hadn’t seen Ben for a while and we 
had a hug and said hello and Ben
introduced me to his girlfriend and he
said to her about me, “He’s my coach
and he’s my friend as well”. It was
personal and important to me to be
considered a friend by somebody I had
coached, had at times bollocked, been
tough with, laughed with. For him to call
me his friend made me feel proud.

Graham’s distinctive
powerful delivery stride

Graham working with Richard Johnson in India
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GL: Do you believe the role of a

coach includes being a friend?

GRD: My role as a coach is to do
the right thing by that player. If
friendship develops, that’s great, but
it should never be the intention. You
should always be in the situation
where you can to do the right thing.
During his days at university I
dropped Monty Panesar from our
first team. I have done it to other
people and I would do it again. I
considered it to be the right thing for
his development at that time. The
fact that I dropped Monty didn’t
stop him inviting me to his wedding.
He may have thought I was the
biggest **** under the sun at the
time. I still did the right thing for him.

There are some people that I
seriously do not like; it is just the flip
side of the coin. We have all
coached people we think are
absolutely fantastic people, and we
have also coached people we
believe aren’t. You still have to do
the right thing by them.

GL: How important is respect?

GRD: The first sessions we did when
I started here at Loughborough were
the psychology sessions. The
Loughborough psychologist and I got

together and discussed the sessions,
and a number of things came out. He
turned round and said that one of the
things he wanted to emphasise was
that the players should have respect
for the coach. I said if I get respect
from them it is because I have earned
it, not because I have demanded it. If
you don’t get it, you don’t get it. You
are not going to get on with everybody
all of the time. I don’t profess that I
have ever done that, but it still doesn’t
stop you doing the right thing.

GL: In the last 10 years here in this
role at Loughborough what would be
the most significant thing you have
learned?

GRD: That it is very rare for me to
learn anything whilst I am talking. I
have worked with U15 boys, and
there are things that I have learnt
from even younger age groups.
Just because they are young
doesn’t mean that their thoughts
are of more or less value. I have
learned an enormous amount from
working with women in the game,
from how they go about doing
things. I think the most important
thing for me is that if I am talking
then someone else isn’t. Questions
are the most important things. If
you can be bothered to ask a
question, then if you listen to the
answer you have a chance of
learning something that might make
it more likely that you can help.

GL: What can you learn about

someone when you ARE talking?

GRD: I am actually quite rubbish at
picking up on things like that. I’m
working on it. I have worked with
some unbelievably good female
coaches. They seem to pick up on
things that I don’t. They see things
in people’s responses that I miss.
Sometimes it is not until after the
conversation with the player has
taken place that we talk about
something and I say, “How the hell
did you know that?” 

Andy Flower with Graham’s four 
sons (L-R) Chris, Jonathan, 
Paul and Alex

who collected a Special Lifetime 
Achievement Award on behalf of 
their father at the UK Coaching     
Awards in December
2011               
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GL: You have a reputation for

developing people as players and as

coaches here at Loughborough. 

I suppose that takes time?

GRD: I don’t particularly have an
ego when it comes to coaching. If
someone leaves here having
improved as a player, as a coach
and, most importantly, as a person,
then we have done a good job. 
I don’t really think it ever stops, to
be honest with you. I still see people
we coached here 10 years ago.
They’ve moved on, doing different
things, and as coaches, we all feel
proud of the part we have played in
that development. It’s not about the
coach; it is about the player and the
person. It’s about that person
becoming stronger and better. 

The whole Loughborough
experience plays a big part. One of
the tricks is getting them to realise
this before they leave. I have had a
number of people who have been
here to do a degree. Many have

taken a gap year and come back to
do a Masters degree. It is only when
they come back that they realise
what they have. They have an
opportunity to mix and mingle with
Olympic athletes from other sports.
We have some of the best practice
and training facilities anywhere in
the world. Often we get asked to
help with preparation for the
England and England Pathway
Players. Last summer, our bowlers
were bowling at Pietersen and
Collingwood. You tell me where else
that can happen. It’s a great
opportunity, and it is up to the guys
to take advantage of it and get the
most out of it, beat the path to our
door, kick it in and find out how they
can come and get better.

GL: What is your philosophy of

coaching?

GRD: Maybe it’s too easy to say,
“Keep it simple”. To allow people to
develop their way of doing things, to

help structure their learning around
their way of doing things, AND to
keep it simple.

GL: What are the most important
characteristics you look for in a
young player?

GRD: Desire, a will to learn, and
honesty with themselves. I’m not
particularly bothered about where
they are or what they’ve done up to
this point. I picked a guy once for
the Loughborough Centre, and he
came up to me and he said, “You
do realise I’ve only ever played
Minor Counties Cricket?’’ I said to
him, “I don’t care. It’s not where you
are now; it’s where you’re going.’’ 
I got a lot from seeing him make his
First Class debut a few years later.
Some players just say, “That’s the
way I play”. I reckon that can
sometimes be an excuse not to
learn. When players are prepared 
to do what it takes to learn and
improve, they will get everything 
and more from me. When they are
not, they don’t!

Graham Dilley 
1959 - 2011

Graham discusses the bowling action with Andrew Flintoff 
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doing, and they can never get enough of
it. In fact, there’s nothing else that they’d
rather be doing. “Fascination” might not
be sufficient to describe the red-hot
intensity of it, though, and some people
might prefer the words “obsession with
the process.” But I think obsession has
negative connotations and that’s why I
prefer the word “fascination!”

What does fascination with the process
look like? I remember one time when I
was aboard Air Force One with President
Clinton. I was sitting next to one of his
doctors and we were discussing how
incredibly grueling the President’s daily
existence was, what with the whole
world coming at him a mile a minute with
the worst problems imaginable. I said I
wondered how the President could fit in
so much endless, mundane campaigning
on top of all this, for example photo

Want to be the best? Want to stay at the
top for a long time? Then, I think you
need to think about something that most
of us do not give enough attention to
when we talk about high performers, and
that’s what I call “fascination for the
process.”

In my experience, the very top
performers in any field are so fascinated
by all the little details of what they do
that inevitably, they spend more time on
them than anyone else and thus they
reach levels of understanding that most
of us don’t even realise exist. Most
people confuse this with “hard work”, as
though it’s something you wouldn’t
ordinarily want to do, something you
have to force yourself to do if you want
the good result. But I think for the top
performers, it’s different from “hard
work”; it’s something they really like

receiving lines having his picture taken
with folks, interminable hand-shaking
sessions on rope lines, and so forth. The
doctor replied, “You don’t understand
about the campaigning. He loves this
stuff and all the little details about it. He
can’t get enough of it. He lives for this!” 
I thought about it. Yep, it’s all part of the
process; the campaigning, the meeting
ordinary people over and over again, is
just as much a part of the process of
getting elected and staying elected as
“being right on the issues.” And how
much better it would be if you actually
liked doing all aspects of it!

Another time I was with the President in
the White House when I saw this
extraordinary fascination for the process
in action. I worked in the White House
Office of Political Affairs and we were
essentially the President’s eyes and ears

Fascination for the process
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for what happened in domestic politics in
the US. We didn’t do foreign politics, just
US politics. Well, one day or one night, 
I should say, because we started at
10:30 at night, we had about 100 radio
announcements we needed the
President to record, urging the elections
of various Democratic candidates
running for office around the country. The
President strode into the room, but right
away, it was obvious he was ill. He had
allergies and they were kicking in; his
face was red and he held a can of Diet
Coke up against his head, presumably to
ease the pain of a headache. I thought,
“Oh, gosh, he’s not going to want to tape
these things tonight. He’ll want to
postpone it for another day.” But Clinton
didn’t do that. “What have you got for
me?” he said. And as we explained what
it was, you could see him transform. He
put the Coke can down, the pained
expression vanished and he became
enthralled with taping these little radio
announcements. I had written some of
them and was listening as he read them.
Some had to be exactly 60 seconds
long, some had to be exactly 30 seconds
long. Clinton would nail them at exactly
the right length of time, first time, every
time, no retakes. But the really amazing
thing was, he wasn’t reading what I had
written. He was also editing them and
changing them on the fly, as he spoke.
And still, he got them done in 30
seconds or 60 seconds, with no retakes.
After a while of this, he put the stack of
scripts to the side and said, “You know,
all this reminds me of a race for
parliament in France,” and then he
proceeded to tell us all these details
about some obscure race for French
parliament that none of us had ever
heard of. That’s when it hit me: this man
wasn’t just the master of US politics, he
was the master of ALL politics, such was
his fascination for the process.

In my other life as an Olympic coach
(they told me I was the only Olympic
coach who ever worked in the White
House), I found it was the same thing.
My top athletes, my World Champions,
my Olympic Champions, and the best
coaches in the sport all shared this
fascination for the process. They were
like the President in their desire to learn
more about their sport than anyone else
in the world. One time when I was an
aide to a Marine Corps General, he was

like this, too. Since I knew about the US
Congress, my job was to help prepare
him for Congressional budget hearings.
He wanted to know every last little detail
I could tell him about the way Congress
worked, not just relating to budget
matters, but also relating to the
Congressmen’s personal lives and what
made them tick. At other times in the
Marine Corps, I ran into people who
were equally fascinated by weapons,
military strategies and so forth and were
going to great lengths on their own to
study the German army in World War II
or Viet Cong guerilla tactics or
something like that to learn about it. 

In my own coaching career, I tried to be
like this – or rather I found myself
deriving my greatest sense of enjoyment
from being like this. Was there anyone
else in the world who knew more about
a subject relevant to my sport than I
did? If so, then I needed to go “sit at the
feet” of this person and learn. For
example, one time I wanted to learn
about the application of long distance
“marathon training” to middle distance
events, such as my kayaking events. So,
I went to New Zealand to meet with
Arthur Lydiard who had been one of the
pioneers of this kind of training in
running. Lydiard had coached a number
of Olympic medalists in middle distance
and long distance events. I did him the
courtesy first, however, of reading some
of his books on the subject, so I could
ask really informed questions and he
was impressed by that. Sure enough, I
learned a number of things that we were
able to incorporate successfully into our
kayak training.

At other times I interviewed athletes and
sports scientists who had defected from
East Germany. East Germany at that time
was the best at many sports, including
my sport, so I wanted to learn everything
I could about their methods. I learned an
enormous amount from them, for
example about how they recruited
athletes for various sports and how they
sent the best ones they recruited to
special sports schools. I was even able 
to get the course curricula from those
schools and study the subjects on my
own over several years. I also learned
about the courses they used for training
their coaches and read the books on that
subject, too. I learned about how they
recorded a year’s training – minutes per
week spent on 6-7 key things, one line
per week. With this method, you could
capture a whole year’s training in lines of
minutes per week and then compare it to
other years or other weeks. I learned
about how they dealt with sports
medicine, too, by interviewing a physician
who had defected from their bicycling
program. He told me how their coaches
were trained to be able to get the most
out of experts like him, and how the best
coaches knew even more about how his
branch of sport medicine applied to
cycling than he did. Then, he said one
thing that really struck me: “You know,
you Americans are really doing a lot of
our research for us. We read all your
scientific journals in which people
describe what they’re working on & if we
see an application to sports, we take it.”

That caused me to put together a stable
of doctors and PhD’s back in the States
who could help me with kayaking. I didn’t
want to have to spend the time reading
the scientific journals, so I was looking for
people who did and could interpret them
for me. One of these was the world’s
greatest expert on arm and upper body
exercise. In those days, there was a lot of
training literature on running, but none on
kayaking. So, you had to take the running
material and try to adapt it to kayaking.
But you weren’t sure just how to adapt it,
so you had to experiment and you made
mistakes. So, I reasoned that if I could
find an expert in arm and upper body
exercise, I could learn how to make the
proper adaptations. After some searching
around, I was able to locate the world’s
expert on arm and upper body exercise,
who happened to be an American

Bill Clinton loved all the little details
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working for the US Army. Not only did he
happily agree to talk with me (most of
the people I ask to speak with are like
this; very few say no), he was coming to
a conference in Washington, DC, just a
few miles from where I lived, so it was
easy to go see him. I learned a great
deal from him. It turns out that there are
important differences between arm and
upper body exercise (kayaking) and leg
exercise (running). For example, arms
and upper body go lactic quicker than
legs do, so you have to factor that into

anything you take from running and he
showed me how to do it. I had similar
experiences with other experts, both in
the US and foreign countries, such as
France and Italy. 

Another thing I did out of fascination for
the process was invent the process of
writing “case studies” on top athletes.
These are essentially 20-60 page long
studies of an athlete’s whole career,
starting from when he was very young
and running through becoming World

Champion or Olympic Champion and
beyond. One thing that helped me a lot
with this was the fact that I had been
trained as an interrogator/translator in
the Marine Corps and I thus knew a lot
of techniques for getting a good
interview. When people hear the word
“interrogation” they think of lights in the
face, harsh words, waterboarding and
so forth. But in reality, as I studied the
history of interrogation, I learned that
the most effective interrogators are able
to establish some kind of personal
rapport with the “source” and that
eventually leads to the best information.
And when I first started doing my case
studies, I quickly found out that the
bond part was easy; it was often the
fascination for the process that both the
source and I shared. Almost always, the
sources were not only willing to talk in
great detail, they said afterwards that
they really enjoyed the experience
because it caused them to think more
deeply about what they had done. “No
one ever asked me those kinds of
questions before,” was a common
comment. 

Another technique that I learned from
military interrogation was just getting
the source to describe in as much detail
as possible a chronology of facts that
had happened – “and then what did you
do? And then what happened? And
then what did you see?” – questions
like that. You may have to prod the
source to stick to this meticulous,
plodding approach, though, because
the source may want to save time by
leaving out things thought to be
unimportant or giving you his opinion of
what happened rather than the actual
facts of what happened. But sources
often don’t realize the significance of
something they saw or did, whereas if
you have the chronology in front of you,
you can spot it. Anyway, after
interviewing a source - and this would
typically take several sessions over a
few days - I would write the interviews
up into case studies and distribute them
to my athletes, coaches and
administrators to study, and then we’d
get together to discuss them.

I think this idea of asking questions to
satisfy your fascination for the process
is so important that I want to briefly
discuss my main interview methods:

Innovating is essential to stay at the top
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1. TAKE HAND WRITTEN NOTES
This is how a reporter might do it. You
have a conversation with the source in
person and just take notes in a notebook
and write them up later. The advantage:
it doesn’t require any fancy equipment.
The disadvantage: it’s superficial; the
interview usually doesn’t last long
enough time for you to go into depth.

2. TAPE RECORD THE INTERVIEW
I’ve come to like this method the best. I
arrange a time over several days when I
can be with the source for an hour or 2
at a time. I make up a list of questions I
want to ask the source, and just go
through a chronology of his athletic
career, homing in primarily on what did
he learn, when did he learn it, and how
did he learn it. The advantages: it’s easy
on the source, which is good, because
that encourages the source to go into
great depth; you have the source’s own
words, which you can quote in your case
study, which give it an extra air of
authenticity. The disadvantage: it takes
you a long time to transcribe the
interview.

3. TELEPHONE INTERVIEW 
This is the best option when you can’t
actually meet with the source in person.
What I do is send the source a detailed
list of questions ahead of time so he can
be thinking about them. Then, I phone
the source at the appointed hour and
interview him, using the list of questions
as a script. These interviews can range
from an hour in one phone call to several
hours over several phone calls. With the
list of questions in front of me in
electronic form, I just type in the source’s
answers in the appropriate place. I have
an apparatus for holding the phone to
my ear while leaving my hands free so I
can type. After the interview, I go back
and edit the manuscript and then it’s
ready to be sent out. The advantages:
Works when you can’t be with the
source; the source has time to think
about his answers, thus giving you better
ones; once the interview is done, it
doesn’t take long to edit it and then send
it around. The disadvantage: you usually
don’t have as much time as you would
with option number 2; you can’t see the
source’s body language as he deals with
the questions (unless you can use
Skype); you have to have a table and a
word processor. (You could do it by

taking handwritten notes, I guess, but
then you have to type them on a word
processor later anyway, so it’s best to do
it all in one fell swoop.) 

Because of things like the foregoing and
asking athletes to let me study their
training logs (almost all say yes) I believe
I and my athletes knew more about our
sport than anyone else in the world and
that’s a major reason we won. (Sure,
willingness to work very hard was key,
too, but then a number of our opponents
had that.)

Not only do I think it’s important for top
coaches to have this kind of fascination
for the process, I think it’s important for
them to encourage it in their athletes. In
fact, I believe it is one of the most
important things a coach can do. Sure,
to be most effective you have to start
with athletes who already have a certain
fascination for the process, a certain
inquisitiveness. But you can build on
that; they’re young and need to learn
ways to build on it and you can show
them. And after a while, not only are you
bringing information to them, they’re
bringing information to you and each
other! And once you reach that stage as
a team, you’re going to know more than
anyone else. Take innovating new
equipment or training methods, for
example. This is essential if you’re at the
top and want to stay there for a long
time. You have to keep improving
because everyone else is, and if you stop
improving they will beat you. The more
you understand all the little details about
your sport – how the equipment is made,
just how to interpret the rules, for
example – the better position you’ll be in
to think up new ideas. By the way, there

is an excellent book on the subject of
innovation in sports called “Eureka” by
John Nabors, the Olympic swimming
champion. Unfortunately, it’s hard to get
because there was only a limited printing,
but I know people who have gotten it on
Amazon. It’s a study of how innovations
came about in two dozen sports – things
like the Fosbury flop in high jumping for
example - and after you read it, you’ll 
see there are a handful of ways in which
innovation typically happens – old
discarded ideas brought back to life;
current ideas taken to extremes; new
ways of thinking about things, etc. - and 
it causes you to think about how you
could make it happen in your sport.

So, in sum, one of the key characteristics
that I look for in top performers is
fascination for the process. Sure,
intelligence, talent, willingness to put in a
lot of hours, these things also make a big
difference. But I think the one we tend to
not understand well is fascination for the
process. Are you intensely fascinated by
the process? Can you encourage others
around you to be like that? Those are 
the questions.

But finally, a word of caution. On the one
hand, while people who have an intense
fascination for the process can be great
inspirational leaders for people involved in
the process, on the other hand, they can
also be hard to be around for people less
interested in the process – like family
members or close friends. So, if you value
these kinds of relationships, and most of
us do, then you have to learn to “dial it
back” a bit when you’re with them.
Turning it on and off like this can be hard,
but by being aware of it and after a 
little practice, it’s quite possible!

American Dick Fosbury turned high jumping upside down with his famous flop
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An Army officer for 
nearly 23 years, 
in business for the 
last 8; a Commando 
Medallist, a boxer and a 
rugby player – has he lost 
it? Leadership and love – isn’t that way
too fluffy?!

This is not about ‘hugging’ – it is about
performance. It is not about a word – it’s
about a climate, an environment, an
ethos which has a profound impact on
people, how they feel and how they can
fulfil their potential.

‘Fluffy’? Ask any Army or Royal Marine
officer what they think of their troops and
they’ll say ‘I love my boys!’ This is not
unique to the services. This is what Scott
Quinnell, a Welsh international rugby
player, British Lion and one the hardest
of the hard rugby men, said about Martin
Johnson and he’s an Englishman(!):
“He is a fantastic leader, I love him
to bits. He is the type of captain if
he asked you to run through a brick
wall you would because there would
be a gaping hole where he had
already been.”

This is what Peter Moores said in an
interview in The Guardian recently:
“...As a coach you need to build a
relationship with a captain and that
takes time. It’s like a marriage.
You’re going to go through tough
moments together and you’re going
to fall out at times.”

In business, ‘tough love’ has been
recognised as key to boardroom
success. William M Klepper’s new book,
‘The CEO’s Boss: Tough Love in the
Boardroom’ says: 
“The board’s commitment to the
CEO is ongoing and must be
approached deliberately and with
dedication to providing tough love
in the boardroom. At its core, tough
love demands ongoing feedback.”

I will return to the subject of feedback
and ‘tough’ indeed ‘fierce’ love later.

AIM
The aim of this article is to provoke
discussion, inspire self-reflection
and stimulate exploration into the
power of love in leadership and
coaching relationships and in
individual and team performance.

Its relevance is not just in sport, but in
business, in the military and in life. 
Great relationships, with the ingredients
of love at their centre, are the bedrock of
people feeling safe and secure and able
to perform to their highest potential.
Leadership, coaching and mentoring
exist to achieve this goal.

So what is ‘love’? 

Love is generous; love is kind; love is . . .
You will remember such words from
marriage ceremonies. Love is about 
care and compassion; it’s about wanting
the very best for another person; it
involves unconditional acceptance of
who they are, warts and all (this doesn’t
mean you don’t want to help them to be
even more effective), and a willingness
to subsume personal interest for the
sake of another.

Linking Neuroscience and
Personal Experience 

90% of what we know about the brain
today has been learnt in the last 15 – 20
years. The advent of f-MRI and CT
Scanners has brought scientific
evidence to what many wise men have
theorised about for centuries. ‘Knowing’
the impact we have on each others’
brains, on our sense of safety and
wellbeing and critically on our
performance presents amazing
opportunities to those dedicated to
bringing the best out in others.

Love and ‘Attachment Theory’.
Bowlby popularized ‘Attachment
Theory’ highlighting how important the
first 2 years of life are in the
development of our brains. With 2
adopted children I have taken a
passionate interest in this and more
broadly as a leadership and
performance coach, in neuroscience
and neuro-leadership.  I have learnt that
a secure loving attachment with
primarily ones’ parents allows the
critical emotional intelligence aspects of
our brain function to develop, making it
easier for us to enjoy secure
relationships through life. The detached
and unresponsive condition of the
Romanian orphans exposed as the Cold
War ended brought this starkly to our
consciousness. 

Leadership and the ‘power of love’ 

Scott Quinnell, feeling the love

Awarded the MBE for services to the
Former Yugoslavia – one for the boys!
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The impacts of an absence of ‘love’ on
children are played out in a less extreme
way in teams where fear & threat reside. 

Why? Because attachment is not just
critical for babies – secure attachments
are important through life (Re: ‘A General
Theory of Love’. Lewis M.D., Amini M.D.,
Lannon M.D.). 

The Impact of Fear. Despite the
responsibility leaders have to create the
optimal environment for their team
members to perform, too often a 
climate of threat and fear exists and
people and coaches respond
accordingly. This is primal – fight, flight,
freeze are reptilian brain responses and
constrain players performing in ‘flow’ - 
at their very best. The ‘Sword of
Damocles’ hanging over team members
is a climate many coaches and managers
generate. Team members feel the threat
of being ‘gripped’, ridiculed or dropped.
They close in and their thinking is
constrained. Neuroscience tells us
that when people are in a threat
state, they remember only one 
word in four. Their cognitive capacity 
is limited and so is their ability to ‘think
correctly under pressure’. This is a pre-
requisite of high performance, and Sir
Clive Woodward’s mantra for the England
2003 Rugby World Cup Winning Squad. 

The use of fear as a motivator.
(‘Toward’ vs ‘Away From’ goals).  
A senior business leader who I had the
privilege of coaching had a ‘light bulb’
moment one day. He realised he had
spent his entire career using fear to try
and motivate his people. ‘If we don’t do
this by then, the following will happen...’
(doom - gloom!). He changed his
approach, helping his team to love the
future they generated for themselves 
and the results were transformational for
his team and profoundly for him.
Experience shows that those leaders
who generate fear amongst their teams
are mostly dealing with fear themselves.
A lack of confidence and security
restricts their ability to be open, trusting
and empowering. It’s their way or the
highway! This is not a ‘loving’
environment. And it does not mean they
are bad people or that they cannot 
create successful teams. We can all 
think of teams which have achieved in
this climate. 

However, the ‘away’ from goal mentality
is neither as sustainable nor as inspiring
as the ‘toward’ goal mentality. You can
get people to work hard to avoid failure;
you get people to express themselves,
be creative, align with others and have
fun if the ‘compelling picture’ is clear
and the climate is right. Recognising the
‘gap’ can be highly motivating.

I have been in representative teams
where I felt ‘fearful’, unsafe and
‘unloved’. I have not performed to my
potential. How about you? When I
reflect back, I wonder how much of that
fear was self-generated because truth
about performance, what coaches
‘really’ thought of me – strengths and
weaknesses - was not spoken about. I
made up my own stories. In a climate
where the values of love exist,
openness, honesty and truth thrive and
people know where they stand. 

The ‘Power of Love’

Performance Conversations. Too
many people shy away from giving
honest feedback – they believe it will
cause offence and damage
relationships. They are not coming from
a place of ‘love’ in which truth can be
shared. Even with friends and ‘loved
ones’ many feel they cannot be truthful
in giving feedback. This is not about the
friend, but about them. If you really care
about someone – if you love them – you
will want them to be at their very best
and if you know how they could
improve, you have a duty to help them.
If the relationship is based on trust and
is reciprocal, they should value and be
open to your honesty. 

‘Fierce Love’ is bigger than this. It is
the essence of the sort of relationships
which coaches, captains and leaders
have a duty to have and catalyse and it
demands greater attention. A good
friend, Jonathan (Noj) Hinkins, has given
it just that in his book, ‘One - Changing
the World from the Inside’. Give it a go
and see what happens! Be the change
you wish to see!

Asking for team leaders – coaches,
captains and managers to create a
climate underpinned by the values of
‘love’ and ‘hope’ is a challenge many
might consider beyond the ‘acceptable
level of weirdness’. Have another look.
Think about what is getting in the way
for you and what could happen if you
made a shift?

The ‘Listening Cures’. The value of
most person to person therapies –
counselling, coaching, psychotherapy,
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy etc is
fundamentally based on the security of
the relationship. How much does the
coachee, client, patient believe the
therapist cares about them and is truly
bothered to listen and be honest with
them. These therapies are often called
the ‘listening cures’ and empathy is at
the core of their success. When 4
soldiers from my Battalion were killed in
the first week of our tour in Bosnia in
1994 and another 9 left theatre with
serious injuries; leaders got alongside
the troops, listened to their concerns
and their fears, grieved with them and
united with a common purpose to make
our lost comrades, our families and our
Regiment proud. Genuine care and love
were at the core of these relationships
and how we came through. Skilled
therapists/coaches who are not
authentic and who don’t really care
cannot have the success of those who
do care and who are fully ‘present’.

A Hockey international said at a recent
Foundation for Leadership through
Sport Conference:
“Players don’t care about how good
you are until they know how much
you care”.

Miracles can happen! Even if not
overtly spoken about, when the values
of love exist, miracles happen. Hearts
and minds have been won in the

Leadership and the ‘power of love’ 

Uniting a community in Wartime Bosnia
in 1994/95 involved getting 1,500
children back into education in schools
rebuilt by soldiers through the
‘Brandywine Challenge’
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Balkans, in Iraq, in Afghanistan and lives
have been saved, many involving heroes
prepared to make the ultimate sacrifice
for the comrades they love. The secure
and happy relationships which spread
rapidly through the best ‘commands’ I
enjoyed in difficult circumstances, in
Bosnia, during the war and in Northern
Ireland, as the Good Friday Agreement
was taking its shaky first steps,
transformed performance at every level.
Lives were changed and recognition
inspired confidence and a sense of pride
for all involved! 

Embracing Love!

‘Go to the people. Learn from them.
Live with them. Start with what 
they know. Build with what they
have. The best of leaders when 
the job is done, when the task is
accomplished, the people will say
we have done it ourselves.’ Lao Tzu

How we show up impacts directly on
how others feel. We can create the
conditions for great performance or we
can stifle it by our very demeanour, let
alone our behaviour – what we do, what
we say and how we do both. The
responsibility for leaders is not just
to have secure, caring and safe
(‘loving’) relationships, but to be 
the catalyst for these relationships
across the whole organisation, team,
coaching and backroom staff etc. 
This is a prerequisite of world class
success. Work is fun, performance 
levels are disproportionately improved
and discretionary effort is the norm!

Knowing there is now scientific evidence
behind this and much of the wisdom the
Eastern philosophers and the Shamans

have shared over the centuries offers
hope that more leaders will embrace this
approach.

The journey starts with you! Love
begins at home! This is not about
Narcissism or vanity. This is about truth.
Knowing oneself and knowing you are
living life true to yourself and your values
- the epitome of integrity - is a
prerequisite for leaders to create loving
environments. Leaders have the
challenge of being at their very best
consistently - resonating with positive
energy, honesty and openness whenever
they are with their people. You start with
self-compassion to warm up your ability
to give compassion - it’s the same with
love.

Mahatma Gandhi said: “I change
myself; I change my world”

A leader’s ability to create a loving
climate will of course be impacted by 
the attitude of everyone he/she must
deal with. One cannot expect everyone
to immediately embrace this philosophy
but it has to start somewhere and the
ripple a leader/coach can create is
remarkable. You must change first!

What an ask? How to be your best
and stay resilient in order to create
this ‘loving’ environment? Many other
contributors to this excellent publication
have paid insightful attention to this. I
offer this, which is drawn from work with
great people like Steve Williams OBE,
Double Olympic Gold Medallist rower
and Andy Gomarsall MBE, England
Rugby World Cup Winner among others.
The foundation of energy and confidence
can come from 4 key ingredients: 

1. Know where you have come from - 
the foundation of who you are - 
your ‘proud stories’.

2. Know where you are going - 
your compelling vision. 
Make a ‘courageous decision’.

3. Know what you stand for -
your values and live them!

4. Know who you are doing it for - 
make them proud and enlist their 
support. You can’t do it on your own.

I have a neat way of bringing these into 
a visual plan (your Visual Success Map -
VSM) which I welcome sharing. It will be 
a inspiring piece of software for pc and
apps very soon, so keep an eye out for
‘Make-it-Yours’

TM

Some First Steps

Give yourself time for self-reflection.

What environment are you creating?

What do you need to create a loving 
environment?

What would stop you?

What could life be like for you and your
team if you could create a climate with
love as the bedrock - where truth and
trust allow relationships to flourish?

Conclusion

If this article inspires you to look more
lovingly at yourself and others and you 
are prepared to explore its ethos in 
order to see how performance is
impacted, it has served a purpose!

I welcome (‘loving’) feedback!

Receiving the Wilkinson Sword of Peace
from the Minister of State for Northern
Ireland on behalf of the 8th Battalion The
Royal Irish Regiment; Armagh City 1999

Rowing the love boat: Steve Williams (3rd from left) 
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Howzat! version 2.0 was issued to
15,000 ECB Coaches Association (ECB
CA) members, free of charge with the
2011, ECB CA membership pack. It is
the first coaching resource of it’s kind in
world sport and, is designed to stand
as platform on a coach’s computer as a
means of developing their practice. By
the end of 2013, Howzat! will be the
central course resource for all ECB
Community Coach Education courses,
allowing ECB to directly support it’s
coaches working in the recreational
game via the use of I.T. and multi-
media. 

People often ask about my profession
and more pointedly; what a Coach
Developer actually does? As with most
coaching experiences, working
alongside those who’ve been around
the game for much of their lives or, by
being fortunate enough to meet and
work alongside great coaches from

both cricket and other sports, I’ve
developed my own understanding of
why I and we, at ECB develop coaches.

Primarily, and rather obviously I’ve
concluded we do what we do to help
coaches to learn and, continuously learn
about coaching. However, without
consideration of how those coaches are
then able to translate that learning into
experiences for their players which, in
turn helps them to learn about playing
the game, coach development
strategies can, at times lose focus or
become indistinct.

Within the recreational game, asking
volunteer coaches to engage in serious
thought about their own and their
players’ progression, often without
remunerative or extrinsic reward can, at
times, be tough. It is easy to take for
granted that everybody feels like I do
about coaching and cricket, and

perhaps more relevantly, has the
opportunity and time to do something
about it. So, a few years ago when the
ECB Community Coach Education
department embarked on designing and
creating the new version of Howzat!, we
did so with a single gross aim; to supply
coaches with easy to digest, detailed
and relevant support for their work,
through a format housed entirely on a
piece of software. Importantly we
wanted to ensure that as well as being a
point of reference, Howzat! would help
to support coaches’ learning as well as
their practical delivery.

Of course, as with any change,
managing the transition, not only in the
nature of the content and how we
presented the game itself but also, by
virtue of the fact that we were moving to
a system entirely reliant on technology,
posed challenges to us. In a game
steeped in tradition, as with any culture,

Howzat! for helping coaches to learn?

Will Kitchen
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if not carefully managed change can be
provide an uncertain and
uncomfortable experience for those
exposed to it. ºA Coaches Association
of nearly 20,000 (at the time of writing)
is testament to a serious amount of
history, tradition and passion within our
system. However, with the advent of
I.T. in everyday life, the opportunities
offered to support coaches by utilising
multi-media and software was an
irresistible one; with Howzat! we have
been able to provide coaches with
what equates to nearly 250,000 words,
over 300 videos plus animations,
pictures and diagrams, something
which, if placed in a manual or on DVD
would take some serious posting!

Howzat! is entirely centred on
resourcing coaches to help them to
add value to players, whatever
environment they are playing or
coaching in, within the realms of
recreational cricket. Therefore, the
nature of re-framing how we ask
coaches to consider their players’
development was a necessity, albeit a
sensitive area. Nonetheless it was
critical to address. Howzat! considers
the holistic development of players and
compliments a player’s stage of
development with relevant technical,
tactical, physical and mental practices,
information and support. Player’s
‘technical’ development has been
framed by performance
‘characteristics’, as opposed to
concrete technical points; we felt this
allowed coaches to consider technique
from a slightly different angle by
accounting for individual differences;
for example age, experience or
physicality/ maturation. Importantly,
Howzat! prompts coaches to consider
whether judging every player
(technically) by precisely the same
parameters is always appropriate.

John F. Kennedy said,“Change is the
law of life. And those who look only to
the past or present are certain to miss
the future.” And, perhaps
controversially, I’m not sure I entirely
agree. Having to consider how we
make the most of the future,
incorporate the best of the past and

take ‘cricket people’ forward with us
has been at the heart of the matter as
we determined the role that Howzat!
will play in how we develop coaches.
So, whilst we felt it important to help
coaches to embrace the future, it was
vital to not dismiss, or diminish the
past, rather embrace the notion of
continual improvement.

So, on a recent trip to visit Cricket
Scotland at their Edinburgh HQ, I was
struck by a potentially cheesy analogy
travelling back down the Roman Road

(A1) into England. Whilst again,
obvious to most, it occurred to me that
the path we travelled on was founded
in 43 AD, nonetheless it allowed us to
take the journey that we were on. This
struck a chord, and may do for all of
those who have been tasked with
moving things forward in cricket as,
were it not for what had gone before,
what is possible now simply would not
be – it certainly helped me crystallise
the importance of being able to
progress rapidly and remain world-
leading without alienating history.
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So what does Howzat! mean for
coaches? It means, at ECB, we now
have in place a system though which
we are able to resource coaches
uniquely, in individualised way.
Alongside providing coaches with
ideas, practices, and drills, Howzat!
has been designed to create the
space for coaches to consider their
players’ unique, individual needs and
prompt them to design their practices
founded on that basis. 

In 2013, all coaching courses beneath

the ECB Performance Coach (Level
3) course will be resourced using
Howzat!. This will allow those
coaches to build individual portfolios
on Howzat! as well as continuously
evolve and add to it’s content as they
progress. Importantly, we will be able
to focus time spent on formal
courses more readily, allowing
coaches more time to practice
coaching, as opposed to completing
paperwork and tasks which, will be
done interactively on Howzat! away
from the course.

So, whilst the game remains the
game, recognisable to those that have
been involved for far longer than I
have, our remit in Coach Development
is to leave no stone un-turned in the
pursuit of helping coaches to learn in
a way which is most beneficial to their
players. With that in mind, Howzat!
draws some distinctions between how
players just starting the game are
nourished, through practice and
experience to those a little further
along the development pathway. In
turn, Coach Education in the
recreational game will focus a
coaches’ learning on the types on
player they work with, be it children,
adolescents or adults and help them
to develop their skills accordingly. 

As with most things in coaching, there
are very few certainties. However,
given the shades of grey, Howzat!
represents the start of our efforts to
evolve how we ask coaches to
consider their player’s development.
Seemingly logical, small and obvious
steps, however, they do mark a
change. As a community of coaches
within the Elite Coach Development
Programme, it may be that when
reflecting on the skills needed to offer
different treatment to different
characters within a squad or team, so
it goes that the nuance and small
shifts such behaviour requires equates
to the differences in working with a
seasoned pro compared to a young
player. This highlights where Howzat!
sits, and represents the acceptance
that whilst subtle, the differences
between working with different groups
of players are useful concepts for
coaches to explore.

Regardless of the time of writing,
constant, relentless inquisivity marks
those coaches (and players) that seek
continuous improvement out from the
rest. Howzat! to small degree
represents that, and starts to reveal
how through the use of modern
technology and by exploring the
notion of ‘player need’, helping
coaches to develop can make the
best of the future by leaning on 
the foundations of the past.
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The boarding procedures at some
airports allow a glimpse of the pilots
as they run through their pre-flight
checks. Their checklist is an example
of the kind of elementary
management tool, which forms part
of most Coaches’ normal working
practice – particularly as they
prepare for competition. In Pilot-
speak, the process might be
summarised as: “let’s make sure this
baby’s safe and ready to fly” and, for
most passengers, witnessing this
ritual brings reassurance. 

In the lead-up to a major event, it’s
understandable that coaches will

This article is based on a workshop offered by the author at UK Sport’s World Class Performance Conference in November 2011

want to ask the right questions in
order to ensure that they and their
athletes are fully prepared. In this
context, a checklist can be an
essential tool, particularly in relation
to those aspects of their role which
are about management: that is to
say, those areas in which there is a
need to achieve conformity with pre-
specified norms. 

However, although preparation-by-
checklist can be effective, some of
the most important elements of the
Coach’s role extend beyond the
control functions of management,
and into what we might call “the

extension functions” of leadership. 
In the context of flying, this would
translate into a set of questions,
which we would probably be less
happy to lip-read through the cockpit
window as we boarded the plane.
More along the lines of “Let’s see
what this baby’s capable of.” 

Building a team checklist: 

five helpful questions 

Flight 1549 on the Hudson River
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For the Coach, “seeing what this
baby is capable of” is a core
function, as s/he assesses and
accesses the potential of his or her
athlete(s). Because the fulfillment of
potential is dependent on more than
straightforward, controllable factors,
and takes us into the murky
leadership waters of attitudes;
perceptions; beliefs and interpersonal
dynamics, any attempt to come up
with good titles for the boxes on a
checklist in this territory is going to
be more challenging.

These challenges are multiplied in a
team context, where the Coach is
required to deal with a group of
human beings, who – whilst with
their teammates or away from them -
are inclined to do all the things,
seismic or routine, that human
beings do, and which could impact
on their performance. 

The variables are endless, and no
team checklist could cover them all.
So this is where another important
function of leadership comes in: the
creation of an environment within
which important issues are picked up
early through organic means as well
as mechanistic ones. In a team

context, the ultimate ideal is that the
job of checking things will be
devolved beyond the formal leader(s)
to every member of the group.
However, as our focus here is on the
specific role and responsibilities of
the Coach, let’s continue to focus on
those moments when s/he needs to
be the one holding the clipboard.

The holistic assessment of the
genuine state of a team raises its
own supreme challenge, which the
Coach might articulate as: “Just by
checking things, I’m affecting them”.
Returning to our flight deck analogy,
imagine the pilot as a fizzing electric
eel or glowing “Ready Brek kid”.
Every time s/he touches a lever or
switch, sparks fly. This is the reality
of the situation faced by the Coach,
and its consequences are clear. As in
almost every act of leadership, the
leader’s own self-awareness
becomes a critical competence.

To put it another way, the first
vantage point for the Coach is in
front of the mirror, and maybe the
first section of any Coach’s checklist
should look a little like this:

The paradox here is that it is
necessary to factor oneself into the
picture in order to factor oneself out;
to look directly at one’s own filters in
order to render them more
transparent. 

Doing this may deliver a surprising
result, in that seeing the team more
clearly actually increases the level of
complexity on display. At this point,
even the most process-orientated
Coach may be tempted to tear up the
team checklist and trust to intuition or
experience. However, help is at hand
in the form of another management
tool: a framework. Like checklists,
frameworks are ways of carving up a
complex reality into manageable
chunks. The fact that – in so doing –
they obscure as much as they clarify
needn’t be a problem, so long as the
leader holds them lightly, and
remembers that more or less every
rule has its exceptions.

In my experience, many of the more
useful models and frameworks tend –
on reflection - to be statements of the
obvious. This is not to say that they
have no revelatory power, but the
exclamation that they invoke is more
likely to be “Of Course!!” than
“Eureka!!” Because of this, it
generally pays to be skeptical about
claims of originality, authorship and
ownership. However, it’s important to
acknowledge my own sources for
what follows – most notably John
Heron (“The Complete Facilitator’s
Handbook”) 

A FRAMEWORK FOR
EVERYTHING TO DO WITH 
YOUR TEAM

This framework suggests that –
whatever his or her level of self-
awareness – when the coach’s
attention turns towards the team, it’s
not enough simply to run through a
list of questions. Whether planning a
session or programme; preparing for
competition; thinking about the
evolution of a squad over an
extended period, or reviewing and
analysing past performance, getting a
reliable view of the state of the team
requires the coach to look at it from
three distinct vantage points: The
CONTENT – what’s being done; The
PROCESS - how it’s being done, and
the DYNAMICS - the flow of energy
and relationships around the group. 

LET’S SEE WHAT THIS BABY’S
CAPABLE OF !

The passengers on flight 1549,
which lost power as it headed
away from La Guardia airport 
on the 15th January 2009, had
reason to thank their pilot,
Chesley B “Sully” Sullenberger,
for knowing how to lead as well
as manage, when he landed the
Airbus A320 on the Hudson River,
close to boats which rescued all
155 passengers and crew. The
fact that he had taken on extra
responsibilities within his airline 
as a safety expert, and was also
trained as a glider pilot, provides
a useful illustration of the need 
for leaders (including Coaches) 
to broaden their skills as well as
deepen them.

SECTION 1 
SELF-AWARENESS: How am I ?

Am I awake?

Where’s my attention 
focused? 

How’s the balance 
between seeing the 
detail and the bigger 
picture?

What’s my mood, and 
how might this impact 
what’s going on?

What assumptions 
am I carrying?
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Although these three dimensions
contain a whole world of complexity,
the framework that they offer actually
lends itself to translation back into a
relatively simple set of questions, which
could form the headings for three
further sections of a Team Checklist. 

Of course, the questions to be
answered under each of these
headings will, for the most part,
need to be specific to the sport; to
the stage in the programme cycle; to
the personalities within the team; to
the goals and level of the group and
to many other variables. Rather than
trying to cover every angle, what
follow are some brief stimuli to
spark your thinking in each of the
three areas.  They are inspired by
three very different masters of team
effectiveness: an American
Professor of Psychology; an Indian-
born war hero in the British army,
who became a pioneering
psychoanalyst; and a football coach,
who hopes that his greatest
triumphs still lie ahead.

CONTENT

Let’s start with Jose Mourinho. At the
time of writing, he has yet to crack 
his latest challenge, of breaking
Barcelona’s near-monopoly on the
silverware that’s available in Spanish
and European club football. However,
this is a coach who has demonstrated
himself a master of content: aligning
the daily, weekly and periodic work of
his squad to the challenges that they
are facing. 

Mourinho first came to international
prominence in the first years of this
century, when he led Porto to the
Portuguese league title and UEFA cup
(2002/3), and followed that up the next
season, when Porto not only retained
their domestic league title, but also –
startlingly – won the Champions
League, beating Manchester United
along the way. 

Having overcome their fellow surprise
finalists, Monaco, 3-0, the Guardian’s
Richard Williams recalls that Mourinho
– already being seen by journalists as
the archetype of a new breed of hyper-
sophisticated, technocratic coach -
was asked in the post-match press
conference how he had prepared his
team in the days leading up to the
encounter. Clearly the questioner
expected the Coach’s response to 
set out some revolutionary process
involving new technologies and/or
deep psychology. Here’s how Williams
records Mourinho’s actual reply:

"On Friday we practised defending,"
he said. "On Saturday we practised
attacking. On Sunday we practised 
the transition from attack to defence.
On Monday we practised the transition
from defence to attack. And on
Tuesday we practised set-pieces."

The beauty of this statement lies in its
simplicity. Yet it also contains great
richness and depth – to this reader’s
eyes at least - and this is because it
articulates not only five days’ work, but
also the heart of Mourinho’s coaching
philosophy, which has endured to the
present day. 

VANTAGE POINTS OR LENSES:
A TECHNIQUE FOR SEEING
YOUR TEAM

While the phrase “vantage points”
might be seen here as purely
metaphorical, one technique
which can help the leader to get
the most out of a framework like
this, would be literally to change
positions relative to the team
whilst observing it. For example, it
may make sense to observe the
content from the middle-distance;
to move back outside the
parameters of the field to observe
the process, and then to get very
close in order to “sniff” the
dynamic of the group. Those of us
who don’t want to cover so much
ground – or for whom such a
manoeuvre is impractical within
our working set-up – might prefer
to think in terms of a set of
(imaginary) multifocal lenses,
where a tilt of the head opens up
a new perspective.

“The Special One” - just warming up

SECTION 1 
SELF-AWARENESS: How am I ?

SECTION 2  
CONTENT: Are we doing the
right things?

SECTION 3  
PROCESS: Are we doing things
right?

SECTION 4   
DYNAMICS:  How are we? 
How are we getting on?
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Witness this evaluation of his Real
Madrid team before the most recent
“Classico” match with their greatest
rivals:  “Madrid have evolved too. 
The sheer speed and precision of
their transitions is their greatest
weapon – just count the goals scored
from opposition corners”.  

PROCESS

Of course, doing the right things is
not the same as doing things in the
right way. In his seminal book on
“Process Consultation”, Professor
Edgar Schein of MIT demonstrates
how – for any leader – knowing the
right answer is often the easy part. In
fact, in cases where the people who
will need to implement that answer
are not the same as those who
generated it, the leader’s clear view of
what needs to be done can actually
become a barrier to it happening. 

In such cases – and almost always in
a team context – the key is to devise
processes through which the athletes
discover the answer for themselves
and take full ownership of it. Such
processes can be designed with a
specific end in mind, but they achieve
their greatest effectiveness when the
team can carry out their own
experiments within the context of
clearly defined parameters. 

Returning to “The Special One”, this
glimpse behind the scenes of Real
Madrid’s preparation for the current
season – once again described in The
Guardian – provides a good example
of innovative, focused process
design:

“This summer, there was not one pre-
season exercise without a ball. Once,
Mourinho prepared a game played
with three goals, one at each end and
one in the middle. Every player was
cramped into the space between the
two nearest goals. The defending
team had to protect themselves, win
the ball and play it over the middle
goal into the space beyond, running
on to score in the third goal. The aim
was to learn through repetition how

to reach the space left by teams that
pressure high. Teams such as
Barcelona.”

DYNAMICS

Perhaps the hardest area to capture in
our checklist will relate to the
dynamics of the team, but it is here
that we can enlist the help of Wilfred
Bion, whose distinguished military
service spanned the two World Wars,
but whose role – by the time of WWII
– made more use of his expertise as a
pioneer in psychoanalysis and group
dynamics than as a soldier. 

As you might
expect, Bion’s
work makes
for heavy
reading at
times, but one
of his central
observations 
is dramatically
simple, and
can be
paraphrased 

in the following way: In any given
moment, EITHER a group is focusing
on its work OR it is managing its
anxiety by focusing on security. 

He goes on to outline three ways in
which groups typically behave, when
they are stuck in security mode:
dependency, pairing and fight-flight. 

The value of these insights in the
context of the Coach’s team checklist
is potentially very significant. For a
start, they encourage the Coach not
simply to evaluate the team from a
binary perspective (either they’re on it
today or they’re not), but to see that –
if they’re not focusing on the stated
task, they ARE focusing on something
else: managing their anxiety. 

A failure to realise this is likely to result
in the Coach trying to pull the team
back to the task – with the likely effect
of increasing anxiety levels, and
therefore further entrenching
dependency, fight-flight and / or
pairing behaviours. A more productive

approach in such a scenario will
generally be to engage implicitly or
explicitly with the team in order to
help them work through their anxiety.
Paradoxically, this may involve a
process of allowing “negative”
behaviours to escalate in order to
reach resolution, at which point the
team will naturally focus on the task at
hand. A well-known articulation of this
kind of approach is Bruce Tuckman’s
“Forming-Norming-Storming-
Performing.”

As the above has really been
something of a brief “fly-past” over
very rich and complex territory, it
seems appropriate – in conclusion –
to return to the flight deck. Perhaps
the most important characteristic of
the pre-flight checklist relates not to
the particular items that it covers, but
to the fact that it is completed before
every single flight. It makes no
difference how experienced the pilot
is. It makes no difference if the same
crew flew the same aircraft on its
previous flight. Completing the
checklist is the process through 
which the pilot not only makes sure
the aircraft is ready, but makes sure
that s/he and the crew are fully
“switched on”. 

Given that the majority of aviation
accidents and near-misses are 
caused by human error rather than
technical glitches, perhaps this
“wake-up” function is where the
greatest value of any checklist really
lies. For the Coach, starting each day
– or maybe each session - by asking
a few simple questions:

might just uncover the intervention
which gets everyone to their desired
destination.

Wilfred Bion

How am I ?

Are we doing the right things?

Are we doing things right ?

How are we? 

How are we getting on?
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There will be a short certificate, after the
2012 season, in Mental Health for
Coaches in Cricket which will include:

1. Overview Mental Health Disorders

2. Mental Health in the cricket

3. The role of the Coach in Mental Health

4. How to identify, manage and monitor 
Mental Health

5. Resources to help you.

The article will provide:

An awareness of the most common mental health disorders

An awareness of the risk factors and warning signs for mental health disorders

The role of the coach in preventing and managing mental health problems in 
players and staff

An increased ability to manage and monitor mental health using the MDT

An understanding of the resources available

Gabby Logan, TV Presenter:
“Is the sportsman predisposed to
mental illness or does the sport induce
it? Sport-induced depression seems to
develop through different triggers: the
stress of continued peak performance,
the despair in long periods of injury and
the futility of life in retirement. The highs
and lows of sport are so intense,
focusing on such small detail to gain
advantage and then enjoying victory for
just a few snatched moments before the
next goal is laid down.”

PREVALENCE OF MENTAL HEALTH

The truth is mental health issues are
extremely common and cover a
breadth of illnesses. Of the 10 leading
causes for absence from work
worldwide, 5 are related to mental
health issues and approximately one in
four individuals sustain some form of
mental health issue in any one year.
These include depression anxiety
disorders and bipolar disorders (highs
as well as lows), obsessive compulsive
disorders, addictive behaviours such
as alcohol, gambling and disordered
eating and finally psychosis including
schizophrenia.

Our mental health remains in a
constant state of flux. In the simplest
form it is the ability to cope with the
stresses and strains of daily life, and in
some ways reflects our resilience. We
can all recognise the feeling of
pressure building up from juggling
roles and responsibilities. Many of us
can also empathise with feeling fed up.
A survey undertaken across
international touring teams, for
instance, showed that more than half
of touring parties, staff and players
alike, would have met the criteria for
depressive illness at some point in the
schedule. Thus low periods exist for
many of us and luckily most of us can
tough it out. Not surprisingly we
expect everyone else to.

However, in those with mental health
illness the same pressures
unfortunately lead to more significant
malfunctions, beyond the daily flux of
mood. They cannot be snapped out of.
In depression it reaches the point
where you simply ‘cannot lift your
head off the pillow’. In anxiety states
and bipolar disorders it is often
described as a feeling of extraordinary
pressure building inside, with no way
out, a kettle constantly boiling over. In
obsession it simply becomes
uncontrolled thought patterns, that
may first manifest as a depression or
anxiety, as the individual succumbs to
an overriding constraint from their
disease. These changes are beyond
mere thought patterns but represent
real changes in the biochemistry of the
brain, that fail to revert back to normal
for prolonged periods. 

Facing mental health: 

a challenge
for coaches
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All of the following athletes have publicly
admitted suffering from the above
spectrum of mental illness, John Kirwan,
Serena Williams, Jason Robinson, Kelly
Holmes, Marcus Trescothick, David
Beckham, Frank Bruno, Tony Adams,
Paul Gascoigne, Jonny Wilkinson. Not
only does this indicate that even those
that have reached the highest levels in
their sport are afflicted but that this is
only the tip of the iceberg.



Figure 1. Brain activity is altered in all
mental illness including clinical
depression as shown above.
In this PET scan of the brain the
depressed patient shows significantly
reduced activity.

OVERVIEW OF MENTAL HEALTH 
DISORDERS

Depression and Anxiety Disorders

Depression is the most common mental
health disorder worldwide, and it is not
uncommon for you to be confronted with
this several times in your career as a
coach. From short-lived episodes of low
mood and dysfunction to the extremes
of suicidal intent, this is a significant
illness that cannot be snapped out. This
has afflicted many top level athletes
(Serena Williams, John Kirwan, Marcus
Trescothick and Michael Yardy) and
while normal function and a successful
career can be negotiated it demands
respect and understanding of a players
illness and requirements. It is probably
not more common in sport but it is
probably more difficult for a player to be
up front about it. Most commonly it
leads to a player withdrawing from the
team, a reduction in confidence and
becoming over-emotional. The first signs
may be as simple as being around the
player makes you feel ‘low’ therefore

encouraging his isolation. Ultimately
depression carries a 20x greater risk of
suicide, most commonly in males aged
30-50 years. Both conditions commonly
respond to counseling, psychological
support, medical support and medication
where necessary.

Elite sport is certainly an environment
where a degree of obsession is
considered ‘beneficial’ and certainly
tolerated. Not only does prolonged /
obsessive practice generate skills but
meticulous preparation also has benefits.
Unfortunately, those afflicted by the more
severe forms of obsessive compulsive
disorders can be overwhelmed by the
disease. David Beckham talks openly of
his condition and there are a number of
individuals in cricket who at times ‘lose’
control. Signs can be emotional
disturbances / avoidance / anxiety / low
self-esteem and depression as well.
Commonly needs psychological support
and sometimes medication.

Alcohol, gambling, drugs, sexual activity,
internet use, gaming, shopping and
eating are all forms of ‘addictions’ that
can become a damaging feature of a
players life. The highs and lows of
cricket and life on the road generate
difficulties in ‘winding down’, boredom
and sleeping. As a result some players
drift into addictive activities that
subsequently affect ability to maintain
normal life. Often requires a MDT input
as well specialists in addiction
counseling. 

Previously referred to as manic
depression this can be a profound
psychotic illness that manifests as both
highs and lows. Paul Gascoigne and
Frank Bruno both are public examples of
this condition. This can present as
profound depression or mania (out of
control behaviours) or simply ‘psychotic’
actions. This often requires high end
mental health support through NHS or
private mental health services such as
psychiatrist.

Some players are just different. They do
not fit into easy criteria but clearly have
behaviours that provide a challenge.
These may make it difficult for them to fit
in and be understood. Having an insight
into the player plan as it helps you to
understand ways that can be more
effective in communication. Clinical
psychologists can often frame the ways
to tackle these personality traits.

MENTAL HEALTH IN THE CRICKET
COMMUNITY

Cricket has been particularly public in its
players discussing their mental health
issues with Marcus Treschothick (now a
leading figure in the public face of mental
health illness) and more recently Michael
Yardy and Luke Sutton demonstrating
refreshingly honest and public
declarations of their issues. It therefore
seems covering up mental illness with
explanations of a ‘fatigue’ and ‘virus’ is
no longer required window dressing in
cricket and indeed a number of ex
England players including Matthew
Hoggard and Andrew Flintoff are now
publicly reflecting on their low periods
while touring as almost certainly periods
of depression.

While it has been reported that suicide
rates are higher in cricket, there hasn’t
been a suicide for many years and
recently the diversity of mental health
illnesses across sport has been
highlighted by two very high profile
suicides in international football players
and managers, Robert Enke and Gary
Speed. Unfortunately this pattern has
been repeated across many other sports
as well.

Depressed Not depressed

Michael Yardy
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Nevertheless, there are a number of risk
factors and triggers that are associated
with a cricketer’s existence. Cricketers,
like any athlete, are expected to be
mentally tough and to be in control at
all times. They may be well known and
as such actually lead insular and
closeted existences. There is always
the pressure of performance, travel and
periods away from home, family and
friends. A cricketer may find himself
alone in the hotel rooms and not part of
the ‘in crowd’. Conversely a club can
become a players second family, a
structured institutionalized existence
that exaggerates the negative effects of

leaving it, and thus struggling to
reintegrate into normal / family life.

There is also the knowledge that an
already short career span can start to
nose dive easily and de-selection is
always around the corner. The
perceived poor form of a cricketer is
perhaps greater than almost any other
sport with the constant pressures of
meeting arbitrary targets. In addition
cricket has frequent change i.e. moving
from academy to senior teams or from
Club to National team with the ultimate
change, retirement, a real risk period for
cricketers.

In reality there are many cricketers
currently operating with mental illness. It
is extraordinary how well some of the
most well known English cricketers in
recent times have managed to function
despite incomplete management of their
‘undiagnosed’ mental health disorders.
Trescothick juggled a leading
international career for many years
before finally succumbing to difficulties
of travelling due his anxiety states and
Michael Yardy managed to make it
through almost a whole winter away
before heading home from an incessant
and arduous touring schedule that left a
large number of the touring party
mentally exhausted. What is clear is
that early recognition and use of the
available resources and support
structures for mental illness provides
the best opportunities for the player and
clubs to work together on these issues.

THE ROLE OF THE COACH IN 
MENTAL HEALTH 

“Most athletes develop a very
machismo attitude toward fixing
problems, which can become a major
hurdle to overcome when faced with
emotional problems.  Lets face it,
nobody wants to be thought of as
“crazy” or a “mental case,” especially
athletes who are supposed to have it all
together” NFL Coach. 

The position of a coach is in many ways
a unique position. You are in a position
of influence and power and have a
strong influence on the openness and
trust of your clubs environment. Not
only do players respect and fear you as
a coach but you are fundamentally in
control of their career. In any sporting
environment admitting to mental illness
is not easy. There is an assumption that
athletes must be mentally healthy and
the macho culture where mental
toughness is seen as key may make the
admission almost impossible. 

Your position is vital in that you spend
prolonged periods with the players and
know them well. They are part of ‘your’
family. You are party to their subtle
changes in mood, form and persona.
You may also be aware of players not

TABLE OF RISK FACTORS / MENTAL HEALTH TRIGGERS IN CRICKET

Travel / Tours

Loneliness

Poor form

De-selection

Drinking

Separation / Relationships breakdown

Family history / Genetic predisposition

Injury 

Change i.e. moving from academy to senior, County to International 

Life stresses i.e. bereavement, financial concerns, benefit years, retirement
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‘listening’ or looking like they are not
trying. Depressed people do not want to
trouble you and therefore it essential
that you have an ‘open door’ approach. 

You are therefore vital as you can
create ‘permissions’ for the player to
seek help and as such you can detect
and prevent early.

HOW CAN A COACH HELP MANAGE
AN INDIVIDUAL AT RISK OF
MENTAL ILLNESS

As in any walk of life dealing with issues
that fall outside ones area of training
and expertise can prove particularly
uncomfortable. Spotting, dealing with
and managing mental health issues is a
real challenge of any individuals
‘people’ skills. Your job is not to be an
expert in the field but to help be aware
that a problem exists and to steer
towards help. The weekly case
conference / MDT represents an ideal

platform for discussing players mental
health / behaviour (as well as
performance). In addition proactive
screenings by specialist staff can help
to identify those who may be most at
risk now or in the future. Many of your
team will have blips or low points in
their psyche. This commonly occurs in
troughs in form and around selection
issues. However, in some cases ‘low’
periods’ may become prolonged and an
underlying mental health issue can be
unlocked. These can manifest in many
ways. They can be subtle but it is often
the case that a number of your team
have noticed that things are not quite
right. One common feeling is that the
player transfers their emotional state
and makes you feel as they do….
anxious, depressed, manic and so forth.
If you suspect things aren’t right talk to
your team and see if anyone else is
aware of any issues. 

How to Manage Mental Health
Illness 

If you feel it is appropriate broach the
issue with the player with a simple open
ended question… how are things.. and
listen. At this point you may feel help is
needed in which case you can discuss

with the medical team, Personal
Development and Welfare Managers,
psychologist or someone from their
support network who knows about their
issues. The PCA have a 24 hr help
number, PDW and the ECB Science and
medicine teams are available at all
times. There are also a number of
organisations (NHS, MIND) that provide
external support for mental illness.

(immediate steps as recommended by
mental health first aid MHFA)

THE COACH’S ROLE IN 
MANAGING MENTAL ILLNESS

Position of influence and power

Players respect and fear you

Awareness: Often spot subtle 
changes in form and ability

Familiarity: You spend prolonged 
periods and know them well, 
becoming family

Openness: Depressed people 
do not want to trouble you

In position to detect early

Assess risks to player 
(ultimately suicide or harm)

Listen non-judgmentally

Give reassurance and inform player 
of support

Enable the player to get help

Encourage self-help techniques

TABLE OF SIGNS OF MENTAL 
ILLNESS

Missing / late for training sessions

Not responding to advice or 
criticism

Letting attendance at non-cricket 
functions and socially capability 
fall apart

Atypical Recovery from Injury

Alcohol / Gambling

Withdrawn socially

Staleness 

Poor sleep patterns

Weight change

Greater fear of failure

Tearful / emotional

Increase in Obsessive behaviours

Not seen in evenings as alone

Talking about problems with 
anyone

Missing family

KNOWING YOUR LIMITS

To avoid the players difficulties 
weighing too heavily on you use 
support network and know your 
limits

Be aware of what is reasonable 
to expect from yourself

You cannot change the person

Your responsibility is to recognise 
and refer

When you begin to feel undue 
stress or worry, it is time to take 
care of yourself and turn the 
problem over to someone else

COMMUNICATION STYLE IN 
MENTAL HEALTH

Everyone calls their issues by 
their own name. Identify your 
player’s language

Tailor criticism and technique for 
technical coaching and under-
performance

Allow them space… if in 
difficulties allow them time out, 
be in or out of the group

Not too many changes… allow 
them routine

Never treat them as if they have 
a weakness

They are illnesses not choices

John Kirwan
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You need to establish with your MDT
clear plans for each individual with
mental health issues. 

MENTAL HEALTH  ISSUES IN 
SEASON: USE OF MULTI-
DISCIPLINARY TEAM

Have a plan (see example)

Play may be fine but adjust 
responsibilities such as media etc

Identify Player / Staff mentor and 
support network

Weekly MDT review mental 
health...Score at risk players 
Amber Red Green

Players have individual strategies 
to help with mental health

Ensure keeps in contact with 
support network i.e. counselor, 
PDW, psychology, Medics, Family

May need referral on for expertise 
and ultimately medication 
/psychiatrist

Make sure you are patient and 
explain to the squad

Marcus Trescothick, low time on tour

PLAYERS GENERIC MENTAL HEALTH PLAN 

Background
Any mental illness such as depressive illness or high anxiety state

Support
Has been working with counselor, PDW, psychologist and team Doctor…..

Normal behaviours
Over thinking or OCD behaviours
May always be quiet
Spending some time alone
Playing lots of computer games

Stress / trigger points 
i.e. first few days on the road..
Run of poor form (perceived or actual)
Domestic issues
Injury
Seemingly innocuous factors such as poor hotel room
External Criticism / Unexpected criticism 

Early Warning Signs / Bad Signs
Starts to overeat / drink alcohol may be warning sign for some
Be aware of signs of excess alcohol (i.e. team commenting on it)
May be gambling 
Poor sleep / up all hours
Needing to talk about things that make him upset
Emotional (needing to cry or getting angry / flaring up)
Over sensitivity about performance
Talking about letting others down or being a burden
Talking about missing family
Over worrying about irrational things that are outside his control (e.g. parents)

Basic Principles to Avoid Problems
Designated careers in team (i.e. close friends / management)
Weekly Review of all players and staff (does not slip through the net)
Occupy his time, especially evenings 
Check if someone has spoken to him and is occupied / engaging with others
Ensure that not drinking at all (if necessary)
Ensure that they are sleeping (reasonably)
Ensure using their downtime to engage with others as needed.
Make sure they have regular communication home and that things are okay 

If he / she has a problem 
Daily feedback (red / amber / green) and closely monitor mood state
Engage them in their Self-management tools such as Mindfulness / Heartmath
Put a daily plan in place for them (construct a routine)
Encourage them to call their counselor / lifestyle advisor
Establish if everything is okay at home and that they have regular contact
Restart medication if has used it before
Remove them from stressful environment if not coping
Bring in support network / identify key members in group to care for them



MONITORING TOOLS

The ideal monitoring of players would
provide an accurate and continual
reflection of their physical and
psycho-social state without any
noticeable impact on the players daily
life. A number of systems used across
sports but not all are ideal for cricket.
Currently the ECB uses questionnaire
based systems operated simply by
text and is piloting devices that can
be used on smart phones and ipads
as below. These are based on a small
number of questions used daily,
alternate daily or weekly depending
on the groups monitored. 

External Resources

Having identified the problem it is
important that the player is offered
support. Sometimes it does not
appear straight forward as the player
can be in denial or the problem not
clear. Furthermore you are sometimes
not sure yourself quite what the
‘issue’ is. Either way there are
resources and individuals to help. This
could be the club PDW officer, club
doctor or psychologist if there is one.
However, none may be present or
suitable or you may be faced with an
urgent issue and simply can not make
contact with anyone helpful. The PCA
run a 24 hr confidential helpline 0844
800 6873 for players to discuss there
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CAN YOU MONITOR YOUR TEAMS
MENTAL HEALTH?

Mental Health is a continuum from a
happy rested, resilient, energetic,
motivated and confident state all the way
through to in some cases, a tipping point
into mental illness. In an ideal world a
coach will have his team operating at the
upper end of the spectrum with his team
packed full of hardened resilient warriors
who remain confident, energetic, clear
thinking and decisive through thick and
thin. If only that were the case! It is
therefore, essential to have a framework
and understanding of the psychological
needs of your team and to monitor them
for warning signs that they are running off
course, and to have plans in place for
those at greater risk. 

Firstly a regular MDT weekly meeting to
discuss injuries and mental health issues
is ideal. This allows for some simple
discussion around potential issues. The
treatment room often plays host to the
physio, masseur, doctor providing
confidential environments and perhaps
the eyes and ears of the ‘background
issues’. The England team are lucky in
that they have all of the above and in
addition a team psychologist. At the clubs
& in the England Development programs
there are also Player Development and
Welfare Officers (PDW) who often provide
that eyes and ears to outside issues while
also working with development squads.
This meeting proves invaluable in pulling
together information regarding everyones
observations or concerns. It is not
uncommon for everyone to have observed
or heard something which to sometimes
bringing together a picture of a problem. 

own issues of depression, alcohol or drugs
with a counselor. The PCA and ECB also
have Player Development and Welfare
Officers and The ECB have a full time
medical team that be contacted 24hrs for
advice. There are also a small number of
video links to John Kirwan open
discussions and the highly commended
BBC 5 Live Documentary. 

Details of the course available for
Coaches, at the end of season, will be
communicated shortly. In the meantime if
you’re interested in further information in
the area or more extensive courses for
Mental Health First Aid contact kate.green
@ecb.co.uk or nick.peirce@ecb.co.uk.

POSSIBLE WEEKLY MULTI 
DISCIPLINARY TEAM FEEDBACK

“I saw him at the gym at 6 this 
morning. He said he woke early”

“I think he was still on his Xbox 
at 4 this morning”

“Did you know his sister isn’t well?”

“He had a few drinks last night”

“His back is sore and he is starting 
to become anxious about it”

EXTERNAL RESOURCES 

have a 24 hour helpline which
direct referrals to Performance
Healthcare. 0844 800 6873
+44 (0) 1373 858080

Ian Thomas, Lead PDW
07920 575578, ithomas@thepca.co.uk 

Kate Green, Lead PDW 
07766 804484, kate.green@ecb.co.uk

Dr Nick Peirce, Chief Medical Officer
07917 529431, nick.peirce@ecb.co.uk

Wil James, Nat Lead Psychologist
07970 716148, wil.james@lane4.co.uk

www.mind.org.uk

VIDEO RESOURCES

John Kirwan links to Depression.org.nz
http://youtube.com/watch?v=39LU31R
gFfA&feature=related

BBC 5 live  Depression in Sport
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/5live/2011
/06/fls-depression-cricket.shtml

SUMMARY

Mental Health Issues are Common

Cricket provides an environment 
where players are exposed to 
constant pressure and uncertainty, 
isolation and media attention

Coaches have a vital role in 
supporting care players with Mental 
Health lllness

The multidisciplinary team provide a 
valuable additional monitoring tool

Additional resources are available 
to support payers and coaches
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Introduction and Background

Prior to pursuing a career in
coaching I made a short lived
attempt at becoming a professional
cricketer. For three years I was a
member of an extremely strong
Durham University Cricket Centre of
Excellence squad, while earning a
handful of caps for the Ireland
Development XI. 

However, due to injuries, my studies
and perhaps not quite enough talent
I found myself involved in High
Performance Coaching at a relatively
young age.

I coached hockey and cricket at high
levels and acquired the position of
Irish Women’s Cricket Coach, taking
the team to the 2005 World Cup in
South Africa. This was a great
experience and an opportunity that
also helped to get me onto the ECB
Level 4 Coaching course.

Following on from that, Adi Birrell our
former National Coach made me his
Video Analyst ahead of the 2007 Men’s
World Cup, and I have been working
with the guys ever since. I picked up
the analysis reins with very little
instruction and largely taught myself
the basics. 

Subsequent to the success of 2007
where we beat Pakistan and
Bangladesh, Phil Simmons the
incoming coach made me Assistant
Coach and thus began my first full
time job in cricket, Assistant Coach /
Performance Analyst for the Irish
Cricket Team. In the last 5 years, I
have been to 4 incredible World Cups
with them, where every time we have
entertained and belonged.

Performance Analysis

I have heard players in our team say
that ‘we leave no stone unturned’ in our
preparation and that is a huge reason
for our success. In terms of Analysis,
we look at strengths and weaknesses
of our opponents while keeping track of
our squad’s performance, statistics and
benchmarks. 

For example, bowling has been
considered the art of ‘studying the
batsman’. So what better way for
bowlers to go into a game than having

studied a movie on each batsman’s
strengths and weaknesses and devised
game plans for each one in all kind of
different situations? That is why prior to
and during competition I often work
long hours into the night selecting and
editing specific clips to make 60 second
movies on each opposition batter and
bowler. The movies are also supported
by notes and the more footage of our
players on there, the better.

In terms of monitoring our own
performance, the crucial thing is to
highlight the Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs). In other words, what
do we really need to do to win a game
of cricket? Obviously this depends on
the format of the game. For example if
we look at batting in an ODI, then
having a Scoring Ball Percentage (SB)
of 50% or more is ideal. However in a
T20 you would want to have even fewer
dot balls, so the SB target becomes at
least 70% or better, so then Runs Per
Scoring Shot (RSS) becomes the most
important KPI for a batter, as singles are
simply not enough.

Singles and strike rotation play a crucial
part in ODIs and help to increase your
SB%. Identifying Trends is an important
part of any analyst’s job, and a common
trend for us, is that if we get 100+
singles in a game, we have a very good
chance of setting a winning total. This is
because we are rotating the strike while
building partnerships and putting
pressure on the opposition. In terms of
partnerships, having a 100 run
partnership and two or three 50 run
partnerships is also ideal. 

We then start to break it down a bit
more. A top 3 batsman will spend much

LEAVING NO STONE
UNTURNED

Instant slow motion feedback
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of his time batting in the early Power
Plays where boundaries are easier to
come by under the fielding
restrictions. However there will be
less singles on offer, meaning Runs
Per Scoring Shot is a more important
KPI than SB % for the top order.
Middle order batsmen should have
the highest SB percentages in your
side and particularly against spin.
Finally we need finishers in our lower
order, players who can rotate the
strike and hit boundaries at the same
time and push the run rate up to at
least 8 for the last 10 overs.

In this instance I have focused on the
batters, but we do similar analysis on
the bowlers. Things to look for; are
successful bowling partnerships,
consecutive dot balls, who is the
hardest to hit for boundaries during
Power Plays, who takes most wickets
and when to bowl those wicket
takers. Also what lines and lengths
are most economical or threatening at
different stages of the game. In
training we have started to measure
our accuracy of hitting these lines and
lengths under pressure by using Pitch
Vision Tracking technology, while
every ball in our games is obviously
tagged for line/length and outcome. 

Over the years we have also invested
a great deal in our fielding and
throwing, which has seen Coaches
coming from overseas to help
enhance player’s techniques. With
this in mind we started to analyze our
throwing and fielding accuracy during
games with a specially designed
software programme. The reaction
was great from the players, with
everyone rising to the challenge and
being focused on every single throw
or fielding skill they made in a game.
Combined with hard work in practice,
we started to see fewer errors, more
consistent throwing, more half
chances taken and more direct hits
resulting in Ireland averaging an
astonishing 2.5 run outs per game at
the recent World Cup in India.

Looking at our individual KPIs in detail
has helped us to find the right
balance in our team and helped with
selection and forming game plans and
tactics. 

Coaching Intervention

I find statistics and video are a very
good starting point for discussion.

So when we highlighted that our
stats showed that in general we had
a low SB % facing spin, there was
an acceptance from the squad that
we had to work on it. By showing
the players the statistics and
highlighting examples of the World’s
best players of spin in action, the
coaches could then work with the
players effectively on skill
development for this area.

Before the 2011 World Cup we
attended an excellent training camp
in India where spin was one of the
main focuses. Here players ‘found a
way’ to increase their SB % against
the spinners, having long hours in
the nets working out what methods
worked best for them as individuals.
In the main, strong front foot shots
down the ground, glances, cuts and
drives off the back foot have
become our bread and butter in this
department. 

By tagging and recording matches
and middle practice sessions, we
were able to show how everyone’s
SB% improved against the spinners
over the course of the trip. 

We also wanted to examine how
effective sweeping was. So we set up
an exercise, where the batters batted in
pairs out in the middle. On the first day
they were allowed to sweep and on the
2nd they weren’t. The results are shown
below:  

Although we had a slightly higher
average run rate on day 2 with
sweeping, we averaged 10 runs less per
wicket, while the SB% was also slightly
lower. Therefore Day 1’s Stats without
sweeping are better to the team’s
performance. When the results were
presented to the team in the evening, a
very productive discussion was
provoked. While the players accepted
the stats and that strong shots benefit,
they also decided that conditions and
opposition can have an impact and
sometimes you may need to sweep
more than others. 

Another example of how video and stats
can be a catalyst for intervention and
change, would be with one of our lower
order batters, who a couple of years ago
had a very low boundary percentage.
However upon seeing his statistics and
watching videos of himself, he worked
with the coaches on improving this part
of his game, by freeing his arms more in
his back lift and becoming physically
stronger, he now has one of the highest
Boundary % in the team. 

Runs Per Wicket Run Rate SB %

Day 1: No Sweeps 47.7 6.07 65

Day 2: Sweeps 37.8 6.40 63

Paul Stirling
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Gap Analysis

This means identifying what the best
players in the world do in their roles
and how does it compare to where
we are at present. So that our team
can have a benchmark to work
towards in order to be the World’s
Best. 

For example, we can look at the
No.1 ODI team Australia and see
how they go about building an
innings and how we currently
compare:

Or we can get more specific again
and look at what KPIs the best
openers in the World produce and
see how our own fair against them.
For example before the World Cup in
2011 we knew the Indian openers
had an average SB of 50.5%, an
RSS of 1.94 and a B of 54%.
Therefore they were scoring the
boundaries while still rotating the
strike extremely well and have been
the most successful opening batters
in the World by doing so.

Technical Analysis and Motivation 

Another crucial part of being a video
analyst and coach is performing
technical analysis for your players.
Using a biomechanics software
package can help for in depth

analysis, or having a high speed
photo camera that takes video can
be very useful to give instant slow
motion feedback to the players
during practice. 

From my experience it is important
that coaches decide what the players
see and how they use it. Every player
is different, some will over analyze,
some will only want to see things
once and some won’t want to see
any video at all. Again it is the
coach’s skill and his relationship with
the analyst and player that will
determine the effect of using video
for improving technique and
performance.

Making motivational movies to
music, which show players
practicing, doing fitness work,
playing and succeeding in the lead
up to a major events can give teams
and individuals a great deal of
positive re-enforcement. By having a
handy cam around, on and off the
field, you can capture some great
moments. 

The timing you show this kind of
movie is essential. When we played
Sri Lanka in the Super Eights of the
T20 World Cup 2009 at Lords I
showed a movie to music of each
player’s batting, fielding and bowling
highlights in the dressing room while
they got ready. Normally I would
show it at the end of our Team
Meeting the night before. However,
for T20 I think it worked quite well
and got everyone pumped up, we

played an excellent game that day
and were narrowly beaten by a few
runs.

Summary and Conclusions

I have highlighted some of my
experiences and hopefully explained
the important relationship between
coaching and analysis. While analysis
is important, sometimes less is more
and with over analyzing you run the
risk of ‘paralysis by analysis’. I have
seen players freeze in match
situations because they have too
many thoughts in their head about
their technique. Phil Simmons our
coach is a big advocator of
expressing yourself in a match and
‘playing free’ as he says.

Australia
Average Scores in
recent times (2011)

Over Runs Wkts
10th 50 for 1 
15th 77 for 2 
20th 98 for 3 
30th 143 for 4 
40th 192 for 5 
50th 266 for 7 

Gary Wilson develops a new shot

Trent Johnston, like chicken tonight



Kevin O’Brien dismisses Pietersen 
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For me the key thing is to pick out a
few of the most essential things.
Even looking at the scorecard and
working out someone’s Scoring Ball
% is a start and might help you work
with the player in the nets. Helping
them to develop new shots and
score more singles against particular
bowlers and fields settings.

I have learnt so much about the
game from just watching every ball
intently and tagging the events. It has
given me an enhanced ‘Game
Sense’. If you ever get a chance,

watch how we bowled to England in
the T20 World Cup 2010 (above). We
had some excellent game plans, but
ultimately we had some even more
excellent bowlers who went out and
executed those game plans and put
us on the verge of a major upset
before the rain came. Perhaps the
biggest complement came after that
game when England’s Management
enquired just what our game plans
had been. 

In my eyes our last World Cup in 2011
was a major success, while we didn’t
reach the Quarter Finals, the KPIs
show that we competed in every
game bar one, while memorably
beating England and Holland along
the way. Progress can be shown in
many ways, other than results. Once
things are measurable, it becomes a
lot easier for a team or individual to
achieve their goals, and that is what
Performance Analysis is all about. 

William Porterfield
‘playing free’ 
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Coaching in 
the West Indies

Specialist batting coach Toby Radford,
who has headed training camps for the
ECB, is faced with a fascinating dilemma.
Having coached England captain Andrew
Strauss and West Indies leader Darren
Sammy, he won’t really know who to
approach first when their three-match
Test series begins at Lord’s on May 17.

Radford recently returned to England
after 16 months in Barbados where the
West Indies Cricket Board assigned him
to identify and develop the next crop of
Caribbean international stars.

Four have already broken into the first
team, and five others are queuing up in
what is perceived as the West Indies
second team, which is truly the best
testament anyone can have for doing a
first-class job.

Left-handed opening batsman Kieran
Powell, aged 21, thanked Radford in an
email after he had scored a brilliant 81
against India in Mumbai a few weeks
ago, having already written on the
Welshman’s website “Working with
Toby has been an absolute pleasure
and honour, as he helped me to
develop my game in terms of my mental
approach, physical attributes, and
understanding of how to keep my
emotions in check in difficult situations.”

So it comes as no surprise to learn that
several West Indies batsmen have
contacted Radford with a view to
landing in England early for him to
spend time with them before the Test
matches begin.

Whether he’ll be available will depend
on demands from players he is currently
working with across the UK, and from
championship county clubs who might
call on him to support their own staff.

Radford says: “It’s very exciting. I’m
thrilled that the West Indian lads are
doing so well. They worked hard on
drills and new ideas, and are now using
them to expand on their enormous flair
and natural talent.

“With a big increase in young people
playing basketball and others beamed

in from the United States, cricket has
been challenged in a new way, and
there is a desperate need to act
positively to resist this challenge and
maintain cricket as its principal game.

“Like the ECB did several years ago,
the WICB is now meeting this challenge
by pouring a lot of money into
grassroots cricket to attract more young
people. There is also a greater
awareness about the need for more
coach education if they are to achieve
any decent level of success.

“Coaching standards need to be raised
at all age groups, and it’s commendable
that the WICB is now keen to establish
its own Level Three qualification.

“As it stands, coaches are required to
travel to Australia or Dubai to take their
Level Three examination, which is
hardly right for a leading cricket nation.

“A good sign that the WICB is taking
greater interest in coaching was
emphasised recently when first team
coach Ottis Gibson ran a fast-bowling
workshop in Barbados which coaches
from every territory attended.”

Before taking a microscopic look at how
Radford went about his role in the
Caribbean, it would be good to know
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how he arrived there, and page five of
Andrew Strauss’ autobiography is a
suitable place to start.

Strauss had been dropped from the 2007
tour of Sri Lanka, and it was clear to
everyone in world cricket that repairs
were rapidly needed to his technique for
him recapture his England place so that
he could go on and fulfil his potential.

Radford was first team coach at
Middlesex at the time, so they met for
one-to-one batting sessions at the club’s
Finchley Indoor School in North London,
often as early as eight on a cold winter’s
morning with frost thick on the ground.

Recalling his problems, Strauss wrote in
his book: “Cricket-wise, I am in a difficult
mental state. I have done some good
work with Toby Radford (the Middlesex
coach), getting further across, moving
early, and making sure that I don’t get
my front foot too far across…”

Strauss, a consummate professional,
listened intently and worked hard to
correct his faults, and once normal
service was resumed his confidence
soared, he returned to playing on auto-
pilot, and went on to establish himself as
the best opening batsman in the world.

Radford in the meantime pulled up
stumps with Middlesex, having steered
them to a dramatic Twenty20 triumph

over Kent, and was quickly head-hunted
by the West Indies Cricket Board to
prepare a blueprint for the future of
Caribbean cricket and simultaneously
take control as Director of the newly-
installed Sagicor High Performance
Centre in Barbados where 15 of the
region’s most talented players would
gather for six months of intensive
coaching and training under his
supervision.

All were aged between 19 and 23 and
had shown enough skills to assure the
West Indies hierarchy, including chief
executive Ernest Hilaire, that with the
best tutoring, discipline, and
encouragement they could develop into
the next generation of Caribbean
superstars and restore the fame and
glory to these proud cricket islands that
had been lost in recent years.

With Radford so closely available it was
no surprise that many out-of-form senior
West Indian batsmen also knocked on
his door and asked for help in one-to-
one net sessions under a scorching sun,
unlike those memorable chilly mornings
with Strauss.

As he proved during his time with
Middlesex, a key factor with Radford
was his inherent ability to identify quickly
where a player was going wrong and
then have the knowledge and skill to
rectify the problem.

Imaginative practice drills, video-analysis,
casual chats, strict time-keeping and
above all else an immense passion for his
work embodied Radford’s approach to a
job that his young West Indian players
admired and admitted that they had
never experienced before.

After 16 months of having optimistically
put the wheels back on the wobbly
Caribbean cart, Radford returned to
England last May to specialise as a
batting coach, working privately with
professional players, and supporting
county clubs that required someone with
his proven experience and expertise.

Nottinghamshire’s astute director of
cricket Mick Newell is using Radford at
the moment to work with several
batsmen in support of his high quality
coaching staff.

Recalling his time in the West Indies,
where the players were keen to learn,
and had an excellent work ethic, Radford
said: “They enjoyed working on
technique and analysing it on video.
Many had never seen themselves on
screen before, and they loved it. They
soaked it up like a sponge!

“Like all West Indian cricketers down the
years they had great flair and innate
ability, and it was crucial that my input
didn’t stifle that flair and everything that
came naturally to them.

“My job was to help them understand
their own game and how to control it. As
their knowledge grew they even began to
coach themselves, and I could become
less instructive.

“For many of them, I became a ‘sounding
board’ and a mentor, though for technical
and tactical needs I remained a second
set of eyes.

“It was paramount for me to create a
professional environment at the HPC,
particularly as players had come there
from all over the Caribbean, including
many from poor backgrounds who had
received limited coaching, funding, and
support.

“Now, as full-time professionals being
paid by the West Indies Cricket Board, it
was imperative that they conducted

Toby steered Middlesex to Twenty20 glory in 2008
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themselves in a truly professional
manner. Any player who arrived late was
immediately fined 20 US dollars. They
hated dipping into their pockets. And
they hated me for making them do it!

“But they learnt quickly and lateness
lasted no longer than a fortnight. Even
the most dilatory player suddenly turned
up early at the nets, for one-to-one
specialised coaching, and classroom
sessions.

“I knew it was vital that preparation and
planning should play a major part in the
squad’s approach and outlook.
Everything about them had to be
professional! It was my key message!

“To be honest, they knuckled down
brilliantly, and their massive commitment
was hugely rewarded with two
successful tours. The HPC beat Canada
and Bermuda in a three-way tournament
of one-day matches in Toronto, and
followed it up by winning all six one-day
matches against the United Arab
Emirates, Afghanistan, and the West
Indies FIRST TEAM in Dubai.”

With a justified smile Radford continued:
“It’s been great for me to see four HPC
players already break into the West
Indies national side. Devon Thomas,
Kieran Powell, Nkrumah Bonner and
Brandon Bess all played in Test matches

recently and I’m pretty sure several
others will be joining them soon.

“Kieran hit 81 in a recent Test against
India, which was a great reward for his
practice ethic and determination. He sent
me a text to thank me for all the hard
work that we had done together, which
was terrific of him.

“Since returning to England, it’s been
good to continue working with the WICB
who asked me to write programmes for
training camps for the HPC, and their

Under 19 squad, and senior men’s and
women’s sides.”

During his “fantastic” 16 months in the
Caribbean, multi-tasking Radford was
asked to help off-spinner Shane
Shillingford who had been banned from
international cricket after being called 
for an illegal action in a Test match in 
Sri Lanka.

Radford added: “After two months of
helping Shane to remodel his action I
travelled with him to Perth for a vital 

One-to-one net sessions under a scorching sun, unlike the chilly mornings with Andrew Strauss

Kieran Powell hitting a brilliant 81 against India 
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re-test under International Cricket
Council rules, which he passed, so the
ban was lifted and he returned to the
Test team.

“I also very much enjoyed the
opportunity to work with front-line West
Indies batsmen like Ramnaresh Sarwan,
Adrian Barath, Kirk Edwards, who’s
doing exceptionally well, and Darren
Sammy their captain, who’s a very
likeable person.

“West Indies come to England for a
Test series in May and a number of
batsmen have already asked me if
they can travel over early so that they
can continue to work with me and
prepare for the big matches, which is
a terrific compliment.”

Radford’s undoubted loyalty clash
would be made even worse should
his prodigy Steven Finn open
England’s attack against his West
Indian prodigy Kieran Powell.

Finn was just 13 when Radford
identified him as a bowler with
immense potential and literally
crossed the boundary line during a
youth regional match at Oundle
School to sign him for the Middlesex
Academy, and then continued to
monitor his progress closely as he
graduated through the club’s youth
sides to the Second Eleven and
eventually the championship side.

Radford spent a whole winter at the
Academy re-modelling Finn’s bowling
action when he was 16 and helped
him to rise smoothly through the
range of Young England sides before
he reached the top and achieved his
dream of breaking into the Test team.

After making his England debut, Finn
kindly stated: “Having worked with
Toby since I was 13 years of age, I
have been able to relate to him on a

professional and personal basis. His
astute technical understanding of the
game helped me to call on him
regularly throughout my early career
and to build a strong base on which I
can rely now.”

There can be no doubt that Radford
learnt as much from coaching in the
unique West Indian cricket
environment as the talented young
players learnt from him and his fresh
ideas and disciplines.

He said: “Everyone in the Caribbean
is deeply passionate and opinionated
about its cricket, not least the
immigration officers who greet you at
the airport, and taxi drivers who rush
you to your resort!

“They all follow cricket closely and
critically and enjoy telling you who
should be in, and who should be out,
of the national team.

“It’s a vibrant cricket culture that has
no equal in the world, and I’m very
lucky and grateful to have had the
opportunity to be part of it, and to
have worked with such talented and
pleasant young players in what 
was an amazing experience.”

Radford
helped Shane
Shillingford
remodel his
action and
return to 
Test cricket

Radford identified Steven Finn as a
bowler with immense potential at the
tender age of 13

Andrew Strauss and Devon Thomas 
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In this article, I would like to talk about
the term Legacy and what it has come
to mean for me as a head coach of a
minority sport working towards the
London Olympic games.

For the London 2012 Olympic Games,
Legacy was a key focus of the
successful bid, that post-games London
and the country would resonate with the
impact of the Games, but as reported in
national press, there still remained a
lack of understanding of how to turn
‘rhetoric into reality’. So, as someone
involved in the every day work towards
this outcome, it is proving to be a multi-
faceted concept comprising both hard
and soft elements. The ‘hard’ legacy of
the Games is outside the scope of this
article, so there will be no discussion of
infrastructure or physical developments.
Here I will focus on what I have come to
understand as my part in developing the
‘soft’ legacy, how we use the 2012
Games to develop a lasting impact, one
that sees genuine development of our
sport at all levels, and increasing public
awareness beyond that of girls in small
bikinis. Soft legacy as discussed here,
refers to the discourse around the
socio-positive aspects of participation in
sport, the lasting effects of competing at
an elite level. 

Successful athletes and coaches cite
personality or mental strength as the
most significant factor between those
who are good and those who excel in
sport. Having worked with people at the
top of my sport and experienced these
difference first hand, I am learning how
to create an environment that facilitates
and nurtures the growth of elite
volleyball players, while managing the
outcome focused nature of elite sport to

give athletes and coaches time to
realize the durable aspects or individual
legacy of preparing for and competing
in the London 2012 games.

The first thing I approached to build
legacy was establishing direction and
shaping the environment in which we
would spend the next 2 years and
beyond. Grouped together I termed this
as a ‘culture of performance’. One that
builds on the unique qualities each
individual brings, in an environment that
supports and encourages their
development. I would stress by no
means am I suggesting a definitive
account of how to achieve this, on the
contrary, merely sharing my reflections
on experiences to date.

To build any culture involves significant
investment from a wide range of
stakeholders to develop the praxis that
will underpin and give specific direction
to all aspects. It takes commitment and
buy in from as many people in
possibility diverse areas that you see as
contributing to create a high level of
performance in your sport. To be clear
on direction and purpose I began with

writing a mission and vision statement,
especially important was ensuring we
had a view of how to enact it on a daily
basis. These documents would both
meet the outcome-orientated nature of
elite sport, while simultaneously giving
opportunity for personal development of
all involved. Part of this process requires
a discussion of - dare I say philosophy -
the framework that underpins my
approach to this job. I made use of
Complexity theory and the main tenets
that underpinned this particular
perspective. This provides a theoretically
plausible basis from which to explain the
principles guiding the process of change
that is required, and provides an insight
into perspective of time scales and how
to manipulate aims and objectives to
produce change. 

Immediately preceding joining the BVF, 
I worked as an associate lecturer at the
University of Bath, during this time I
established a solid grounding in

We have to do what
by 2012?
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academic practice and used this to
develop an approach to coaching that I
believed integrated the latest research
thinking with my earlier careers as an
international athlete and part-time
coach. It was there that I encountered
the area of Complexity Theory (Cilliers,
1998), which cites the critical features
of self-organisation and dissipation as
methods that allow a complex system
to maintain a relationship with the
environment (Manson, 2001). These
qualities describe the ability to change
internal structures to match the
environment and the adaptable nature
of the system to move through
organisation and disorganisation, whilst
still able to exist in an almost critical
point without total failure (Manson,
2001). 

Put in simpler terms, I saw this as a
more accurate way of picturing
coaching, where at the most basic level,
it could describe a coach working with
one or more athletes within a wider
context that is ever changing and
evolving. Specifically, I took the notion
of internal structures as analogous to
the personal qualities of the individuals
involved, while the environment meant
the practice/competition environment
and culture that surrounded the sport. 
I will discuss this in more detail later;
suffice to say that I believed I had a
progressive view of coaching, and one
that encompassed a range of areas,
both personal and environmental.

In 2009 when I started working with the
BVF, it presented an opportunity that

could not be missed to work full-time
with a squad that – thanks to the host
nation place – were all but guaranteed
one team at the Olympics. Ironically,
later that year the BVF was subject to a
funding cut from UK Sport along with
10 other sport, meaning I had to re-
consider the structure of the
programme available to the athletes. 

The challenges the funding cut created
were significant, and to a large part still
are. We do not have an indoor training
facility, and expect the athletes to travel
and live abroad for almost 12 months
of the year. Such a remote existence
lead to problems in terms of developing
adequate structures to support both
athletes and coaches, but, on the other
hand it presented me the chance to
develop the culture according to my
ideas as opposed to copying or
importing a system from another
country. It forced creative thinking, a
great deal of trust from the athletes and
support from a growing number of
sports science and other professionals.

Mission and Vision: How do these
reflect every day actions? 

Academia often interchanges coaching
with teaching, management and
leadership. Over these last 4 years I
have come to experience first-hand the
differences between these 4 concepts,
both in terms of daily responsibilities
and the results of how others interact
with you in the role of coach, leader or
manager. Rather than use the terms
inaccurately, if time is taken to
designate specific roles and
responsibilities as identified in the
mission and vision statement to coach,
leader manager, it provides a clearer
and accountable system of
relationships. For example, a head
coach leads the programme – provides
the direction and establishes the
culture - where as a coach deals with
athletes on a day-to-day basis.
Management of the programme
involves logistics and taking some of
the difficult decision that might not
meet the short-term needs of some but
has the best long-term benefits or is
best for the majority. Although the
qualities might not be mutually
exclusive, aligning roles with the
mission statement, and responsibilities

2012 is an opportunity to have a lasting impact and genuine development of our sport 
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with the vision statement gives
boundaries and really importantly
creates clear connections between
positions within the programme.

Creating a mission statement gave that
big, larger than one individual focus for
my part of the organization. It outlined
the values and standards that are
enacted by those involved with British
Beach Volleyball and spoke directly to
the wider individual qualities that I
believed would positively affect
performance in high-pressure situations.
These qualities will become the
character strengths that typify the
athletes as people once they have
finished playing. The vision statement
gave clear direction to the strategy, the
everyday aspects that had to be in place
to allow the organization to function
efficiently. It clarified the responsibilities
attached to each member and built into
a clear picture of a role. 
This isn’t to say that mission and vision
statements didn’t exist before I came to
post, more that I felt that to allow me to
be authentic and faithful to my views of
coaching, I had to articulate and
circulate my thoughts, feelings and
intentions towards coaching.
Furthermore, it detailed the environment
I believed would give us the best chance
of qualifying the teams in their own right
rather than rely on the host nation place
to compete at the 2012 Games. 

Establishing a culture: Complex
adaptive systems

When it came to designing a programme
or ‘system’ that would be effective given
the constraints and situation I inherited,
it required a framework that provided a
way of thinking to included individuals,
environment and importantly depicted
the interactions between them. Again
turning to academia, concepts within
complexity theory provided a
manageable framework to reconcile ‘big
picture’ notions with day-to-day
activities. Put simply, complexity theory
suggests a dynamic system comprising
of many interactions by numerous
agents (individuals) where their effect are
never single or confined. 

Kwa (2002) presents the ideas of
‘romantic’ and ‘baroque’ complexity to
describe idealised images or

perspectives where one can search
upward (romantic sensibilities) to find
relationships and incorporate elements
that were previously separate, to see
things as a whole in order to obtain an
overview. Conversely, one can look
downward to find complexity in the
detail (baroque complexity), to pay
attention to the specific, the concrete. It
forces the question of how will this be
done in practice? What demands have
to be met in order to achieve this
specific outcome? It looks downward
and in so doing, draws attention to the
heterogeneity, the often overlooked
difference inherent in every situation.

Practically speaking, ‘romantic’
perspectives encourage me to find
ways to include more outlying factors
that impact on performance, it

promotes a progressive element,
continuing to ensure a forward looking
programme. Simultaneously, ‘baroque’
notions remind me to look for and pay
attention to each individual in the group
and how any ‘big picture’ changes are
experienced directly by them and will
be use to meet their goals.

My experience of ensuring both these
perspectives are continually adopted
means the programme has been able
to emerge from a set of overarching
principles regarding the purpose of
what we do, it provides the ‘why’ of our
actions. Examples of this in Olympic
sport are questions such as “will it
make the boat go faster?” This type of
pragmatic question gives space for
individuals to develop autonomy and
responsibility, while this reflective
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aspect aligns the specifics of how it will
be achieved, the daily task of what
these big picture qualities will look like
when placed in a context.

So although I am describing an
emergent approach to coaching, I do
stress that nothing happens by chance,
this is to say that care and appreciation
are given to each level of influence that
will affect the programme, attention has
to be paid to initial conditions and the
range of variables involved. We have
done a lot of work to address things
such as the athlete history and the
earlier culture of the sport, as these
previous methods of working are critical
aspects that affect the possible
development of the programme. 

Change management: Developing
legacy.

As the central theme of this article is
how the soft legacy of the Games is
implemented, the final aspect outlines
the process of change that has
occurred over the past 4 years. 

In Zen culture, the idea of Kaon is an
artificial problem given by a teacher to
a student, for them to solve it requires
the involvement of all the human
faculties, intellect, emotion and will.
The following description captures its
essence, and for me the experience of
elites sport:

“At first, one’s efforts and attention are
focused on the kõan. When it cannot be
solved (one soon learns that there is no
simple “right answer”), doubt sets in.
Ordinary doubt is directed at some
external object such as the kõan itself
or the teacher, but when it has been
directed back to oneself, it is
transformed into Great Doubt. To carry
on relentlessly this act of self-doubt,
one needs the Great Root of Faith.
Ordinarily, faith and doubt are related to
one another in inverse proportion:
where faith is strong, doubt is weak;
and vice versa. But in Zen practice, the
greater the doubt, the greater the faith.
Great Faith and Great Doubt are two
aspects of the same mind of
awakening. The Great Overpowering
Will is needed to surmount all obstacles
along the way. Since doubt is focused
on oneself, no matter how strong, wily,

and resourceful one is in facing the
opponent, that opponent (oneself) is
always just as strong, wily, and
resourceful in resisting. When self-
doubt has grown to the point that one
is totally consumed by it, the usual
operations of mind cease. The mind of
total self-doubt no longer classifies
intellectually, no longer arises in anger
or sorrow, no longer exerts itself as will
and ego. This is the state that Hakuin
described as akin to being frozen in a
great crystal” (Hori, 2003, p 6-7).

The seeming paradox between the
outcome-orientated focus and the
internal struggle that creates doubt and
frustration, and often the cited path to
success is overcoming personal
challenges is the most accurate
description of legacy as I have found.
This course of action has evolved of 3
years where each year has required a
different focus as the athletes and the
programme evolve. Year one saw the
focus on making sure the programme
was up and running, where we could
develop concrete experience that,
although often ostensibly disappointing,
gave insights that were drawn on in
later versions of the programme. Year
two developed authenticity, aimed to
establish boundaries and standards that
are required to achieve at a world level.
Year 3 really clarified the extent of
change possible and the type of

experiences that are required to facilitate
such change. Finally, this last year has
highlighted the long-term changes that
result from and are needed to participate
in elite sport. 

Simply, the locus of development has
shifted from external measures to a 
more acute sense of self, an awareness
of how to foster change and the
experiences that assist the development. 

This is my understanding of legacy, in
keeping with the character of 
discussion, take from it what you will. 
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There has been an increasing interest
in depression and other emotional
disorders in cricketers, and sport in
general, not least because of high
profile cases such as Marcus
Trescothick and Michael Yardy.
Personal accounts of how a player has
suffered have helped raise awareness
and to some extent de-stigmatise the
subject. Whilst depression may be the
overwhelming problem for some, other
emotional difficulties such as low self-
esteem or various anxiety disorders
may cause distress in others.

Symptoms of depression include
feelings of extreme sadness, perhaps
hopelessness, guilt, loss of interest,
feeling slowed down, and sleep and
eating difficulties. It can also include
low self esteem and anxiety although
these can also be problems in their
own right. It has been suggested that
at any one time 5% of the population
suffer depression, with perhaps even
more experiencing anxiety disorders
including social anxiety and obsessive-
compulsive disorder. There is strong
evidence of a biochemical basis to
depression with the strongest
evidence concerning the role of
serotonin within the brain. However,
our cognitions or thoughts also seem
to play a part in the development of
depression or may act as a trigger and
enhance and maintain the symptoms.
For this reason depression is usually
treated with antidepressant medication
in combination with Cognitive-
Behavioural Therapy (CBT), with CBT
also being the treatment of choice for
anxiety disorders.

As a Cognitive-Behaviour Therapist
working in both clinical practice and in
sport I want to give you my perspective
of the processes involved and the ways
in which we tackle them.

This firstly involves understanding the
cognitive model of these disorders.
Cognitive theory tells us that emotional
disorders do not arise from events per
se but from the meaning we give to
those events. The way we think
influences how we feel and how we
behave and sometimes the way we
think is inaccurate and unhelpful. So
depression and anxiety are
accompanied by distortions in thinking
(Wells 1997). Our interpretation of
events come from the beliefs and
assumptions we have developed
through life experiences.

So how does depressive and anxious
thinking come about? Life experiences,
usually early ones, lead us to forming
Beliefs about ourselves, others and the
world. They take the form of, “I am . . .,
Others are . . ., The World / Life is . . .”
From these beliefs come our
Assumptions or ‘Rules for Living’ and
Standards. Negative experiences may
lead to a set of unhelpful inaccurate
beliefs, rules and guidelines for how we
live. Some of our beliefs and rules can
be rigid, extreme and resistant to
change. Problems occur when ‘critical’
incidents happen in our lives which
activate these and they cause a surge
of Negative Automatic Thoughts
(NAT’s), which in turn lead to unpleasant
emotions and behavioural symptoms
such as withdrawal or lowered activity,

motivational symptoms such as loss of
interest and emotional symptoms such
as anxiety and guilt.

To help someone I need to be able to
work out the story of why a person is
sitting in front of me with their emotional
difficulties and I use the model to help
me tell it. So let’s look at some examples.

The cognitive model is illustrated in figure 1
above (from Fennell 1989).

Emotional Rescue 

COGNITIVE MODEL OF 
EMOTIONAL DISORDERS

(Early) experience
Events, Relationships, Circumstances

Core beliefs
Conclusions about the self, others 

and the world / life
( I am . . ., Others are . . ., The world / life is . . . )

Dysfunctional assumptions
Rules for living / standards

( if . . . then . . ., shoulds /musts /oughts, 
value judgements )

Critical incidents
Events impacting on /within reference 

of pre-existing
Beliefs / assumptions

Activation of beliefs /assumptions

Negative automatic thoughts
Thoughts, images, meanings

Other aspects of functioning/symptoms
Emotions, behaviour, body state
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Emotional Rescue 

Michael Yardy



Core Beliefs - if you are brought up in
an environment where you are often
criticized or there is a lack of praise
your core belief may be “I’m no good”,
or “not quite good enough“ and “others
are critical”. You may be compared
unfavourably with a high achieving
sibling or peers who are doing well and
your enduring belief from this may be
that “others are better”. What about a
situation where there is little affection?
The belief of “I’m not loveable or
likeable” may develop. Being bullied or
excessive punishment may lead you to
believe “the world is hostile or
threatening“. Some circumstances lead
some to feel they don’t quite fit in or are
“different” from others. If people show
disappointment when you’ve not
achieved something you may develop a
belief that “I am responsible for how
others feel” which creates a big burden
to carry. These beliefs can be set in
stone and carried around unconsciously

Assumptions (rules and standards) -
out of our beliefs come our rules for
living, our guidelines or standards. 
They often take the form of If . . . Then
propositions. E.g “If I don’t do well then
people won’t respect me”, “if it’s not
perfect then it’s not good enough / I’m
not good enough”, “If it goes wrong
then people will ridicule me”, or 
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“if I don’t please others then they will
not like me”. Sometimes our rules are
expressed in rigid, unrealistic
standards reflected in the use of words
such as “must”, “should always”, and
“have to” or in value judgements such
as “it’s terrible when . . .”.

These dysfunctional, inaccurate beliefs
and assumptions do not on their own
lead to depression but failure at
something can lead toward
depression, for instance, if you feel
your worth as a person depends
entirely on being successful all the
time or you believe that you can only
be happy if everyone loves you.
Similarly our thinking can lead to an
anxiety disorder if our belief tells us a
situation in particular or the world in
general is more threatening than it
really is or we do not have the ability
to meet the demand. So we are
primed or have vulnerabilities to
certain events or ‘critical’ incidents
which may occur.

Negative Automatic Thoughts
(NAT’s) - once an incident has
activated our belief and rules it triggers
a surge in NAT’s. These are the
thoughts that ‘pop’ into your head in
situations and in these examples
would include “ what an idiot”, “I’m
useless”, “ it’s my fault”, “what’s the
point anyway”, “it’s all going wrong”.
As a person becomes more depressed
or anxious so the NAT’s become more
intense and frequent with the more
balanced and accurate thoughts
increasingly ignored. These thoughts
lead to an even lower mood or more
anxiety creating a vicious circle.

Therapy breaks the circle by
identifying firstly the NAT’s and then
the rules and assumptions they are
based on.

Concentrating on a sporting context
and cricket in particular, what sort of
early learning experiences may
contribute to a player having deeply
held beliefs and rules which make
them vulnerable to emotional
difficulties and sensitive to particulat
triggers / incidents?

Think about some of the sporting events
you attended as a youngster. How did
the crowd react when someone made a
mistake? Abuse? Ridicule? What does
this say? Make a mistake and people
think you are useless, so you are
useless? One mistake is a disaster?
Perhaps this happens more in some
sport than others, particularly football.
Then particular players get scape-
goated. And after a match what
happens in the media? The press are
often black and white, you are a hero or
villain, good or bad. These things can
make a big impression on us and how
we see ourselves and the world.

What is good enough? Have you ever
got 80% in something and somebody
significant, your parent, teacher, or
coach asks “where did the 20% go”
rather than saying how well you did?
They will be well intentioned assuming 
it will make you determined to do even
better and try even harder. But what if
you’ve tried your hardest? You might 
be left to think “ it isn’t good enough
. . . I’m not good enough”.

In Nasser Hussain’s book (2004) he
recounts the story of taking 6 wickets
and scoring a hundred in a game but 
his father wanting to know why he
hadn’t taken the other wickets! So was
his performance not good enough? 
I am certain that his father was just
desperate for him to succeed and be
the best he could but think of the rules
and standards this is setting and the
pressure it imposes on a youth, not 
to mention taking the wind out of
someone’s sails when they have done
so well. Not only is it not good enough
but another rule could be “if I don’t 
do really well or do badly then dad 
(or others) will not rate 
me / approve 
of me”. 

Steve Harmison’s
anxiety made it
difficult to breath
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Similarly a lack of praise may lead to
you thinking you need to excel to ever
get approval as a person, so when
things don’t go well you don’t feel
valued.

Coaches, parents and teachers can
show disappointment when you
haven’t performed well or don’t get the
hoped for result. Although they are
disappointed FOR you it can be easily
interpreted as disappointment IN you.
You may feel you have let them down
and so are responsible for them
becoming upset. You strive never to fail
as others suffer and it will be your fault,
you have let them down. Again doesn’t
this get reinforced by the media and
fans - you owe them. 

This sort of belief and rule, and the
burden it brings makes the sportsman
particularly vulnerable.

We grow up with comparisons.
Sometimes we grow up in the shadow
of a high achieving sibling. People
highlight how well they do, unwittingly
making unfavourable comparisons -
“look how well your brother did” which
may be taken to mean “why can’t you
do that”, leading to “I’m not as good . . .
others are better”. Peers progressing
may lead to the same conclusions.

Entering a new environment such as
changing school or joining a new team
can brings about problems. People are
wary of what they don’t know and so
can be hostile, treating you as an
outsider. You “don’t fit in” or are
“different”. This belief can then lead
you to withdraw or hold back making
you perhaps seem aloof to people.
Others may be jealous or threatened by
you and so undermine you to protect
themselves.

A final example is that of noticing how
a coach may approach different
students. If you hear your coach giving
words of encouragement to a team -
mate before he goes out to bat but he
says little to you, you may draw the
conclusion that he doesn’t think you
are as worthwhile, others are given
more time. So “life’s not fair”.

I hope I have given you some examples
of how patterns of thinking, ways of
seeing the world can come about. Our
beliefs and assumptions shape the way
we process information, shape the way
we interpret experiences and will bias
what information we attend to and what
we retrieve. We tend to look for things
that confirms our view of ourselves and
the world.

So a person could be vulnerable to
depression if not always successful or
they meet any form of rejection, prone
to obsessive behaviour if they believe
everything should be perfect,
ruminating on past events and checking
things are okay, or have social anxieties
if they have rigid, unrealistic standards
as to how they should perform,
worrying about a loss of status and
respect.

How do players cope with these
emotional issues? There is a tendency
to bottle things up. “Boys don’t cry” . . .
“if I admit to any problems I’ll be seen
as weak and my team-mates and
coach won’t respect me.” In our culture
it is more likely that females will seek
help with males perhaps using alcohol
as a means of escape. Alcohol, being a
depressant, can merely lower the mood
further creating a vicious circle. So we
can try to block things out, but we can

also go into our shell. We play safe
and become defensive in everything,
avoiding people, avoiding taking
things on, each avoidance creating a
‘near miss’ as a “disaster” is avoided
as we assume we wouldn’t have been
good enough anyway. With a
cricketer’s and any sportsman’s job in
the public eye, with results there for
public scrutiny the vulnerabilities are
magnified.

The psychological tools and
techniques we use in treating
emotional disorders will be familiar to
you already. They form a large part of
the sports psychology you use daily
on yourselves and the team. Helping
players mental health and wellbeing
helps their psychological game and
vice versa.

NEGATIVE AUTOMATIC
THOUGHTS

We start with challenging the Negative
Automatic Thoughts as these are the
most accessible but also use these as 
a way to identify a persons beliefs and
assumptions which must also be
challenged bring about more long term
gains and lessen the possibility of
relapses. Thought diaries record the
NAT’s and the situation that triggers
low mood, anxiety or distress. 

Celtic manager Neil Lennon talks openly about his depression
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Together we sit down and start to
identify the type of thinking errors that
the person is making.

These include:

Arbitrary Inference - jumping to
conclusions on the basis of no or little
evidence.

Dichotomous Reasoning - extreme
thinking, black & white, 100% or no good.

Overgeneralisation - sweeping
judgements from single instances.

Catastrophising - exaggerating the
importance of mistakes, making a
mountain out of molehills.

Selective Abstraction - attending to
only one aspect of an experience
(usually a negative one) & dwelling on it.

Personalising - feeling responsible for
circumstances which have little or
nothing to do with you.

We then look at the whole picture, the
evidence for and against these thoughts
and look to see if alternative ways of
seeing something are more plausible,
helpful and realistic. 

(Some ways of questioning thoughts 
are illustrated in figure 2 below)

BELIEFS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Negative Automatic Thoughts and the
situations that activate them give us a
way into the underlying beliefs and
assumptions. To identify them we use
questions such as “if your thought was
true . . .”.

What would it mean to you?

What’s the worst that might happen?
. . . And?

Why would that be a problem?

What would be so bad about that?

What does it say about you?

What does it say about how you
see yourself, and others, and the
world?

Beliefs and Assumptions are
statements of “Fact” based on
“Evidence”. This “Evidence” comes
from biased interpretations and a
biased perception where we look for
information supporting our view of the
world, ignoring evidence that counters
it. So we sometimes need help re-
interpreting and looking for counter
evidence.

To help the emotional disorders we
look at where the beliefs and
assumptions come from, where it
might be unreasonable and if it reflects
the way the world really works. What 
are the advantages and disadvantages
of holding the view? What would be

more realistic? We go back and
challenge the historical data. This takes
time and we chip away from different
angles, making it possible to change 
the way a person thinks and feels.

The prevalence of both depression and
anxiety disorders in the population
means that cricketers, just like anyone
else, will be amongst that number and it
is worth remembering that coaches and
all other members of staff can be
sufferers. It is important to recognise
emotional disorders not as a weakness
but as a problem that needs our support
and understanding and with the right
approach is treatable. With more
awareness and encouragement people
should be encouraged to seek help
within a supportive environment., to
become happier people and happier
cricketers. As a cricketer once told me,
he is a person who happens to be good
at cricket, not the other way around.
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QUESTIONING YOUR THOUGHTS
What evidence is there in favour of
your thoughts? How valid is it?

What is the evidence against your
thoughts?

Have you had any experiences that
show your thought is not
completely true all the time?

Are there other ways of looking 
at the situation?

If your best friend thought this way,
what would you say to them?

When you don’t feel so bad, do you
see the situation any differently?

What errors are you making? 
Are you thinking in black and white,
being perfectionist or jumping to
conclusions?

Figure 2.

Marcus Trescothick

If you wish to discuss any issues
raised you can contact Brett at
brettmorrissey@yahoo.co.uk or
call him on 07977 517056.
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Mentoring is on the up in
cricket, if it isn’t already there in
some places. This article
explores the role of mentoring
and how that interacts and
combines with the role of
coaching. Illustrated with case
studies and practical exercises,
the article investigates how to
apply some key mentoring skills
into your current coaching role.

Mentoring in sport has probably been
around as long as mentoring itself has
existed. Many cricket coaches have
benefited from mentoring from more
experienced coaches; it is called
advice and guidance. It is also true
that many experienced cricket
coaches have appreciated and
benefited from being able to support
the development of a less experienced
coach. This phenomenon may not
have been labelled as mentoring and it
may not have followed some of the
more formal processes that
professional mentors subscribe to. But
it was still all about one person helping
another person become the best they
could. That is the practice of
mentoring.

Box 1 Mentoring in action: Jake knew his squad well, but hardly knew himself

Jake had been assistant coach for as long as anyone in the squad could remember. As far as
Jake knew, all of the squad respected him. They seemed to appreciate Jake’s ability to act as a
buffer when the forthright head coach was on one of his frequent rants. Jake absorbed some of
this flak because he knew each team member well and how to get them to respond positively to
the criticism.

As part of a team-building drive, Jake received feedback from the squad for the first time. 
He was shocked. There were many comments along the lines that Jake was ‘hiding’ in his
assistant role, that he should step up more often and take the lead. People saw his actions as
self-protective and lacking courage. 

Jake wanted to resolve this, but he knew he needed some help. He wasn’t comfortable
discussing it with the head coach and there was nobody in management he felt he could trust.
He thought that they might use this perceived ‘weakness’ against him.

A mentor was suggested to Jake and he took up the option. As I started working with Jake, it
quickly became evident to me that Jake spent a great deal of time thinking about technique,
tactics and how to support the individual squad members. But he spent very little time thinking
about himself, his own values and behaviours. In fact, he hardly knew himself at all on a deeper
level. Following some work on Jake’s self-awareness, it turned out that Jake had some
significant issues with the role of assistant coach and his relationship with the head coach.
These took some unravelling, but soon Jake was able to take the lead on some key aspects of
training and competition. The squad’s respect for Jake grew and so did Jake’s confidence.

Coaching and mentoring: same
difference?

However you define mentoring, what
seems to be more evident is that
coaching and mentoring share some
important approaches and skills, as
illustrated in box 2. 

Both provide formal processes by
which a person can learn and develop.

Box 2 Coaching and mentoring: 
close cousins.Both processes focus on performance.Both processes rely on building 

openness and trust.Both processes build self-awareness 
through the use of questioning and 
listening skills.
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Apart from the processes, coaching
and mentoring also share similar tools
by which they nurture the
development of awareness in their
athlete and mentee.

Yet there are also important
differences between coaching and
mentoring, as summarised in box 3.
The most obvious difference concerns
the nature of performance. Coaching,
or at least elite coaching is the
province of competitive performance.
Whereas mentoring is more focused
on the development of the mentee as
a whole person. That may still involve
performance, but not primarily
competitive performance. I appreciate
that there is not clear daylight between
the two on this one, as I have worked
with coaches whose positive impact
on the athlete goes far beyond their
competitive endeavours. So maybe
the rope is a little low on this
proposed boundary. However, there is
another significant and possibly
contentious difference that I propose
between coaching and mentoring:
attachment. A coach is more
‘invested’ in the athlete’s performance
and therefore rightly more connected
to the results that the athlete delivers.
In that case, the coach has to be
aware of his or her own attachment
and possible biases that go with the
territory. This does not mean to say
that a mentor is more detached from
the performance of the mentee, or
indeed free of bias. It is more to make
the point that a mentor is able to
accomplish their best work when they
have no investment in the immediate
performance of their mentee. Under
those conditions, the mentor’s
potential preconceptions and
judgements are easiest to manage. In
summary, many coaches ably combine
their role with that of a mentor. But the
role of the coach does not always
enable them to achieve the whole
spectrum of mentoring potential. So
when a coach is mentoring an athlete
or another coach, the key is
organisational detachment. In order for
the coach to fulfil the mentor role, he
or she needs to be able to increase
their objectivity and neutrality by

stepping outside of the immediate
environment and organisation.
Many coaches of course benefit from
having a mentor themselves. Coach
development courses are increasingly
drawing on the influence of the mentor
role to help the coach convert the
theory and concepts of formal learning
into practical techniques within the
coaching environment. Mentoring
provides a bridge between the formal
and informal learning processes, as
shown in figure 1.


Figure 1. Having a mentor can help a
coach bridge the gap between theory
and practice

The mentoring process

The formal business of mentoring
distinguishes mentoring from the
exchanges that happen within a cosy
fireside chat. There is work to be done in
mentoring and that requires a process
and some skills of its own. The process I
use, follows the steps shown in figure 2. 



Figure 2. Making progress in mentoring

Checking and if necessary helping the
coach to develop their self-awareness is a
very good place to start. Without a
reasonable level of self-awareness it is
hard for any of us to develop the level of
sophisticated skills needed at the top of
our chosen game, as illustrated by the
story of Jake in box 1. Self-awareness
provides a clear understanding of our
values, personality, emotions and motives.
More than that, it is the capacity to
reconcile our private selves with our
public selves, enabling others to see you
as authentic and trustworthy. Self-
awareness is about accepting ourselves
so that we can concentrate on building an
understanding of others and foster
effective working relationships with them.
That means we can communicate,
influence, motivate and lead to a level that
reaches our true potential.

For most of us, developing self-awareness
is a lifelong endeavour, with one of the
rewards being that our insight becomes
sharper. The development of insight is the
second stage of the mentoring process

Box 3 Coaching and mentoring: worlds apart

Coaching .Focuses on competitive 
performance.Coach plans, organises and directs 
the process.The coach’s own performance is 
more closely connected with the 
athlete’s performance.

Mentoring .Focuses on overall personal 
development.Mentee owns more of the process 
and direction.The mentor’s own performance is 
more detached from mentee’s 
immediate performance.

Self-
awareness Insight Skills Integrate Foresight

MENTORING

Experiential learning

Modeling - learning from others

Coaching

Workshops

Problem-based learning

Structured network

Reflective practice
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that I work with. Insight is the ability to
discern what is really going on in
sometimes quite complex situations. It is
easier to do this if you are able to identify
your own assumptions and judgements
and that comes more quickly with
increasing self-awareness.

The mentoring process then moves from
the cerebral matters of self-awareness
and insight to the business end of skills
and behaviours, as illustrated by Ben’s
story in box 4.

The process here is not about
technical and tactical skills, as the
coach can source these from
specialists in those areas. The role of
the mentor here is as a facilitator of
learning, to help the coach identify for
themselves what skills they need to
source, when they need them and how
to integrate them efficiently into their
coaching practice. A skilled coach can
fulfil this mentor role, but some
coaches actually prefer their mentor to
be from a different sport or indeed
from outside the world of sport.
Equally, a coach can be a very
effective mentor to a coach in another
sport and this is encouraged by some
sports. In this situation, the mentor
skills required are generic, rather than
necessarily sport specific.

With the experience of integrating new
skills behind them, the coach and
mentor can work on the final stage of
the process: developing foresight.
Foresight is the ability to anticipate
situations and the impact they may
have before they have occurred.
Foresight is less about predicting the
future and more about anticipating
reactions based on previous patterns
of behaviour. It is a very useful skill for
any coach, which for many of may be
quite intuitive. But for the rest us, it is
a skill that can be further developed.
Foresight equips us to manage events
and situations with more options and
logic with less impetuosity and
unhelpful emotions.

The mentoring skills

The process of mentoring is also
reflected in formal competencies, as
summarised in box 5. You may
recognise some of these as part of
your coaching toolbox. Some mentors
use these competencies as the basis
of a formal working agreement with
their mentee. This approach can help
to clarify both the mentee’s and the
mentor’s expectations, which can
make for a stronger relationship down
the line. In any case, the mentor can
also use such a competency list to
assess his or her own level of
mentoring performance.

Some mentoring relationships will fly
from the start with great work
achieved, while others will miss their
mark. Mentoring relationships succeed
when both parties spend time at the
beginning to understand each other,
what their expectations are and
explore how their personalities will
match, or not. Style and personality
differences can act positively to help
develop an open and candid working
relationship, but they can also present
a real barrier to progress. In this
situation there is no need for blame,
but it is for both parties to try to work
the differences through. If common
ground eludes them and they are not
suited to work with each other in this
way, then it is best to acknowledge
this earlier rather than later.

When there is the potential to work
with each other, then the first skill a
mentor needs is the ability to build
trust and build it quickly, as
summarised in box 6, overleaf. Your
trust building skills will also help you to
build rapport, which opens the
relationship up to some solid work. 

Box 4 Mentoring in action: 
Ben’s boardroom battle

It wasn’t quite like the Ashes of 2011, but
as far as Ben and Stuart were concerned,
it meant every bit as much. The stakes
were high after all: only one of them would
be promoted to Chief Executive Officer.
Ben and Stuart ran two power teams, Ben
as Chief Operating Officer and Stuart as
Chief Financial Officer. Good captains that
they were, both did their homework on
each other and their teams: how could
they choke off their opponent’s strengths
and exploit their weaknesses? Ben and
Stuart ordered their teams to analyse the
numbers on their opponents so they could
see how and when to make the biggest
impact with their strikes. In the end, Ben
ran the more convincing campaign and
was appointed CEO by a vote of fellow
Board members and key investors.

But then the battle really started. In a
series of set-piece confrontations, Ben and
Stuart fostered their disdain for each other
and entangled everyone else in the mess.
But Stuart had too many friends among the
investors to be fired and Ben had too few
Board members he could trust for support.

When Ben summarised the above story to
me at our first meeting, I initially wondered
whether he needed a mediator rather than
a mentor. But our work continued and
soon focused on Ben’s approach to how
he built trust with and influenced his
colleagues. These two skills are essential
to leadership, but Ben was surprisingly
wary of understanding and practising the
techniques. Exploring this a little further, it
became evident that the one person Ben
did not trust above all others was himself. 

Underlying the captain’s bravado was an
intense fear of failure and a low self-belief
when it came to the big test. That is just
the field of play where mentoring can make
an impact. It took some persistent and
brave effort on Ben’s part, but by the end
of our mentoring sessions, he was
definitely fit and ready for the boardroom.

Box 5 Key mentoring 
competencies

1.

2. 

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Creating clarity of relationship:
establishing and managing expectations
and boundaries within the relationship
and with external interested parties

Making the mentoring relationship work:
building and managing the relationship
through trust, openness and rapport

Honing self-awareness: enhancing
guided learning whilst minimising
personal bias

Enabling insight and learning
environment: helping a mentee enhance
or change their skills and behaviour for
an improved impact

Developing a personal mentoring model
and techniques that work: to advance
existing skills and sometimes to
challenge existing practice

Action and outcome focus: purposeful
concentration on where the changes
can enhance skills and how to measure
them

Keeping track: evaluating mentor’s own
performance and committing to mentor
skill improvements.
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The essential tools of that work are
questioning and listening skills. In terms
of questioning skills, then simply asking
open questions is a very effective way to
build trust and rapport, as well as
encourage the mentee to explore
themselves and how they operate. For
coaches these are familiar skills. Even so,
we can all benefit from some essential
skills practice now and then. If you are
interested in developing your questioning
skills further, try the exercise in box 7. 

This exercise is a very useful drill, but for
many of us these skills are far more
difficult to incorporate into our daily
practise.

You are an excellent listener. When you
chose to be. Because when you are really
interested in a topic or person, you will
listen with full focus and keen curiosity.
So maybe you don’t need to practice your
listening skills? However, the statistics
show that whilst on average we spend
sixty per cent of our time listening, we
actually only recall about twenty five per
cent of what we hear. Whilst we listen
when we want to listen; when we are not
fully engaged then our listening efficiency
deteriorates. The decline is partly down to
the blocks to listening that operate within
all of us. There is after all, a lot going on
in our heads even when we are just
listening. Mentors do a great deal of that;
they just listen. Just listening is hard
work. Even when our mind isn’t
wandering off into our own world, our
brains are constantly and automatically
scanning what the other person is saying.
That vast bundle of neurons is
simultaneously trying to interpret what the
other person is saying according to our
own experience, making judgements
about what they are saying and trying to
conjure up the next question. A mentor’s
craft is to acknowledge these blocks to
listening and take control of them. A
useful tool to help you do this is
summarised in figure 3. 
 

By recognising our default setting along
the continuum of the six different
listening dimensions shown in figure 3,
we can then take more control over our
blocks to listening. For example, one of
your default listening positions may be
to listen in order to see where and how
you can provide advice. You may have
the strong temptation to provide the
solution, rather than helping your
mentee figure it out for themselves. In
other words, on the listening position
chart above, your default listening on the
‘Advising . . . . . Discovering’ dimension
would be some way to the left, as
marked by the red arrow (on the left side
chart). Try shifting that listening position
to one where you are not seeking to give
solutions, but instead listening to
discover more about your mentee (as
illustrated by the red arrow on the right-
hand chart). Now check where you
would place your default listening
position for the other five dimensions on
the chart. Then experiment by actively
shifting and engaging with a different
listening position when you are
mentoring. This technique takes some
practise, but it is worthwhile because
you will strengthen your listening skills
and become a more adept mentor for
that effort.

Mentoring has much to offer both the
mentor and the mentee. As a coach you
will recognise many of the principles and
skills of mentoring as similar to those of
coaching. As a successful coach you
can also become an accomplished and
valued mentor, by employing your
personal objectivity and organisational
neutrality to help your mentee explore
and achieve the excellence they have
within them.

Box 6 Building trust: perceived 
competence and intention

When two people trust each other, they
perceive the other person to be both
competent and to have good intentions.
Building trust as a mentor is therefore
about demonstrating that you know what
you are doing and that you are doing it for
the benefit of the person you are
mentoring.

You can demonstrate that you know what
you are doing by displaying the skills in
box 5. But the quickest way to
demonstrate that you know what you are
doing is to ask pertinent questions that
track what your mentee is thinking and
avoid your own agenda. If your mentee
sees that you are responding to and
expanding their thinking, rather than
imposing your own solutions, then they
are more likely to believe that your
intention is to help them. With skilled
questions and a clearly supportive
intention, trust will develop more quickly.

Box 7 Asking open questions: not 
as easy as you might think

Ask a colleague to work with you on this
open question skills practice. Firstly, think
of a situation that you would like to find a
solution or way forward to. For example,
maybe you want to take up scuba diving,
or paint the bathroom. In any case, you
need a situation where your colleague can
coach you to help you work out what you
could do to move that situation forward.
Your colleague also needs to think of a
situation for themselves.

Then coach your colleague to help them
find a way forward or a solution to their
situation. But do this by only asking
questions beginning with ‘what’ or ‘how’.
You should only ask questions and these
should not begin with anything other than
what or how. Many people find it
challenging to confine their questioning in
this way, but it is a great way to practice
asking open questions.

Advising

Reductive

Judging

Mind-reading

Identifying

Curious

Discovering

Expansive

Empathetic

Neutral

Impartial

Bored

(Adapted from Treasure, J. 2010. Sound Business. Management Books)

Figure 3. Try shifting your listening positions
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PART 2. 
TRUNK STRENGTH TRAINING

In the part one of this article we
discussed the structure and function of
the trunk muscles and appropriate ways
to test their capacity. In part two we
expand on methods to develop cricket
specific strength in this important body
region. 

The benefits of ensuring excellent
strength of the trunk can be realised
both in terms of performance
improvement and reduction of injury risk
[1]. Strength development relies on the
performance of resistance exercises that
are performed relatively slowly e.g.
between two and six seconds per
repetition. The exercising muscles need
this ‘time under tension’ for maximal
force development, which causes them
to adapt by increasing in size and
strength. 

High strength levels 
are required to 
control the posture 
and movement of 
the trunk. For 
example, when the 
spine maximally side 
flexes during front 
foot contact on the 
bowling crease 
(Figure 1). Similarly 
resisting the twisting 
force on the trunk 
and bat that occurs 
when making 
contact during a pull 
shot requires strong 
rotatory control of 
the trunk (Figure 2).

The application of high forces over a
very short period is termed power. By
definition, being powerful requires a solid
strength base. Examples of power
activities in cricket include; the forceful
flexion of the trunk during the delivery
stride - vital to fast bowling, throwing flat
and hard over distance in the field, and
rotating the trunk to produce sufficient
bat speed to hit the ball for six. These
activities are all completed in much less
than a second.

When designing a training programme
for cricketers it is important to consider
the overall load.  As mentioned, bowling,
throwing and hitting cricket balls are
power activities and therefore young
players who are training or playing
several times per week are already doing
a high volume of ‘power’ exercises.
‘Power’ exercises are increasingly
popular amongst cricket coaches
however the biggest limiter to improving
power is often an insufficient strength

base. Slower, heavy resistance, strength
based exercise sessions conducted two
to four times per week are likely to be
more beneficial than a high volume of
further explosive exercise training. 

Exercise Prescription

How often, how many and how heavy
are the primary variables that need to
be considered when determining the
‘dose’ of exercise required to produce
strength gains.  This is a huge area of
debate that we will avoid by simply
providing some sensible guidelines for
exercise prescription. These principles
can be applied to most cricketers over
the age of sixteen, and can be easily
adapted for younger players.

Cricketing activities require forceful
trunk extension and flexion (back and
forward bending), side bending and
rotation, therefore, examples of
exercises that target the entire trunk

Beyond core stability: 
Trunk strength and control for
cricket injury prevention and
performance

Figure 1. Side
bending of the
spine during front
foot contact in the
delivery stride

Figure 2. The pull shot requires strong
rotatory control of the trunk

[1] Faigenbaum, A.D., W.J. Kraemer, C.J. Blimkie, I. Jeffreys, L.J. Micheli, M. Nitka, and T.W. Rowland, Youth resistance training: updated position statement paper from the
national strength and conditioning association. Journal of strength and conditioning research / National Strength & Conditioning Association, 2009. 23 (5 Suppl): p. S60-79.
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musculature (i.e. the front, back and
side) will be presented. These
exercises are only the tip of the
iceberg and as long as the basic
principles are followed coaches will be
able to create their own exercise
choices and progressions that target
each trunk area. 

A suggested entry point for the basic 
level exercises is being able to meet
the benchmark targets presented for
the testing activities described in the
previous article. Prior to that, the
benchmark tests themselves can be
used as exercises. Before attempting
more advanced level exercises, such
as the ‘intermediate’ examples in this
article, most players would need to do
at least four weeks of progressive
loading of the basic type exercises.

The types of exercises described are
moderate to high intensity and
therefore performing between two to
four sets of between eight and 12
repetitions of each exercise should be
enough to stimulate strength gains, as
long as the resistance is appropriate.
A guide to how much load should be
applied to each exercise is an amount
of resistance that allows a maximum
of 15 repetitions of that exercise to be
performed with good technique. For
example, if a player’s technique fails
after 14 repetitions of the first ‘sit-up’
exercise when holding a five kilogram
medicine ball, then that would be an

appropriate weight to use for sets of
eight to 12 repetitions. 

An efficient way of completing this
type of training is via ‘super sets’ of
anywhere between three and eight
exercises in a programme being
performed as a circuit. That way the
need for recovery time (normally 30 –
90 seconds) between sets can be
reduced to around 30 seconds as, for
example, the side muscles can
recover from a side curl during the
next exercise which might be a back
extension.

Recovery time from strength training 
is the key to allowing muscles to grow
stronger and therefore resistance
exercises should ideally be 
conducted  after, or on alternate 
days to cricket training or matches. 
As with bowling and throwing
workload management, the 7-4-2
system is a good guide i.e. building 
up to training an average of four
sessions per week with back to back
training only occurring a maximum of
once per week.

Advanced trunk exercises are not
discussed in this article and those
wishing to undertake that type of
training should do so only under 
the guidance of someone with the
appropriate qualifications such as 
an experienced Strength and
Conditioning or Coach.

Exercises for the front of the trunk

Basic

Intermediate

Ball sit-up with arms overhead.Resistance – medicine ball or a weight 
plate.Tempo – 2 seconds up with the breath in, 
2 seconds down with breath out

Start position

Finish position

Barbell roll-out.Resistance – body weight or weighted 
jacket.Tempo – 2 to 3 seconds out with the 
breath in, 2 to 3 seconds up with 
breath out

Start position

Mid position

Finish position
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Side Exercises

Basic

Back Exercises

Basic

Intermediate

Combination Exercises

These types of exercises work the front,
back and side of the trunk

Basic

Intermediate



Advanced

Side curls on a ball.Resistance – medicine ball or a weight 
plate.Tempo – 2 seconds up with the breath 
in, 2 seconds down with breath out

Start position

Finish position

Ball trunk extension with arms 
overhead.Resistance – medicine ball or a weight 

plate.Tempo – 2 seconds up with the breath 
in, 2 seconds down with breath out

Start position

Finish position

Reverse hyper-extensions (hypers).Resistance – body weight or ankle 
weights.Tempo – 2 seconds legs up with the 
breath in, 2 seconds legs down with 
breath out.Can also be done over a stable box

Start position

Finish position

Bird dog.Resistance – body weight or wrist and 
ankle weights.Tempo – 2 seconds up with the 
breath in, 2 to 10 seconds hold, 
then 2 seconds down with breath out

Start position

Finish position

T Push-up.Start with a push-up

.Roll into a ‘side-plank’ position

Start position

Mid position

Finish position

Plank with opposite arm and leg lifts.Resistance – body weight or wrist and 
ankle weights.Tempo – 2 seconds up with the 
breath in, 2 to 10 seconds hold, 
then 2 seconds down with breath out

Start position

Finish position

.Lift top leg up then down before rolling 
back to do another push-up before 
rolling to the opposite side
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performance are rare these days. It does
happen on occasion, the McLaren F1
elbow in the air duct idea comes to
mind, as does Chris Boardman’s
‘superman’ position. However, it is more
likely that we are able to identify many
small percentage gains in a number of
areas that when combined, result in an
overall bigger performance gain. When
Dave Brailsford first described his
thinking behind the term to me, he
clearly believed that all the small things
add up to make a difference “It’s the
details that can make all the difference,
we need to be on top of the smallest
detail. If it improves performance, we’re
doing it” he said. The sweat testing
described above is a good example of
checking the details. Riders will consume
around 9 litres of fluid during racing;
almost every day for 3 weeks. It is a
fundamental part of their performance
strategy. The technology is available to
determine whether we have this detail
right. Therefore it is our job to make it
happen.

Dave Brailsford appointed me Director of
Marginal Gains in May 2009. My science
background combined with my Olympic
coaching experience put me in a good
position to take on the role. I had
experienced the demands of the ‘front
line’ coaching environment and I have a
broad understanding of science,
technology and engineering. The remit
was to ensure that the detail in the
performance strategy was not missed
and to maintain British Cycling at the
forefront of performance innovation. In
particular, what could we learn from
industries and sports other than our
own? Are there systems, methods,
techniques, within programs such as

put in place. What we hadn’t expected
was how much of the fluid loss
remained in his shorts. Something that
was apparent during my ‘wringing out’
duties. Not just his shorts, although the
padded inserts the rider sits on was a
major culprit, all of his clothing
absorbed significant amounts of sweat.
A quick calculation revealed that this
additional weight, carried on a 40 min
mountain climb, could cost him 10-15 s.
Had we found the difference between
winning and losing trapped inside a pair
of sweaty shorts? It was an aspect of
our clothing we hadn’t considered this
way before. With the help of adidas,
Jane Ellingworth (our Head of apparel)
set about a very last minute redesign of
key components of the race kit. A task
that included a considerable amount of
time spent sourcing a new and
improved pair of socks. We spent many
hours reviewing the material, weight and
cooling properties of socks. The result
was a clothing package that met the
requirements of the performance better.
We had improved performance.

I am unsure where the term ‘the
aggregation of marginal gains’
originated from. However, credit for its
introduction into Olympic sport sits well
and truly with Dave Brailsford
(Performance Director, British Cycling.
Team Principal, Team Sky). I have
spoken to many people who have
thought that the term applies to a
method. For me, what it really describes
is a philosophy. In the case of British
Cycling, a collective philosophy on how
we approach performance
improvement. It is recognition that the
chances of finding big percentage gains
in any one area of elite sports

We were preparing a rider for a
demanding 3 week race in what were
likely to be hot and challenging
conditions. Fluid intake was our main
concern. How much should this rider
aim to take on each hour? What mixture
of fuel and electrolytes should we be
running? Does this stay the same for
each of the 6-7 hours a day riding time?
How is it affected by temperature
changes? Our test facility at the English
Institute of Sport in Manchester has a 3
m rolling road that can be enclosed by a
chamber for environmental testing. On
this day we were simulating a mountain
climb in 35˚C of heat. Nigel Mitchell, our
Nutritionist, was busy making drinks and
collecting sweat to analyze. Our subject
was diligently stripping off to be
weighed nude between trials; providing
us with a good appreciation of the rate
at which he was losing fluid. The testing
went well. We obtained all the
information we expected and a strategy
for the next phase of the project was

Improving performance
through the aggregation of

MARGINAL GAINS
“It’s easier 
to improve 100
things by 1%
than 1 thing 
by 100%”

Chris Boardman
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athletes. The marginal gains team
provides the technical detail to support
the objective; how much power is
required to ride at that speed? What
will be the aerodynamic drag? Can the
power requirement be met with our
current training? What is the risk of
injury if we were to change training
techniques? Which parts of the
program will we need to innovate?
Done well, the process provides a
collective understanding of what the
performance requires and gives a real
‘clarity of purpose’ to the individuals
within the team. 

Once the performance requirements
have been established the next step is
to form the performance plan. The
performance plan is governed by the
athletes phase plan (their training
phases and competition targets). The
work of the marginal gains team needs
to be ‘layered’ appropriately into these
plans. It is important to note this does
not include the established day to day
delivery to the programs by the
members of the team in their respective
disciplines. It relates only to areas of
research, innovation and specific
performance support. 

The performance plan provides the
framework for the marginal gains
strategy. For some elements of the plan
this can extend over 3 years. ‘Layering’
simply means that not everything can
be done at once. The right things have
to be done at the right time and at all
times this should support the coaching

space agencies, Formula 1 teams and
the military that could improve our
performances? If so how could we best
apply them to our own environment and
working practice? I’ve taken an interest
in a broad range of topics, travelled to
many interesting places and met with
some very clever people. I’ve learnt a
lot and gained some great ideas.
Unfortunately, most of which I am
unable to write about here. However,
new knowledge is worth very little if
there is no process to establish it within
performances. Therefore it is some of
the process and experiences behind
the marginal gains strategy that I aim to
share. 

The British Cycling Marginal Gains
team numbers 12 in total and contains
expertise in the disciplines of
performance analysis, physiology,
strength and conditioning,
physiotherapy, sports medicine,
biomechanics and nutrition. My role is
to oversee the process by which this
team supports the program’s
performance plans and ensure that we
have the resources and expertise
available to meet the performance
requirements laid out in those plans. 

The process begins with a detailing of
the performance requirements; what is
it going to take to win? What do
winning performances look like? What
do we know and what do we not know
about how to achieve the performance
objective? The objectives are set by the
coaches in consultation with the

process. The development of a young
athlete within an Olympic cycle is a
good example of this. It is easy to
‘overload’ the key stages of
development with inappropriate
innovation and information if we’re not
careful. There is little point in
introducing the latest nutritional
supplement if they are still learning to
cook for themselves. Likewise they
perhaps don’t need to enjoy the latest
equipment technology until they have
worked to attain a higher level of
performance. The team must take the
lead from the coach as to where and
when it is appropriate to move the plan
forward. 

Performance plans change continually.
For a number of reasons, illness and
injury being the most common.
Because of this the team meets on a
weekly basis. It is essential that we are
able to move quickly to meet changes
in coach and athlete requirements,
while still keeping the longer term
strategy on track. 

The research and innovation by the
team is driven predominantly by the
performance questions of the coaches
and athletes. Is my warm up optimal?
Do I have the best combination of kit?
How will the conditions at the
competition venue affect performance?
It is the role of the team to establish
some facts to answer these questions
and where required, work with the
coaches to establish new ‘best
practice’.

Establishing ‘best practice’ is the
foundation from which you can most
effectively innovate a program/
performance. If the simple things are
not being done well then there is little
need to look to move forward. If the
fundamentals of eating well, sleeping
well, training well and staying healthy
are not being met on a consistent
basis, then the performance impact of
any new innovation is diluted or even
lost. Furthermore, we all have
experienced new and often good ideas
that don’t ‘stick’ in a program. Their
practice is not sustainable, they’ve
been introduced at the wrong time or
the athlete does not believe in the idea.
Establishing ‘best practice’ is not as
straight forward as it seems, especially

Water margins -
riding by the seat
of your pants 
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across a large team of coaches, athletes
and support staff. Firstly there has to be
an agreement on what ‘best practice’
looks like, secondly this has to be
consistently applied at all times. 

There is a need to innovate responsibly
within sport. It is easy to try and come
up with the next ‘new thing’. There are
plenty of gadgets, gizmos and new
research ideas out there to pick from.
Sometimes the smartest course of
action is to change nothing. The start of
the innovation process is the ‘key’
questions athletes and coaches have
about the performance. Athletes in
particular will go through their careers
questioning what they are doing. Is this
the right training I should be doing?
Should I be doing more? Am I
recovering properly? Am I doing
everything I can to be the best that I can
be? What is the rest of the world doing?
Are they doing it better? I’ve seen a new
piece of kit our competitors are using,
how much better will it make them? It is
these unknowns around performance
that drives the majority of the work
program of the Marginal Gains team.
The fewer questions an athlete has
about their performance the better
prepared they are to deliver their best.

Innovation within a program can play a
significant role in creating momentum
and generating belief in an athlete.
Programmed effectively, performances
benefits can be felt at key stages on
route toward the final objective. Athletes
can gain belief in their program from the
feeling of everything moving forward,
better than it was before. For the
Olympic program this is a strategy that
runs over a 4 year cycle; the first 3 years

of which are spent building / preparing
to win in the 4th year. It is important for
the athlete that the support package is
the best that it can be. We regularly ask
them to be the best that they can be, it
is only right they expect the program to
do the same. They want to see the
team striving to be the best in the world
at what we do and match their
commitment to performance. A rider
taking to the start line believing they are
the best prepared they can be, in the
best kit, with no doubts in their mind; is
a powerful combination.

Innovation doesn’t have to be
complicated or expensive to be
effective. I am a big fan of simple
solutions. We consulted with the
environmental research group at
Portsmouth University on the topic of
pre-cooling body temperature for
competition in hot conditions. They
combined all their latest research and
experience to provide us with an
evidence based protocol that simply
consisted of cooling hands and feet in a
bucket of cool water. It worked
brilliantly. Similarly, we were looking for
ice packs to cool riders during stages of
the Tour de France. 100 pairs of ladies
stockings and two buckets of ice later
and we had a near perfect solution.
More often than not the most significant
innovations are realized through
influences from outside our programs,
using expertise beyond our own
capabilities and learning from
experiences other than our own. Having
recognized this, we have established
relationships with industry leaders such
as McLaren Applied Technologies
(MAT), BAe systems, Frazer Nash
consultancy, UKSport, The English

Institute of Sport and Sky. MAT took a
piece of on bike measurement
instrumentation we developed internally
- nicknamed ‘the bomb’ because of its
size and many wires connecting it
together – doubled its capability and
tucked it inside an aerodynamic housing
the size of a matchbox. We now have
the best integrated performance
measurement solution ever developed
for an Olympic cycling program.
Established links with leading academic
institutions, and world experts in factors
that affect performance, has brought a
depth of knowledge in areas that are
moving too quickly for the team to
research internally. Dr Christian Cook
(UKSport) introduced new strength and
power concepts that now underpin a
large part of our programs. Information
gathering outside our own programs is
a fundamental part of what sharpens
our performance ‘edge’. 

The best practice – Innovation cycle is a
term that is applied to this process.
Establish best practice, use this as a
foundation to innovate, if the innovation
is appropriate it will be established as
the new ‘best practice’. The cycle then
continues. I referred to the sweat testing
story above as it was a good example
of a time where I did a poor job of
following this process. We really did
spend too much time looking at socks.
It was brought about by an apparent
need to innovate a part of the program
in order to be competitive. We set about
looking at every detail we could think of.
We went chasing gains. The result was

Learn from other sports

A ‘bomb’ the size of a matchbox 
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While belief is a necessary ally to every
performance plan, one of the biggest
threats to it is ‘false beliefs’. We’ve likely
all experienced athletes who choose
equipment “because it is what my
closest competitor is using”, who carry
a case load of supplements with them
that do everything from clean their
kidneys to improve their vision, or who
stick to the same training routines
“because I’ve always done it this way”.
Once established, these ‘false beliefs’
can be very hard to change and they
can pose a serious threat to
performance.

I touch on this topic when talking about
innovation in sport because it is often
the support team around the athlete
that is the cause. These days in
particular, as the size of support teams
and the availability of expertise grow,
athletes are exposed to an increasing
amount of information on their
performance. It doesn’t take much for a
speculative answer to an athlete’s
question from an ‘expert’, even one
based on the latest available
information, to be interpreted as fact.
The consequences of the information
and innovation we present to athletes

it took the team away from the
fundamentals. Best practice was not
maintained and performances dropped.
Dave Brailsford summed it up nicely
when he said “we concentrated too
much on the peas and forgot about the
steak”. Having a new kit package –
complete with socks - that saves you
15 s on a climb is not a step forward in
performance when you only have the
condition to ride at 2 min down on the
leaders. It was tough lessons for 2
reasons. Considerable time and effort
went into the Marginal Gains program
for this project only to watch it fail.
There was some really good work in a
number of areas that lost its impact due
to the result. We learned from the
experience and it restored a healthy
respect for the need to do the simple
things well.

It is this process that I oversee for the
team. I do not line manage people, I’m
not going to challenge individuals on
their technical expertise, I won’t be in
the thick of it come game time. My
priority is always the performance plan.
I endeavour to ensure that, as a team,
we interpret the performance plans
properly and deliver a best practice –
innovation package that meets the
performance requirements, fits with the
coaches’ philosophy and is better than
what the rest of the world has to offer.
To the team’s credit they have delivered
28 major projects in 2.5 years in areas
such as training science, hardware
development, coaching tools, training
practice, recovery and infection control;
while at the same time establishing a
level of ‘best practice’ that befits a
successful Olympic program. 

It is only when I stepped from my
performance science role into coaching
that I fully began to appreciate the
importance belief played in
performance. As a scientist you tend to
steer towards all things that you can
measure. A lot of what you can’t
measure you pick up as a coach. It
becomes clear that the success of the
plans that you put in place are heavily
influenced by how the athlete interprets
what they are doing and how certain
they are it is the right thing to do. It is
my belief that this certainty is crucial in
determining the end gain of a phase of
training. 

should be well thought out at all times
and only given in the best interests of
their performance plan. While I was
coaching, I had a rider who had been
convinced by a member of my support
team - on the basis of the latest research
- that all peak power work should be
done between 6 and 8 pm. There is some
credibility to that. However, unfortunately
for him all our squad sessions were
booked between 2 and 5 pm. We had no
time to prove to him whether that was
optimal for his plan or not. He was left
feeling that the training plan wasn’t the
best for him and his performance
suffered. The information was good and
worthy of consideration; it shouldn’t have
gone to the athlete first. Coaches will
often speak of managing the environment
that surrounds their athletes as one of the
biggest challenges to performance. It is
the team’s responsibility to ensure we
don’t add to that challenge. 

The Marginal gains philosophy and its
practice are not unique to British Cycling.
Every sport or business will be familiar
with the process. I think what British
Cycling has done well is establish a
collective understanding of its importance
to improving performance and committed
to the process to ensure it works. It takes
time, resources and a dogged attention
to detail. The process would not look the
same for every sport. Each has its own
unique demands that require a necessary
difference in approach. It’s important to
find the right philosophy for the
environment you’re in and establish a
continued commitment to work at it. 

Does it work? In 2008 I coached the
men’s endurance Team Pursuit Squad to
Gold at the Olympic Games. Early in
2007 we began a process similar to that
described above and it would see the
team improve its performance by 8 s in
18 months, breaking the world record 3
times, setting a new mark some 3 s
faster than that held previously by the
Australian ‘dream team’. For those
people on the outside looking in, such an
improvement in performance in a short
space of time is understandably met with
some cynicism about the methods by
which it was achieved, or an over
exaggeration of the complexity of the
methods employed. I take great comfort
in the knowledge that it was a whole 
lot simpler than that. 

GB men’s Team Pursuit
2008 Olympic Gold
medalists, broke 
the world record 
3 times in 18 
months
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Most research seems to suggest that
coaches learn most when talking or
watching other coaches in action. But in
reality how often do we really talk to
others about what we do? I know
coaches who sit in the same office and
never discuss what they actually do.
One of the fascinating things about my
job is that I get to and work with a
range of coaches and sports out in the
field, river, sea, etc. And there are huge
lessons for sports and coaches who are
prepared to try something different.

This article is all about inviting people to
get out of their box (we all live in them)
& have a stroll in someone else’s world.
You may be surprised at the view.

Visiting Other Sports? - 
What’s the point?

The first thing everyone says is “our
sport is different”, which is always true
and yet when you really delve into the
skills of the athletes and the needs of
the sport you realise that they are more
things in common that you would
expect.

Now, I’m not an expert in cricket but:.Cricket is similar to golf and hockey
when looking at hitting balls. Any 
implications for biomechanics, 
trajectory analysis, etc? .Cricket is similar to fencing, tennis 
when the batter is at looking at the 
bowler for visual cues on how to hit 
the ball / target..Cricket is similar to football, hockey, 
cycling, sailing, rugby, etc for how 
they select their talented athletes..Cricket in similar to javelin throwers 
when developing the biomechanics 
and skill of the bowler.
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by Alan Olive

Are you getting the point?

The point is that some sports are really
good at doing this stuff, often in isolated
pockets and backyard coaching
sessions.

How can you access good coaches in
your area?.Google Maps is always a great tool 

for knowing which sports are in your 
area..Contact the sport’s National 
Governing Body and chat to their 
coaching teams, Head coaches, etc..Talk to your own sport’s top 
coaches to find out who they know..Sports coach UK and UK Sport 
(Coaching Team) have a range of 
links with sports and often know 
who is in your area.

Visiting Other Coaches? -
Developing your own expertise

Most coaches tend to work in isolation
and rarely access new ideas, mentoring
or feedback. They normally have to 
learn it on the job. The great thing about
seeing other coaches is you get to see
other ways of coaching and the chance
to ask questions. The great thing about
someone watching you is that you get
feedback (essential for learning). In both
cases you need to be discerning about
what you learn. There is a lot of great
coaching and there are a lot of coaches
just running activity. And by this I mean,
the coach’s input into developing their
athlete is actually based on the fact that
they run a session that creates activity,
not that they provide a learning
environment.

How do you watch other
coaches?

You can’t just watch a coach and
distinguish between good and bad
coaching unless you actually ask them
what they are doing and test the
outcome by talking to the athlete.
Good coaching is defined by the
learning it creates within the athlete.
You can watch a coach say nothing
during a session. Is that because they
didn’t know what to say or because
they were deliberately saying nothing
to promote the athlete learning
themselves?

1. Have an opinion and be prepared 
for it to be wrong. Discuss it with 
others and test it when you watch 
others

2. Check with the coach what they are 
trying to achieve and what their 
rationale is. Without this it’s 
impossible to assess what the 
coach is trying to do.

The key lessons that I’ve learnt are:

1. Always seek out the best to learn 
from and don’t be scared to ask, 
visit, invite them.

2. Know why they are the best. 
Being the best at one thing 
doesn’t always mean you’re great 
at everything. You need to know 
what are the nuggets and what 
is rubbish.

I worked with a windsurfer coaching
during a recent competition and
observed his debrief to his
windsurfer in between races. “Mate
that was rubbish, you weren’t really
trying, what is going on?”

Hmm, that didn’t fit into my
model of good feedback. So, I
asked the coach why he had talked
like that and wasn’t that a bit
harsh? The coach had a quiet smile
and suggested I chat to his athlete
after racing. “So, Nick, what did
you think of Jeff’s feedback?”
“Yeah, spot on, I needed a kick up
the arse, I was slacking.” 

These guys had worked
together for 14 years and had
evolved their coaching together.
How could I assess what was good
and bad in a single snapshot of
observing Jeff feeding back to
Nick?

So, lesson from this story, when
watching other coach, always
‘triangulate’ your information!

Ask the coach their rationale,
observe, ask the athlete what they
learnt.

Learn from coaches of other sports
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3. Observe and analyse what happens 
during the sessions. What seemed to 
work, what didn’t, how did the coach 
behave, respond?

4. Check in with the athletes them-
selves to really see what was learnt.

5. Discuss with the coach all of the 
above & see what they have to say.

How do you tell really good coaches? 

Tell tale signs:.They have great results with their 
athletes across a range of athletes, 
levels and years.

.A wide variety of experiences..They are respected by their peers..They have comprehensive 
‘libraries’ crammed with books 
about coaching and their sport.Those that regularly attend 
courses and conferences (focused 
on their own development).They are fascinated about what 
you do and yet happy to share 
their thoughts. They bombard you 
with questions and really listen to 
the answers.

How did you score against this
list?

Summary

For those of you that want to be
really good, you need to learn from a
range of different experiences and
sources. Coaching excellence rarely
rests in a single person, sport or
theory. That’s the exciting aspect of
coaching. Be prepared to talk to the
best but make sure you have a
framework to judge and rationalise
that knowledge. Don’t be a magpie!
Above all be curious, ask questions
and listen to the answers. In a year’s
time you’ll be amazed how different
your coaching has become.

Oliver Cromwell

Cricket is similar to golf and
hockey when looking at
hitting balls. Any implications
for biomechanics, trajectory
analysis, etc?

Mark Radcliffe, Head Development Coach GB Canoeing - a really good coach
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its comfort zone. Although the
programme had been immensely
successful since its inception in the late
1990s (including two World Champions,
four World No. 1s, three World Men’s
Team Championships, two World
Women’s Championships and six
Commonwealth gold medals), more
recently there had been signs that the
programme had become arrogant and
detached. The squash world had been
rapidly evolving, yet as a department,
we were enjoying the present and
assuming that future success was

be proactive and embrace the
opportunity to change and become
better – we avoid it or let it rule us at our
peril. If we enter into change in a
positive manner, commit to the process
and believe in ourselves, then we are in
an enviable position, because true
success only comes as a result of a
struggle, consistent hard work and
pushing boundaries.    

Up until almost three years ago, the
England Squash Performance
Programme had been operating within

A combination of fear, trepidation or
nervousness are rational responses to
‘change’, even change that you know is
for the better. Altering the status quo is
unsettling and can cause considerable
discomfort, because by its very nature,
you are venturing into the unknown.
Change, however, is both inevitable
(both people and environmental factors
alter over time) and an essential
ingredient of continued success (some
of the things that define greatness now,
will not do so in the future). So, in the
pursuit of the ultimate success, we must

Changing times

Laura Massaro



inevitable. Little, if any, critical reflection,
preparation or planning had occurred and
our understanding of modern coaching
trends and philosophies was poor. The
department was dysfunctional, lacking
direction, motion or creativity and the
consequences were apparent – there was
a significant performance gap at junior
and academy level. Indeed, the disparity
between our current and expected level
of performance had been deteriorating,
without significant intervention, for some
time. 

The process of change over the past
three years has been far from smooth,
indeed it has been extremely challenging,
frustrating, time consuming and at times
somewhat isolating. There have been
times when I have doubted myself and
my ability to drive through the necessary
changes, but I knew that maintaining the
status quo and basking in the success
our senior players were enjoying was not
something with which I was comfortable.
Things weren’t right and I wanted to
judge my success on both the ‘added
value’ we could provide our current world
class players and also by ensuring that
we were best placed to be able to bring
successive generations of players
through to world class level. In short, I
wanted to establish a legacy for both
Performance and Coaching across
England and ensure our continued
success on the world stage. 

Initially and perhaps understandably,
there was a temptation to engage with
short-termism and search for ‘quick-
wins’. I was new in post, having been
promoted from a coaching role with our
junior players and I realised there was
much to be gained from a reaffirmation of
our goals, instilling some confidence,
showing support for the team and getting
people to enjoy working together once
more. The first few months were a steep
learning curve because after the initial
honeymoon period, it became apparent
that considerably more change was
required than I initially thought. Whilst
there was a temptation to pursue
‘outputs’ rather than ‘outcomes’ (in the
hope that working harder would eradicate
our short-comings), such a short-sighted
approach would not have remedied our

performance gap. There were some
extremely tough decisions to make,
including challenging colleagues and
friends with greater experience and
standing in the game – people I admired
and respected. The realisation that elite
individuals are extremely opinionated and
sometimes difficult to deal with was
never more apparent. Inevitably, some of
the decisions and outcomes were never
going to be well-received, but I always
did my utmost to be compassionate,
although not at the expense of our
aspirations. 

We have been through massive change
and we are continuing to evolve as a
department, working towards our goal of
being the world leaders in squash
performance and coaching. Change has
been both structural - the amalgamation
of two departments (Performance &
Coach Education), the departure of seven
staff and recruitment of six new ones
(including a new National Coach), and
cultural – a reconfiguration of our values,
and norms (the way we do things). It has
taken almost three years to get the ‘right’
people within our extended team. There
is a popular misconception that ‘people
are your greatest asset’, but actually the
right people are your greatest asset and
the definition of ‘right’ is crucially
important. From my perspective, ‘right’

does not necessarily mean those with the
greatest knowledge and experience, but
instead those individuals with the desired
character traits (such as self-discipline).
The team must share a philosophical
understanding of what we do and how
we do it and every individual must be
able to contribute significantly and
operate as part of a high performing
team. Creating a high performing team
does take time and it can be challenging,
but without it, there is no chance of
building the environment that players
need to thrive.   

It also takes time to nurture identity and
begin to build a brand, by which I mean
the ‘pillars’ which provide a framework
that encapsulate who we are, what we do
and how we do it. We operate a national
programme (as opposed to centralised),
with a relatively small team of coaches
and support staff operating across the
country, so we needed to design a frame
of reference for our decisions and
behaviour. In going through this process,
we began to align individual thinking with
the desired departmental culture – our
shared norms , values, expectations and
vision. I was clear that I didn’t want to
devote too much time to managing
individuals, but instead I wanted them to
have the freedom and responsibility to be
creative and as effective as they could
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be, within an agreed framework. As a
consequence, in addition to allowing us
to manage the present, we were
beginning to design the future of the
programme and we had a much better
understanding of what we could be,
rather than just what we wanted to be.

At times, building the brand has been
difficult and there has been tension and
conflict because established ways of
thinking and working have been
challenged. Yet, some level of conflict is
both inevitable and healthy, if it is
channelled productively and positively.
Conflict should not become personal or
undermine anyone. People who are
passionate about what they do are
bound to disagree because they perceive
things differently, they have different
personalities, opinions and priorities. Yet
confronting the facts about your beliefs
and values, whilst uncomfortable, should
be motivating, empowering and make an
individual stronger – it should not ‘take
away’, but rather unite. We continue to
have heated discussions and I
encouraged ‘truth’ and honesty, so long
as it is delivered with respect, diplomacy
and positive intention. Our progress has
never been about apportioning blame for
mistakes and failings, but instead
learning, understanding and believing
that no matter how difficult things are, 
we will reach our goal. 

On reflection, difficult as it was,
diagnosing problems and conceptually
forming our vision and brand, and
agreeing the need to change was
relatively straight forward. The much
more difficult task was actually ensuring
the transfer of learning and necessary
behavioural changes. It is easy to impose
the ‘pillars’ of the brand upon others first
and foremost (e.g. coach to player) and
negate to apply it to yourself. Individuals
don’t change until there is an acceptance
that they need to change and a they have
a strong desire to do so. It can take
considerable time for someone to change
and when orchestrating or encouraging
change, it is worth considering that too
much, too soon, overloads people and
expectations. Subsequently, when
problems arise, it can detract from the
commitment to change and any
momentum that has been generated. 
In pushing boundaries, there is always a
careful balance to find between comfort
and discomfort.

Something that has become very
apparent over the past two years has
been the realisation that change cannot
really be managed, but instead it is
cultivated over time, through learning
from and sharing experiences. For a team
that is spread nationally, what happens
between our team meetings is as crucial
as the meetings themselves, because 

this is the period to help reinforce,
encourage, reward and remind
individuals about our brand. The ability to
understand where you have come from,
where you are and where you are headed
is critically important in ensuring that you
are able to operate effectively in the
present, whilst designing the future. The
process of change requires monitoring,
re-visiting and fine-tuning and it needs to
be redefined with the realities you are
facing. As individuals and as a team, we
must welcome change, but also accept
that we will never ‘arrive’, because we
will constantly seek to improve. 

Not by any means would I claim to be an
expert in ‘change’, indeed far from it –
there are definitely things I could have
more effectively and moments I perhaps
should have handled differently. What I
have attempted to do throughout this
process, however, is have the humility 
to recognise that I don’t have all the
answers. To gain greater insight, it is
better to lead with questions and search
for the answers from others within and
outside of the team and the sport. 
Today, we are far more outward looking
as a department and indeed are very
inquisitive of people and what is
happening in different environments, 
as we search for answers and a greater
competitive edge.

Change will not always equate to
improvement, but movement is not
always forward. Although we are very
aware of where we want to be, we will
need to spend time ‘tacking’, maintaining
our momentum but coping with small
changes in direction and unforeseen
challenges, outside of our control that 
we will need to deal with. The skill of
leading, however, is believing in yourself
and the culture you are building and
knowing when to re-adjust your course,
whilst ensuring that you keep perspective
of where you are, where you have come
from and where you are headed. Change
is inevitable, but progress is optional –
we have decided to progress and
respond proactively to new challenges,
and  will continue to do so. It’s been
tough, but we have momentum, which 
is crucial, as without it we cannot 
not move.

Jenny Duncalf
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So I changed my approach, rather than
focusing on their weaknesses, we started
to focus on strengths. Through our
discussions it seemed they had a great
deal of strengths lying dormant that we
hadn’t really been fully exploited. We
discussed their technical, tactical,
physical and character strengths and
what they thought their winning weapons
were. During the session I sensed a
notable shift from initial embarrassment
about discussing things that they were
actually good at to one of excitement
and optimism. We concluded from our
session that their strengths of
aggression, explosive power and quick
reactions contributed to them being a
very good starter – but could they be
‘World’s best’ in this area? We decided
that this was a much more positive goal
than trying to amend what was broken.
Each day they continued to do the usual
training programme but we spent
specialist time focusing on their start and
comparing their performances with
‘Worlds best’ times. Eventually the start
became a genuine winning strength and
subsequently because they were
focusing on a goal that was positive and
gave them confidence, their decision
making under pressure no longer caused
them the problems that had plagued
them previously. The result was that they
took a leap in performance towards
‘World’s best’. This led me to pose a
series of questions;.How much time do I encourage 

people to work on their weaknesses 
vs developing their strengths?.To what extent do I help people to 
find a ‘winning edge’ to their 
performance – something that can 
be a genuine winning weapon?.How do I help athletes make the leap 
to ‘World’s best’, rather than simply 
getting better?
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In my time working in the world of
performance psychology, I have come
across many different types of athlete,
lots of different mental approaches and
lots of different methods that help an
athlete to find a way to win. Finding your
way to become the best in the World at
your chosen skill is by definition a
massive challenge. It has become a
cliché, but it is said once you get to the
top level, very little separates the top 
few performers. But, it is the ones who
master the mental game who are able 
to truly explore their true potential and
consistently perform at levels that 
would be described as ‘World’s best’. 
A question that I have often pondered 
is - What enables someone to ‘make the
leap’ and truly become ‘World’s best’ at
what they do? 

There are a few common themes that
have emerged that I feel are critical in an
athlete being able to have a consistent
mental game and to consistently perform
at the highest levels. However, one area
that stands out is an ability to maximize
their strengths. A top performer needs to
know their strengths and know how to
exploit them in a multitude of
circumstances and conditions.

For many years I puzzled with the sports
I worked with at how we were going to
become ‘world’s best’ at anything when
it appeared that everyone in the World
was improving at a similar rate to us. My
moment of clarity came when I was
working with a speed skater that had
problems making decisions under
pressure in a race. Throughout the time I
worked with them we honed in on this
one area of weakness and focused on it
daily. The result was that they got worse,
in fact they commented that the work
was making them ‘lose confidence’ – 
not good feedback for a psychologist! 

The search for an answer to these
questions led me to start to work on
developing super strengths, an aspect
of a performer’s game that is their own
unique point of difference, their natural
strength. These areas are often factors
that the athlete finds quite natural and
simple. It is their area of greatest
opportunity. The world of sport is
littered with examples of performers
who found a way to become world’s
best through the development of what
they are best at. The skill is to make
your weaknesses invisible and your
super strength impenetrable. Take
David Beckham for example, arguably
one of best footballers in the World for
a time. Was he an outstanding
dribbler, tackler, header of the ball?

Possibly not . . . but he could kick a ball
accurately and he grew that strength to
become worlds best at it. He then
applied that skill to other areas of his
game; crossing, taking corners, taking
free kicks, taking penalties and he
became a match winner. 

Cook vs Matthew;
what happens when two of the
mentally toughest minds in sport meet?

Dr Mark Bawden
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Two current performers who are
considered to have made the leap
towards Worlds best in their respective
sports are Alastair Cook in cricket and
Nick Matthew in squash. Both of these
sportsmen exemplify the modern elite
performer, people who have left no stone
unturned and because of their
professionalism have worked hard at all
aspects of their game; technical, tactical
and physical. However, they both have
further similarities in that they have
developed and played to their
psychological super strengths and they
are perceived by many to be the mentally
toughest performers in their respective
sports. 

In some respects the careers of the two
men have had many parallels. In 2006
Alastair Cook got a surprise call up to the
England team – he responded by scoring
a hundred on debut. During the same
year Nick Matthew made his first
significant step towards ‘World’s’ best by
winning the prestigious British open
championships - it was the first time that
an Englishmen had won the title for 67
years. Alastair went on to become the
fastest Englishmen to 5,000 test runs and
had six test centuries before the age of
22, an achievement only bettered by
Sachin Tendulkar. Nick continued to add
multiple trophies to the cabinet including
two commonwealth gold medals. In 2008
both experienced a degree of adversity,
Alastair was under criticism in the media
for not scoring enough centuries, Nick
was having a long time out of the game 

due to a career threatening shoulder
injury. Both men bounced back in 2009
brilliantly culminating in Nick winning the
British open for the second time and
Alastair getting back into century hitting
form for England and being part of a
famous ashes victory on home soil. 
However, 2010 was the time when both
men made significant leaps in
performance. Alastair played a
monumental role in helping the England
team winning the ashes – the first time
England had won in Australia since 1986.

He was the top run scorer in the series
with 766 runs, hit the most hundreds (3)
including a double century and had the
highest average, a jaw dropping 127.66.
Meanwhile Nick was busy setting his
stall out for World domination by
winning four major tournaments in
succession culminating in becoming
World Champion and reaching the World
No.1 spot. Alastair continued to amass
big centuries in 2011 resulting in a
marathon 294 against India, to propel
England to No1 in the World Test
rankings, whilst Nick cemented his
domination by winning the World
championships for a second time. 

Both of these performers have a
mutual respect for each other’s sports
and a fascination for what makes the
other so mentally strong. Both are seen
to have strengths of performing under
pressure and both have taken a leap
towards world’s best in the last few
years. So I thought it would be an
interesting challenge for them to have
the opportunity to put each other in 
the hot seat and explore each others
mentality. The challenge was simple;
what five questions would you like to
ask the other about what makes them
tick psychologically? I also permitted
them one cheeky question to get a
coaching tip from each other’s sport!

NICK QUESTIONS ALASTAIR

Alastair talks about the voice in his
head, how he concentrates for hours,
battling with fear and the search for 
the next Daddy hundred!

Nick: “Reaching a century after all that
hard work & concentration must be a
very emotional moment. How do you
reset, as you have done so
successfully this year, and then go on
to try to turn it in to a ‘Daddy’
Hundred, as I've heard them referred?”

Alastair: “It took me a long while to
get better at this and I have only really
understood how to do this in recent
times, but I think that a big part of this
is that our attitude as a team has
changed dramatically in this area.
Obviously it’s good to get 100, but it’s
no longer great. A phrase that Goochie
(our coach) has drilled into our team is
that ‘you’ve never got enough’ and
therefore the hunger to score runs
shouldn’t change regardless of how
many runs you have. Scoring a 100 is
good but the goal is to get a match
winning score and that is what
Goochie would call a ‘Daddy 100’ ! 
I feel it’s my responsibility in the team
to deliver that, It took me a while to
really be able to do the same thing
before every ball, the same routine
regardless of whether I am on 5, 105 or
205. Knowing exactly what my mental
approach is between every ball is the
key, and I know exactly what I do now
– I am very clear in my mind before
every ball regardless of my score . . .
but you can always get more runs!”

A century on Test debut in 2006
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Nick: “How has captaining the one-
day team affected your preparation for 
batting and how have you dealt with
this?”

Alastair: “The biggest thing is to
separate the two roles, I have to be
clear about when I am a batter and
when I am a captain. When I am
batting, I am a run maker and not a
captain, my job for the team is to score
runs. This is exactly the same when it
comes to practice too. There are lots
of things that can get in the way of me
simply ‘watching the ball’. When I am
in the nets I have to think purely about
my needs as a batter and not all the
demands that captaincy brings. I now
have a trust in my game and I know
when I focus on it that my game looks
after me. It’s easy to change what you
do when you step up a level and there
is a temptation to overcomplicate
things or take on new responsibilities
but I have always kept my approach
pretty much the same and I have
always felt the same mentally
regardless of what level of cricket I was
playing. Whether I was playing for
Essex under 15’s or the full county
team, or even England I have always
felt the same inside, I am just as
nervous . . . I still have that voice in my
head telling me ‘I’m not good enough’..
. it’s always been the same . . . but its
normal.”

Nick: “Apart from the obvious need to
score more quickly, what different mental
strategies do you adopt opening in a one
day game as opposed to a Test match?”

Alastair: “I don’t really change much
mentally at all. It’s more of a tactical
approach. In 1 day cricket you have to
score more quickly so you have to take
more risks. In 1 day cricket when
someone bowls at 4th stump you are
always looking to score - in Test cricket
you can be patient and bide your time
and wait for the right ball. So the mindset
in 1 day cricket has to be one of ‘intent’
but the actual mental process that I use
between balls is pretty much the same.” 

Nick: “How do you relax & cope with the
potential for over-thinking if you are not
out overnight? Especially if you are early
in an innings or approaching a milestone.”

Alastair: “I do struggle with sleep when
I’ve scored runs, when I’m not out it’s
exciting - I want to go out and score
more runs, that’s what our Games about.
If I’m approaching a milestone its great,
you’re physically pretty tired but mentally
you are on such a high. However, if
things aren’t going so well, and form
hasn’t been good, it’s pretty hard to keep
things in perspective and to stop over-
thinking, it can feel like the be all and end
all at times. I know that there are more
important things in life than cricket, but it

is your name and profession and
sometimes it can feel like the end of the
world. The thing for me has been to
remind myself that I am not as good as I
think I am when I have played really well.
because then when things go wrong and
you are struggling you know you are not
as bad as your mind would like you to
believe, for me it’s a way of keeping
things normal and on a level.”

Nick: “Now that you have reached the top
of your tree both in a team and individual
sense, what are the things that motivate
you to make big score after big score?” 

Alastair: “That’s easy, it’s the fear of
failure. I’ve known for a long time that I
am motivated by fear. When I first played
for Essex I scored 50. My first thought
was ‘I don’t want to be the guy who came
in to the team and scored one first class
50’, When I scored my first 100, I thought
I don’t want to be that bloke who scored
one first class hundred and then
disappeared off the scene. Now I’ve had a
great year for England but I don’t want to
be that bloke who had a purple patch in
the middle of his career and then faded
way, It’s a never ending! As for our team
we are currently number 1 in Test cricket
but you can always improve as a side 
and the leadership in our group make 
sure that we never settle, we can always
find ways to improve we want to leave a
mark on World cricket, so you can 
always get better…”

Nick: “How can I ‘pick’ Murali the next
time I watch him? I'm struggling the read
the doosra!!”

Alastair: “If you find out how – let me
know & I’ll take some advice from you!!”

Captain Cook - new responsibilities
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ALASTAIR QUESTIONS NICK

Nick talks about stretching into the
invisible, battling with the thug and the
importance of not crushing the bird in
your hand!

Alastair: “Cricket isn’t as physically
demanding as squash.  How do you get
mentally back into the next point when
you are physically knackered?”

Nick: “We do a lot of practice to
overload pressure in training so that in
theory a match should be easier than
practice. Obviously the intensity is high
but an average match is about 50 mins
so it’s a relatively short time to have to
focus for. The gaps in between points
make a welcome respite and chance to
regroup mentally if necessary. When tired
I find that the things I say to myself get
simpler and simpler. This applies to big
points in the match too. There have been
times when I have been so knackered
that my advice to myself is as simple as
‘hitting the middle of the strings’ or
‘moving my feet quicker’.” 

Alastair: “After a tough win against a
very attacking opponent, how do you
adapt when you have to play an
opponent with a very different approach
in the next round? (e.g. defensive style).
Do you have to mentally re-set yourself?”

Nick: “I try to analyse each match about
an hour or two afterwards and come out
with things I did well, things I did not so
well and a brief action plan for the next
day. This way no matter how I played or
the style of the opponent I played, I
have drawn a line under the match and
am ready with a clean slate for the next
day. Whilst respecting my opponents 
I will always try and implement my
strengths in any plan I make.” 

Alastair: “We’ve only just reached the
top of the World rankings, you have now
been number 1 for a while now, how did
you change when you became the
hunted rather than the hunter? And have
you got any advice for us?”

Nick: “The first time I got to number one
I only lasted a few months, I don’t think I
handled the pressure too well! I started
thinking that I had to impress everyone
every time I went on court and play
special shots rather than doing what I
did to get there. Basically I was worried
about things that were outside my
control. Second time round, I have tried
to enjoy it a lot more. You are certainly
there to be shot at and have to work
even harder to fight off the challengers,
but I have tried to see this as a privilege
rather than pressure. I have worked hard
to get there and realised that I’m not
going to be there forever so I might as

well enjoy it once there. One thing I have
tried to do is still look forward and look
at improving my game into the invisible
rather than worrying about fighting off
others.” 

Alastair: “If you could change one thing
about the mental side of your game,
what would it be and why?”

Nick: “The tendency to emotionally ‘go
over the top’ and go into what we call
‘thug mode’ from time to time. I need
aggression for my game to be at its best
but I still have the occasional match
where I can take this a bit far and lose
my focus and become embroiled in too
much dialogue with the referees or my
opponent. We have worked hard to stay
in a more clinical mindset and then bring
out the warrior in me when I need to!”

Alastair: “When a player is dominating
your weakness, how do you turn that
around or get through that period of
play?”

Nick: “Obviously these can be tough
times, but I think its important to trust
your game plan and try to weather the
storm until the momentum shift comes
back your way. There are always going
to be stages in a match when it’s not
going your way and its important that
you don’t panic and keep clarity of
thought under pressure. It could be a
time when a clear plan B is important,
otherwise you can try too many different
things looking for an instant reward and
it can spiral away from you that way.” 

Alastair: “When playing my drop shot 
I tend to get too nervous - tense up - 
and hit the ball in the tin, how can I get
better !!?”

Nick: “Tension is like a chain up your
body, and being too tight in your
fingers/grip on the racket can spiral up
your wrist, forearm and up to your
shoulders, affecting the movement of
your whole body. It’s important to relax
the fingers on the grip to stop this
happening. My coach still reminds me to
not crush the bird!! (think of having a
bird in your palm that you don’t want to
crush it, but also not wanting it to fly
away and that is the right amount of
pressure . . . a bit of a weird analogy I
know but it works trust me!!”Bring out the warrior
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There are some important messages
from the inner minds of these two
athletes. The importance of trusting
your game, recognising what motivates
you, making practice harder than
performance, understanding what is
going on in your mind and normalising
it, planning to impose your strengths,
having a balanced view of both
success and failure and keeping your
mindset simple under pressure.
However, the overriding reflection is
that you sense that they have an
honest appraisal of themselves and
have clearly not been afraid to
challenge themselves to improve
mentally.

Clearly an area of Alastair’s game that
has helped him to ‘make the leap’
towards worlds best is that of being 
able to focus for long periods of time.
Concentration is the ability to stay in 
the ‘here and now’ with absolute clarity 
– this in turn allows good decision 
making regardless of expectation or
consequences. Alastair’s ability to
consistently convert to 100’s and then
kick on to score Daddy hundreds has
been a big factor of his recent success.
He has continued to work on this area
by developing all the skills he
highlighted in the interview and has
turned this skill into a super strength.
During the Ashes series in Australia he
batted for a staggering 35 hours under
the highest pressure. However, when
asked where this apparent innate
ability to concentrate for long periods
stems from - his response 
is from the most unlikely of sources.

As a youngster he was always a
talented cricketer, however he was
also a gifted singer. At the age of 13
he took up a choral scholarship at
Bedford school, having previously
been a chorister at St Paul’s
Cathedral. During his time in the choir
he was required to sing solos and he
realised the responsibility he had to
get things right first time. Every time
he practiced it was like pressure
practice fuelled by a passionate desire
to not make mistakes. It was this
mentality that was drilled into him on a
daily basis and subsequently he has
taken this same mentality into his
cricket practice and performance.
Thus, his concentration was being
carefully honed from a young age.
Every time he practices, he practices
with a mindset that he knows will help
him to perform – he doesn’t want to
be the one who sings the wrong note
or finds himself off key. It’s like a life
skill in pressure training, but also
provides an important message to
aspiring performers about the
importance of ‘practicing with same
mental intensity that you play at’. 

Nick has always had a huge physical
engine, his fitness has always been
immense strength and this has been a
foundation on which he has been able
to grow many of his psychological
strengths.  Learning to master his
mindset during high levels of physical
fatigue is something that has set him
apart from his opponents and allowed
him to make a leap. As he commented
in his interview his goal has always

been to make practice harder than
performance and thus he knows when
he steps on a court he knows that he
is not going to lose any points due to
a lack of fitness. This endurance
coupled with mental agility has
allowed him to win tournaments back
to back and during 2010 he was
unbeaten for a staggering 36
consecutive matches. When asked
where his remarkable level of physical
fitness stems from he attributes it
back to the fact that his Dad was a
PE teacher so he was always highly
active as a kid and was encouraged
to play every sport in the book. He
has stark memories of doing lots of
cross-country running and trying to
do 2 laps of the school and trying to
catch his Dad whilst he only did 1! 
His Dad also used to put him at
centre midfield in the school football
team, not because he was a great
football but because he could get
from box-to-box better than any other
player on the team! 

What’s striking when you meet these
two men is their absolute humility.
Both have a quiet sense of calm
about them and a sense of
perspective about their current
achievements and status. However,
don’t mistake calm humility for a lack
of competiveness as underlying the
placid exterior lies a hungry and
ferocious desire to win and improve.
This was never more evident for me
than when I mistakenly played Alastair
in a ‘friendly’ game of table tennis, I
was able to experience the
transformation first hand. The laid
back demeanor was replaced by a
squinting of the eyes and a
seriousness that would have merited
a World championship final! Despite
appearing to have no forehand
whatsoever he still managed to beat
me deuce in the third! Likewise Nick’s
persona on the squash court swings
from a calm minded assassin to a
brutal warrior seemingly at will. Both
have an intense inner drive and have
used that fuel to find a way to win. 

Now they have an insight into what
makes the other tick, you can be sure
that they will be planning on finding
further super strengths and making
their next leap . . . into the invisible!

Don’t crush the bird!
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The following article on coaching at
competitions is based on my own
experiences as Head Coach of the
British Three-Day Event Team. I have
acted as their manager and head 
coach for over 12 years at numerous
international competitions and 12
Championships including 3 Olympic
Games. Prior to my involvement with
the Team I coached the Spanish Three-
Day Event Team for the 1996 Olympics,
and had the privilege of representing
Sweden in the three-day event at the
1984 Olympics in Los Angeles. Apart
from my own experiences I have spent
most of my life studying what other
coaches are doing, and what is done in
other sports, in order to develop and
improve my own skills as a coach and
a head coach at major competitions. 

Whilst there might be many wrongs,
and some rights, you can never say
that things could not have been done
better or improved on; so the following
is more advice but will hopefully enable
other coaches to approach competition
coaching with more confidence.

In the sport of eventing it is the horse
and rider that compete together in the
three disciplines of dressage, cross
country and show jumping. Due to the
complexity of this the actual team can
be quite large even though for a
European or World Championship a
team is only four horse/rider
combinations plus two individual
horse/rider combinations, and five
horse/rider combinations at Olympic
Games; the whole team comprises of 
a groom per horse, owners for each

individual horse, and apart from human
SSSM staff we also need equine SSSM
staff e.g. team vet, team farrier. As we
are a multi-discipline sport we also
have a specialist dressage coach and a
specialist show jumping coach. Each
horse might have multiple owners so
when adding up the numbers the total
team could be as many as 40 – 50
people. At Championships the team
competes for one set of team medals
and one set of individual medals, over 
a period of five days. Like other
equestrian sports men and women
compete together on equal terms, and
the riders can range in age from early
20s up to mid/late 50s. The majority of
riders make a living out of their sport,
run a business around their sport and
competing, have their own training
facilities and produce future top class
international horses at the same time
as they are campaigning their current

team horses. Some riders would have
as many as 30 – 40 horses to compete
on different levels, and would compete
as many as 300 – 400 times a year. It is
the horse that is the athlete.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SPORTS

The coach’s role at major competitions
varies depending on different sports and
can range from being allowed to be
active right up to the start and being on
the touch line communicating with their
athlete throughout the competition, to
being confined to the grandstand as a
spectator. Being a team coach (squad
coach) in some sports means that you
have been working with your athletes for
a long period of time, often team sports
give coaches continuous access to their
athletes as these are often club based.
Where the athletes are fully professional
in a team sport the coaches would have
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access to the athlete on a daily basis,
whilst if it is an amateur team the access
might be limited to once or twice a
week. In some sports the athletes might
come new to the coach for a specific
competition or Championship which
means that the coach might have very
little prior knowledge of the athlete. This
often occurs when you are a national
coach, particularly in team sports where
the athletes might come from their clubs
into a national squad. In sports where
the athletes are very young, and for
coaches dealing with youth squads, the
athletes might be participating in their
first major competition. In other sports
the coach might have to deal with
athletes with many years of experience.
In some instances coaches might have
to deal with a team of athletes of varied
ages, experience, and background.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF COACHES

It is worth recognizing the different roles
a coach might have. If you are an
athlete’s regular coach working with him
or her on a daily or weekly basis it
becomes your responsibility to develop
the basics in this athlete; give them a
knowledge of their sport; to prepare
them for life not just as an athlete but
also for life in general; to put together a
complete coaching programme around
the athlete with the support of SSSM
staff and specialist coaches, where
needed, so that this athlete has the
opportunity to develop their talent to its
maximum and is prepared for the
demands and rigours of competition on
different levels within their chosen sport,
this could also involve preparing them
for participating in national teams under
coaches other than yourself.

As a national, team, or Championship
coach, you might be working with
athletes only for a short period of time in
preparation for a specific competition.
Your role will then be to put the finishing
touches to athletes to give them the
edge and to prepare them for their role
within the team at that specific major
competition or Championship. You
would expect that the athlete had the
basic skills, and your role as a coach
would be to fine tune these skills in

order for the athlete to peak. This means
that in some cases you might have to
paper over weaknesses and make the
best of a situation, and in other cases
make smaller changes in order to tweak 
things, in other words you do not have
the time to make major changes to a
technique or a skill. You might therefore
work on the athlete’s mental side more
than on the physical side.

BEING THE COACH AT A MAJOR
COMPETITION OR CHAMPIONSHIP

For a team to function it is important 
that the different members of the team
know what their roles & responsibilities
are; know their place within the team 
& how to act; and what the philosophy 
in the team is, team philosophy.

It is the responsibility of the team
manager to structure this philosophy 
and put a plan together so that not only
the athletes, but also the support staff,
know their roles and responsibilities, as
they are all part of the same team. Each
member of the support team should
know the links of communication, and
who to report to. Athletes might get on
better with some of the support staff,
and therefore are prepared to open up
more to these people. It could be that 
an athlete talks to the physio about
concerns they might have regarding the
coaching, and then it is imperative that
the communication within the support
staff is such that important facts are

made available to the relevant people
without compromising confidentiality
and an individual athlete’s trust and
feelings. The responsibility and duties 
of the support staff are to enable the
athlete to perform to their best. Pride
must not stop progress. 

HAVING A PLAN

Prior to the competition starting, or even
before everyone gets together for a
squad session or final team training 
prior to a major competition or a
Championship, the person responsible,
whether this is the team manager or
head coach, should have put a plan
together. This plan should include lines
of communication, who is responsible
for what and in which areas. Having a
contingency plan for unforeseen
circumstances, trying to anticipate
things going wrong, should be part of
this plan. The more individual members
of the team who know how to act and
react to different situations then the
better prepared the support staff will be
when something goes wrong. Therefore
when things go wrong, which they
invariably do, they can be dealt with in
such a way that they will not impact on
athletes’ performances. The bigger the
team of support staff the more important
it is to have a good plan. It is very easy
that things are not done because
someone might think someone else 
has done it, or things get done twice
because two individuals are not
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communicating with each other. Whilst
it is essential to have a good plan,
plans need to be flexible, and the best
team is the one that will work to a plan
and within the framework of a plan,
but will be prepared to use their own
initiative and experience in the best
interest of the team when required.
From a team manager’s point of view 
it is important to give individuals the
room and space to work in, they must
not feel as if they are always checked
up on but, on the other hand, must not
feel as if they are working in isolation
either, and should feel part of the team
but at the same time have the freedom
to develop themselves their thoughts
and ideas. Being part of a team is
to transform the potentially
mundane into the magnificent.

HOW CAN I PREPARE MYSELF?

Get to know yourself. 
What makes you tick? 
How do you react under pressure
when you have to make important
decisions, etc.? 
To know your own strengths and
weaknesses is part of the preparation
you can do prior to entering into the
pressures of preparing and/or
coaching athletes or a team at a major
Championship. 

Get to know as much as possible
about the athlete(s) and other
members of staff who you are going to
work with, their characteristics and
needs. It is worth remembering that
due to the pressures of the
competition the athlete you know from
the normal training environment might
be different to the athlete you are
going to experience at a major
competition or Championship, so your
approach might need to change in
order to take this into account. 

It is worth knowing that athletes react
differently in their preparation to a
major competition or Championship;
some might hold back on their training
being worried about getting injured
and not being able to compete; some
might nurse an injury that they haven’t
told anyone about; others, in their

ambition to do well at the competition,
might over train or change their
routine, particularly if a younger or less
experienced athlete see their idols
within the team doing things that are
different to what they are doing
themselves, they might start changing
their own routine to copy their heroes;
it is the coach’s responsibility to work
with the athlete so they feel they can
be themselves and do what has made
them successful & enabled them to get
selected for the team in the first place,
& only make changes that will fit in
with their existing structure to improve
what they are already doing well.

The athlete would expect you, as a
coach, to be the same at a
Championship as you are in the normal
training environment even though he
might not be so himself, hence, the
importance of knowing yourself. 

As part of your preparation you need
to know the venue inside out; the
timings of the competition; when
training facilities are available;
anticipate as many unknowns and
eventualities as possible; make sure
you know the rules and regulations
inside out; it also always helps if you
can make personal contact with
various officials at the competition as
you never know when you might need
a favour or two. 

When athletes come under pressure
they might ask the most simple and
mundane questions and if you, as a
coach, do not have the answer it could
affect them in a negative way. As a
coach at a major competition or
Championship you sometimes have to
take the role of an arbitrator, sort out
problems, and deal with conflicts. As
part of your preparation it is a good
idea to have a ‘do’ and ‘don’t’ list, 
such as - portraying the correct body
language - have the right balance of
being positive without being over
enthusiastic - there is a time to be
light-hearted, jolly and crack jokes,
and a time to be serious and quiet -
use the right tone of voice - don’t let
your own feelings cloud your
judgement. Sometimes when athletes

are under pressure they might say
things that can be hurtful to you as a
coach, you need to be able to not
take this to heart so you can still make
the best and correct decisions. To
know when to talk and when to be
quiet, this is part of knowing your
athletes, often what you don’t say can
have a bigger impact than what you
do say, put yourself in your athletes’
shoes, see the situation with their
eyes, after all you are at the
Championship for them not for
yourself. Be the coach that the
athlete would like to have at their
side, egos must not get in the
way of performance.

SUMMARY

As a coach at a major competition or
Championship make sure you are
aware of the overall team philosophy
and the plan; make sure you know
your role, who to communicate with;
get to know your athletes and other
personnel; work on your own
weaknesses and utilise your strengths;
be prepared to have things sorted
beforehand rather than to have
regrets; if you think you should have
done or said something then you
probably should have done so; work
towards making the whole experience
enjoyable, educational and
inspirational. Always remember
whether athlete, or coach, we are
doing this because we enjoy
participating in our sport.
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At the recent UK Sport High
Performance conference I had the
pleasure of listening to Hugh Morris
speak about the development of the
number one team in World Test
Cricket. Most interestingly for me was
his next challenge - how to sustain this
high ranking for the long term.
Ultimately this will be the legacy for
England cricket.

With Hugh’s challenge ringing in my
ears and the recent decline in
performance of other sports most
noticeably rugby and notwithstanding
the consistent failures of football
despite every possible advantage of
funding and participation, this seems
to be a worthy topic for discussion.

Winning is how sporting nations are
judged and this will always be the
case. Many countries use sport to
promote their country name and brand
beyond their own shores. There are
few other vehicles which ensure
worldwide exposure better than sport.
If you win at sport they play your
national anthem, they run your flag up
the pole…that’s far better than a few
thousand people attending an arts
based event or a political conference.

National sports and especially cricket,
rugby and football are held up to be an
important element of social management
– sportsmanship, leadership, team work,
honesty and all that values stuff. Top
players are considered to be important
role models for young people. It is not a
surprise that sport has played such a
central role in education and in the
military because of the important lessons
which it teaches young people. 

The sad thing is that as professionalism
has developed, a new and evolving set
of values has emerged which are very
different to the amateur days. Values
such as win at all costs, profitability,
don’t get caught, selfishness and
arrogance have replaced older values
such as respect, teamwork, integrity,
trust, leadership and hard work.

It is little wonder that some sports are
becoming less popular with the public as
the values which they display are not
consistent with the future that most
ticket paying parents want for their
children. Recent poor on and off field
behaviour in many sports reflects what
has happened.

But what has all this to do with winning
at the very top?

The answer is simple. At the very top
levels of performance, skill capabilities
are very much the same and what makes
the difference to sustaining high
performance is not skill alone but
character.

There are so many examples of this in
top level sport. Highly skilled individuals
who under pressure fail to deliver and
sustain their performance. The “if only..”
performers are so frustrating for 

coaches and we spend hours trying to
get them to deliver what others
performers with less skills but more
character can only dream of.

So as coaches, parents and people who
care about sport what can we do?

8 Steps to Characterful Coaching



This model describes the behaviours
which may help you to develop as a
Characterful Coach.

The core of the model represents the
unique personality of every individual
coach. The behaviours which circulate
the core of the model are the 8
characterful coaching behaviours which
can be identified, developed, enhanced
or changed in order to achieve the
desired future results.

1. Your View
2. Role model
3. Rapport - understand the performer
4. Develop a character matrix
5. Selection
6. Create a character development 

programme
7. Feedback upon behaviour
8. Culture

View

CHARACTERFUL COACHING
by John Neal

Hugh Morris looking to stay at No.1

Role
model

Rapport

Feedback

Culture

Matrix

Selection

Programme
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Your View

Before you even start considering this
approach to performance you have to
be sure that you believe in the
concept. Some coaches may even
have stopped reading at this stage
and stormed out of the room
screaming “Nonsense! John is a big,
soft, pinko, fluffy psychologist who’s
trying to ruin the sport, he knows
nothing about pro sport, it’s tough and
you need to be tougher, it’s all about
winning!”

Do not be afraid; having been in pro
sport for 17 years and been sacked for
not winning and even after winning on
many occasions, I have no problem
with winning and the business of
sport. But I also want to sustain the
winning not only on but also off the
field. Winning not only for the money
and the trophies but also for the fans,
the people and the country.
Characterful Coaching is possibly the
hardest challenge that you may face
as a coach. It’s pretty easy to win
once, the real challenge is in keeping
winning for the long term.

So here is my view

For me it is really simple. Having
worked in performance sport for many
years I believe that sport does not
develop character, it reveals it. I have
seen so many highly skilled performers
fail at the top level not because they
lack skill but because the lack the
character to cope with the pressure
and deliver their skills at the highest
level. The same goes for teams.
Personally I would always rather be
coaching a star team than a team of
stars because I know how I can win in
the short term or a one off
game…...but I want to win long term
and create a legacy and that takes
more than skilful stars.

To help you develop your view it may
helpful to understand a little bit about
the neuroscience of the brain and how
we really develop our character.

Even before we are born some of our
potentiality is determined by our brain
wiring. Dependent upon the amount
of testosterone and oestrogen that
our 23rd chromosome receives 7 days
after conception will determine our
likely neural connections. Some would
call this male or female wiring and this
is not the place to discuss such
matters, simply to understand that
everybody’s brain is differently wired
and means that we have different
preferences and potentiality to think in
different ways. 

After this nature issue the brain
develops through nurture. The way we
think at a deep level will be
dependent upon the types of
experiences we have in our lives as
we grow up. What is even more
interesting is that it is the intensity of
these experiences and the degree of
emotion involved that determines how
we see the world and how we
perceive things to be. It is not the
moral rightness or wrongness. When
we are young the emotional response
does not have to be very great for us
to take ideas on board. The older we
get the greater the emotions need to
be in order for us to change our
thinking. The diagram below shows
how our character and values develop
most powerfully in our younger years
and this leads to the way that we
think as adults and ultimately how we
behave.



Values are critical to the sustainable
performance of a team. A consistent
set of values which have been
discussed and agreed within the team
and the wider club are even more
important. Many teams and clubs go
through a pre-season process where
they “decide” upon their values. The
reality is that you don’t decide upon
your values. They are developed and

laid down at a sub conscious level
during your childhood and early years.
Values vary depending upon the
environment of your nurturing years
and are hard wired into the deep part
of your brain. You can’t decide to
simply adopt a value, you have to
have lived it first!

For many people, values are simply a
list of words upon a wall or a
manufactured card handed out at the
start of the season and often they are
ineffective. You only find this out when
the pressure comes on. That’s when
you discover the true values of the
team. “Sport does not develop
character, it reveals it.”

Unless players discuss and
understand their own and others
values and the culture of the club, it is
very likely that people will behave in
very different ways under pressure
and not move together for the benefit
and future of the club.

But values are simply words and
thoughts in people’s heads. It is
critical that values are translated in
behaviours and that the behaviours
are consistent. This is where the
measurement can take place but this
is also where to challenges really
start.

If honesty is a widely held value within
the team then a consistent behaviour
one would expect to see is robust
feedback, argument, and, for some,
pain and discomfort as they discover
what others truly think about them.

If respect is a value of the group one
would expect to see players always
turning up on time, listening to others
and always taking time to work with
and in the community and with fans
after games…plus of course being
told by their honest colleagues if they
are falling below these standards.

Creating a list of values pre-season is
easy; ensuring that the values are
broadly held, discussed and agreed is
much harder. And the hardest but
most important part of all is

Learning through Emotional experiences

ADULT

VA L U E S Behaviour

Perceptions  emotions   beliefs             Thoughts

Time

23/7
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measuring the values against the day
to day behaviour and ensuring that
they are maintained at all times is
critical.

Values matter, values drive behaviour
and behaviour sustains high levels of
performance.

We need to re-focus upon developing
character as much as we do on skills.

Role Model

As Gandhi said “Become the change
you wish to see in the world”. It is
vitally important that if you believe in
Characterful Coaching that you are
characterful yourself. In order to
understand your character and what
has brought you to be the coach and
person you are today it is critical that
you develop your own self-awareness.
What do you believe in, what are your
values, what motivates and inspires
you, why do you do what you do?
This I know is a key element of the
ECB coaching programme and often
the most uncomfortable element of
any programme. But this is where it
has to start. A wise coach once said
“What you demand of others, so
should you demand of yourself.”

Rapport

Once you know who you are then you
will need to consider the people
whom you are coaching. Rapport is all
about “understanding another
person’s model of the world”
This does not mean that you have to
agree with their model but unless you
understand how they are seeing
things and why they behave in the
way that they do you can’t even
consider working with them at this
level. Rapport is critical to the
relationship between a Characterful
Coach and a performer. From rapport
comes trust and respect and effective
honesty.
There are many ways in which you
can develop rapport including
observation, discussions, thin slicing,
profiling and of course a good old
chat. But get to know them and
understand how they see the
world…what is their character?

Develop a character matrix

In the same way that we identify the
skills needed to bat, bowl and field I
suggest that you consider the same
process for the development of
character. What are the behavioural
characteristics that will sustain
performers through high performance.
Of course you have to make this
decision for yourself but there is help
at hand.

Dr. Steve Bull et al delivered a very
interesting piece of research which
looked at what makes up “The
Winning Mind”. These included:
1. Independence
2. Honest self-reflection and 

appraisal
3. Competition with self and others
4. Never say die attitude
5. Go the extra mile and make 

sacrifices
6. Make most of ability and learning 

opportunities
7. Resilient confidence

8. Self-belief in making the 
difference

9. Decision making
10. Risk management

We could of course argue for many
hours about the list above, but I am
more than happy to go with Steve
and his team’s research on this. 
Having identified the elements of the
matrix we need to find an effective
way of measuring the level of
capability in each area. This will often
be subjective but is usually revealed
through behaviours on and off the
field and most clearly during periods
of pressure.

Selection

This is possibly the most important
element for the development of young
players and especially for the elite
coach. It is also the most sensitive
area for performers and parents!

It is sad to say but most young
players are selected upon the basis of
their skills and stats. As a result of
their skills they are often “fast”
tracked through the system. They will
receive adulation from parents and
coaches, they are given sponsored kit
and their heads are filled with how
great they are. Unfortunately this
often means that they do not develop
the character needed to be
successful at the very top levels. They
are rarely rebuked if they are impolite
or disrespectful, they do not learn the
value of teamship or mix with senior
mature players, they are less likely to
have to make their own way to games
by bus or train or simply struggle to
balance and understand the pressures
of the modern world.

Being from the psychological world I
would hate to disappoint you with an
article which does not include a 2x2
matrix. We all have them and I think
that this one may be of great interest to
coaches when you consider selecting
and developing potential high
performance players.
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Those with high character and high 
skills are the dream players for coaches.
They are highly skilled and willing to do
anything to improve plus they are
ultimate professionals and role models
for others not just in sport but in wider
society.

Those with high levels of positive
character traits but low skills are the sort
of people we love to work with as
coaches. They will practice and apply
themselves for hours and will ultimately
succeed, so we should train and develop
their skills.

Those with lower character traits and
low skill should not be selected as they
will not be willing to do the work needed
to succeed at the highest level.

And now for the interesting and
challenging group for coaches.

Those with high skill levels but low
character. These people take a lot of
your energy and time. They do not
respond to cosy talks or reading of
books. Remember the way in which they
have developed their thinking…they
need experiences and emotional
experiences at that and then the
opportunity to reflect upon those
experiences with feedback and hopefully
adopt better behaviours. The trick for a
great coach is to create these
experiences or at least recognise when
they are happening and accelerate the
journey for the players. The other option
is of course to allow them to continue
through life and ultimately have a
catastrophic failing and then try to pick
up the pieces. How many people have
you heard say “If only I had known what
I know now when I was younger…I
could have been the greatest” Too late
and there are so many examples form
the world of sport, just imagine if we

could have avoided the failures and
developed the character earlier. 

How many more winning teams we
would have had?

Developing a 
Characterful Programme

I hope that you are getting the hang of
this now!

There is little difference between the
development of a technical skills or
conditioning programme than the
development of a character programme.
All that really changes are the activities,
the focus and the time allocation. A
character programme will still need
effective planning plus exercises and
activities which have an objective
outcome. Here are some of the areas
which you might like to consider
including in your character development
programme.

Playing simple small sided games is an
ideal way in which to understand a
person’s underlying character. Make 
the games easy to start and good fun.
Introduce new rules all the time, create 
a little chaos to make them think. By
adapting the game you can highlight
certain character traits like how they
deal with failure, how they help others
with less skills, do they stick with it, do
they argue with the referee. The skills
required by the Characterful Coach are
the ability to develop the games in order
to examine the character areas identified
in the character matrix like Steve Bull’s
Winning Mind model.

Challenge the players mentally as well
as physically. A favourite option is to ask
them to speak publicly before the rest of
the group. Remember though you are
not judging them on their skill to deliver
but upon the way in which they take up
the challenge.

Ask them to keep a reflective diary
which they are willing to share with you.
Discuss what they have included in the
diary and not just the diet, nutrition and

exercise stuff. What are they doing
socially and how are they planning their
lives?

Ask them to research other people’s lives
and environments.

Encourage them to try other sports and
meet new people. Even bring in coaches
from other sports for “guest sessions”.

If you have developed a good degree of
rapport you will know the individual’s
“pinch points”. These are the areas which
they fear and do not wish to go. With
their permission consider creating
activities which force them to face these
fears and then to reflect upon the
experiences. For example I recently ran a
“Stand up and Deliver” comedy session
for a group of leaders who were not great
at speaking to their peers…they were
terrified of the event but through practice
and support delivered a great set and the
personal development has been
transformational.

The opportunities are endless and only
restricted by the creativity, curiosity and
enthusiasm of the coach.

Several senior and international teams
are starting to understand this principle
and the activities always make the news
headlines as they are fun and different…
the Wales Rugby team doing singing
sessions, the Springboks working with
the army in outdoor training, explorers
and disabled soldiers speaking to 
groups etc. etc.

But the truth is that this is often too late.
The events are not sufficiently emotional
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to make the difference at the core level
of their thinking…where the character
really lives.

Feedback

This is perhaps where tough love starts
to kick in and where the importance of
great rapport is essential. Having
observed the behaviour of performers
under pressure it is critical that the
Characterful Coach provides feedback
upon what they see in terms of
behaviour and then seeks to
understand the motivation which 
drove the behaviour. It is always
possible that the two are different and
that behaviour which we may consider
to be inappropriate was driven by the
appropriate motivation. It is important
to discuss and debate this to avoid
labelling people as “difficult”.

Individual feedback is ideal but do not
underestimate the power of group and
peer feedback to raise awareness and
also to modify individual and team
behaviour. In terms of feedback it may
be interesting to reference the work of
Marcus Buckingham in his book “First
Break all the Rules” Marcus suggests 
a feedback approach based upon
identification of strengths as a primary
focus for the delivery of feedback
rather than fault. He suggests
“catching people doing things right”
and feeding back upon what they did
well improves self-esteem and typically
encourages more of that behaviour
and less of a less productive
behaviour. This advice carries the 
rider that if there is a Fatal Flaw then
this must be dealt with but otherwise
let’s go for strength and make them
even better…everything else will flow
from this.

Culture

The culture of a team is created by the
people within the team. This will often
be led by the coach, the selection of
the performers and the support team

and sometimes even by the supporters
and the environment in which they play.
The Characterful Coach creates and
develops the culture from the inside out.
Start first with yourself and then your
core coach team, the support team
followed by the leadership group and
then the performers or players. The
culture is created by the behaviours
which are displayed each and every day.
These behaviours should be consistent
with the values which are considered to
be the ones which will drive and sustain
long term winning.

And Finally….

And this is where I return to the challenge
which was set by Hugh Morris at the
conference – sustaining the number one
status.

If we take all these points on board and
agree that character and skills are the
basis for winning under pressure at the
very top level, we may need to change
the way we select, develop and train our
talent. We may need to spend less time
on sports skills and more on life skills. 

This approach will require strong
leadership and that is easy to define:it is
a journey where you have seen an
opportunity that nobody else has seen
and where nobody else is going. Then
the ability to inspire and motivate others
to embark upon the journey. And of
course the character to keep going when
everybody else says you’re mad, that it
won’t work, that you’re the only idiot
doing it so it must be wrong. 

Having sat in the audience at the
conference I feel pretty confident that of
all sports the ECB are in a great place as
it is clear that they have the experiences
from the journey to become number one
and the leadership it took to be on that
journey in the first place!

But this is not just for the elite, sport still
has a huge role to play in the
development of our wider community,
politicians are starting to realise the
power of sport, Mandela certainly
recognised this and as coaches, players,
supporters and Mums and Dads we have
a responsibility to do the same and
develop “good cricket people”.

Politicians realise the power of sport
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In the previous edition of On the Up
there was an article on the ActionType
Approach penned by the authors of this
new way of looking at movement
patterns, Bertrand Theraulaz and Ralph
Hippolyte. In essence the ActionType
Approach (ATA) treats every body as an
individual and isn’t a one size fits all
model. Some of the basic principles are
listed below:.To perform at your best you have to
play & move within your natural
preference..Movement came first, the mind
evolved to co ordinate movement..There are 4 different motor profiles,
for which different individuals have a
preference for when it comes to
movement..We need to coach the skill within the
correct motor profile for that individual..We all use our opposite or shadow
motor profile at times. We need to be
aware of and develop our strength and
when in our shadow, perform while
accepting to let go and trust our body
coordination so as to recuperate and to
re establish our natural rhythm.

.There is reputed to be link between
ActionType and MBTI, this is currently
being validated, so in this instance we
will focus on the Motor Profile.

ECB, through a small group of coaches
who have been exposed to working with
the ActionType Approach, have had a
number of successes with this approach.
This article explores some of these and
offers practical sporting applications in
both cricket, from Peter Such and
squash, where David Young has
recently been working.

As a caveat to this, it is important to set
expectation at the outset; this at present
isn’t a coaching methodology that we use
as ‘mainstream’. It is very much another
‘lens’ through which to look at a player
which can provide the answer when more
conventional methods haven’t had the
desired impact. If the individual is ‘flying’,
it is very much a case of leave well alone.
It also needs to be recognised that this
shouldn’t be a ‘get out of jail card’ for the
player in terms of them saying, ‘well its
just the way that I play’.

Just to re-cap, the four different motor
profiles are listed below together with
some of the characteristics of the
profiles preferred movement 
patterns:

Distal

Fine motor
skills, have
a strong
connection
to the
forearm,
hands and
feet.

Like to
keep the
arms at a
distance
from the
body.

Narrow
focused
vision first.

More
comfortable
with stop
start.

WALK
FROM THE
BOTTOM.

Staggered
stance

Global

Have a
preference
for using
big
muscles /
whole 
body.

Like to
keep the
arms close
to the 
body.

Strong
peripheral
vision first.

More
comfortable
with stop
start.

WALK
FROM THE
BOTTOM.

Parallel
stance

Rhythmical

Need to feel
the rhythm
of the
movement.

Strong
peripheral
vision first.

Need to
keep
moving.

WALK
FROM 
THE TOP.

Staggered
stance

Conceptual

Need to
understand
the
movement.

Narrow
focused
vision first.

Need to
keep 
moving.

WALK 
FROM 
THE TOP.

Parallel
stance

how an individual’s preference for
Walking from the Top or Walking from
the Bottom may influence technique

ActionType
Approach
and sporting
applications;

Natural Profile.
Here the athlete
feels at ease
and comfortable
with what
they’re doing

Shadow or opposite
profile. Here the athlete
may feel uncomfortable,
stiff and mechanical if
they do not accept and
let it go
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Typical 
example 
of Walking 
from the 
Top, with 
the upper 
body 
leading 
and the feet are then placed underneath Im
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Have you ever thought, when attempting
to coach someone the movement part of
a skill, that ‘they just don’t get it, is it me
not putting it across well enough?’, or
‘they do that so well, it looks really
natural’. Perhaps the answer lies in
ActionType and some of the
characteristics highlighted. If that
particular movement isn’t their
preference perhaps we are coaching
them to perform in their ‘shadow profile’.
If this is the case, we need to look at
their preferred movement pattern and
find a way of coaching a movement or
technique which fits within their preferred
profile. If they are doing it really well the
odds are that they have found their own
path and are performing within their
natural preferred profile. 

Within the limited work that we have
done thus far, the area of largest
significance seems to revolve around
Walking from the Top and Walking from
the Bottom. Consequently for the benefit
of this article, we’ll focus on this element.
What we hope to do also is give you
some pointers as to what to look out for
in terms of gauging this part of an
individual’s motor profile and talk a little
about some practical applications of the
Action Type Approach.

Walking from the Top (WT) – here the
individual will move using their top half to
initiate movement, the head and chest in
essence place the feet as the upper body
leads. By initiating the movement this
way, the feet have to be placed under the
head and shoulder, otherwise the athlete
will go nose first into the turf. By walking
from the top, the individual moves in a
plyometric fashion, generating force by
using gravity, before rebounding off the
floor. ATA theory states that those that
Walk from the Top ‘organise themselves
from the top down’. People who Walk
from the Top have the weight on the front
part of the feet as they act and they
‘prepare themselves forward so as to
express themselves / move backwards’ .

.They are good at going from a high
position to a low position quickly and
easily..They prefer to have a narrower base
which will allow them to fall forward more
easily and use gravity. In this narrow
stance they will have a flatter lower back.

.When walking, the shoulders are
slightly back to compensate for the
forward head and chest..When running both feet aren’t in
contact with the floor at the same time
and there is a quick fall of the head
followed by a slow rise..When turning a corner or entering a
room they initiate the turn with the inside
foot..A quick look at leg muscle
development can be a give away, if you
Walk from the Top the outside upper leg
muscles are used mainly in a plymetric
way and therefore will not develop mass
easily..They are also people who like to keep
on the move, stopping and starting
again, has a high cost to them.

Walking from the Bottom (WB) – here
the individual will move using their
bottom half to initiate movement; the
hips in essence place the body as the
lower body leads. By initiating the
movement this way, the feet establish as
base, then the body follows on top of
this base. By walking from the bottom
you generate force by pushing against
gravity, i.e. pushing against the floor. ATA
theory states that those that Walk from
the Bottom ‘organise themselves from
the bottom up’. People who Walk from
the Bottom have the weight on the rear
part of the feet as they act and they
‘prepare themselves backward
so as to express themselves / move
forwards’.

Some common signs to look out for are
as follows:.They are good at going from a low
position to a high position quickly and
easily, by pushing off a firm base..They prefer to have a wider base
which will allow them to push against
gravity. In this wide stance they will
have a more curved lower back (they
have a natural lumbar lordosis).

.When walking, the shoulders are
slightly forward to compensate for the
backward posture..When running the feet are in
contact with the floor for longer and
there is a slow fall of the head
followed by a quick rise..When turning a corner or entering
a room they initiate the turn with the
outside foot..A quick look at leg muscle
development can be a give away, if
you Walk from the Bottom the quads
will be strong and the outside upper
leg muscles will look more developed..They are people who are
comfortable stopping as they can
easily generate force to get
themselves moving again.

Walking from the Top and Walking
from the Bottom have their strengths
and weaknesses, neither is better or
worse for sport, you just need to
better understand the preference that
suits you.

Typical 
example 
of Walking 
from the 
Bottom, 
with the 
feet being 
placed and 
the body then moving on top of the base Im
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Danny Briggs
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James Vince
ATA WB
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Perhaps you are already thinking about
some of the players that you coach and
the way that they move and how they
can look very natural and easy whilst
performing some skills, but clunky and
awkward with others. Walking from the
Top and Walking from the Bottom can
have a big impact on the execution and
coaching of cricketing skills. A few basic
questions spring to mind, like:.Should we coach the forward press
to someone who clearly Walks from the
Bottom?.Should we coach bowling drills
without any momentum to players who
clearly Walk from the Top?.Do players need to adopt different
starting positions when fielding
dependent on their preference for WT or
WB?.How do we coach the forward drive,
do we lean into it with the head and
shoulders leading or do we establish a
base with our bottom half them bring
the top half forward into the stroke?.When looking to ‘fix’ someone, do we
do it from the Bottom Up or the Top
Down?

From a spin bowling perspective,
successes have been achieved through
recognising the preference of Walking
from the Top (WT) or Walking from the

Bottom (WB) and offering information
(where necessary), which fits with the
motor profile. As people who Walk from
the Top need momentum, you need to
keep them moving through the bowling
crease whilst still applying the basic
principles of the bowling action, such as
alignment etc… a bowler who Walks
from the Bottom can be encouraged to
establish a firm base by spending
fractionally more time in the bowling
crease before delivering the ball.

From a personal perspective, I have a
preference for Walking from the Top,
when bowling I felt that I needed to
keep moving through the bowling crease
to bowl at my best, it also probably
explains why as a spin bowler I had a
longer than average run up. Having
profiled Ian Salisbury he Walks from the
Bottom and when you talk with him
about the way that he bowled, it was
very much a case of establishing a base
in the bowling crease prior to release. 

Perhaps, if you were to look at the spin
bowlers past and present, you might
well be able to establish whether they
Walk from either the Top or Bottom.

Both Walking from the Top and the
Bottom has value and explains why

bowlers may have different methods, the
key is to spot it, appreciate it and then
work with it.

ATA and Squash

Squash is a sport in which the player is
required to move explosively in any
direction with the opponent in very close
proximity. A tactical aim is to be able to
return to the ‘T’ and reset after playing
each shot during a rally in order to give
the best possible chance of anticipating
and returning the next. So there are two
circumstances in which the player has the
opportunity to deliberately position
himself on the court: immediately before
each point (either as the server or the
receiver) and if skilful enough, the much
more dynamic opportunity between each
shot within a rally. Traditional squash
coaching states that a player should aim
to set himself directly over the ‘T’ when
his opponent plays a shot and should
adopt a wide base to allow maximum
balance and capacity to move in any
required direction. According to ATA, this
would be ideal for someone that Walks
from the Bottom, but not necessarily for a
player that Walks from them the Top.

ATA theory would suggest that someone
that Walks from the Top in their natural

World no. 2 Ramy Ashour (right) adopts a WT set position with a narrower base
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posture would more naturally use gravity
to lunge forward, while those that walk
from the bottom would use their lower
body to move explosively in any
direction. Interestingly, conversation with
some of the players that observably
Walk from the Top revealed that they are
very strong at getting forward quickly
and pouncing on ball at the front of the
court, but had a perceived weakness at
moving to the back of the court, which
could be exploited by opponents.
Through the squash coach, we worked
with these players on two simple things:.Their positioning on the court both
before and during rallies.Their physical posture for the
opportunities that the player has to set
himself, mentioned above.

It was suggested that those that Walk
form the Top might adopt a more upright
posture, with the feet slightly closer
together than is traditionally coached
and that they position themselves
slightly further back in the court, behind
the ‘T’ to allow them to maximise their
natural strength of moving quickly and
powerfully forward, with the movement
initiated by the upper body.

At this stage it is important to point out
that any technical modifications are only

likely to be minor, though the results of
the changes may well be significant and
as with any technical input, the way in
which the concept of walking from the
top and from the bottom is introduced
to the players needs to be done skilfully.
Fortunately I work with some highly
competent squash coaches, who have
taken the time to understand the players
that they work with. No doubt many
readers will view this article with some
degree of scepticism and will need to
see more robust evidence before taking
it seriously, while others will relish any
new theory and will be trying it out
practically tomorrow. Of course, sports
players are no different and the skill of
the coach is to know the player well
enough to be able to translate the
message in a way that will create
meaning for them.

It is difficult to objectively state whether
the ATA for those that Walk from the Top
has been successful and as with any
new theory, it would be wise to
approach it with an open but guarded
mind. It was received positively by the
squash players and a number of the
comments they made certainly
suggested that these movements felt
more natural to them and that they
would pursue them further.

To sum up, if we don’t recognise and
value the individual, taking into account
their preferred movement pattern we are
in danger of forcing them to adopt a
way of doing something which is very
much there ‘shadow profile’, an
unnatural / unhealthy method for that
particular individual. When an athlete is
performing well and is looking
completely natural, it may be that they
are performing within their own motor
profile and perhaps explains why
players can be equally effective
performing the same skill, but using
slightly differing methods and
movement patterns.

As stated earlier in the article, this isn’t
main stream coaching, but can be
another ‘lens’ to look at a player
through and may well provide the
answer to why some players fail to
respond to more conventional coaching
methods. With an approach like this,
profiling is essential and we have to be
sure before we offer any information.
Watch this space and hopefully we will
be able to offer further information in
subsequent articles highlighting other
aspects of the different motor profiles,
which could have a significant impact
on the coaching and skill execution 
of an athlete.

Ramy Ashour (left) this time adopting a wider, stable base, more typical of WB
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